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DISTRIBUTION SHOWN

LEE CLARK HAS Mrs. Jack Farmer Is Awarded
TVA IS HELD TO
Beautiful
Living Room Suite
ANNOUNCED FOR
$742,000 FOR
ASSEMBLY CHAIR
GILBERTSVILLE

1933 SETTLEMENT
OF DRINKARD IN
CALLOWAY COURT

Ham What 'Am

/
2
A huge ham weighing 561
pounds is on display at Tolley
Mrs. Jack Farmer, who lives In their fate and he selected little
& Carson's Grocery this week.
college addition, was awarded the 1 Miss Dorothy Jean Burks, the
It is a ham of the large 18
beautiful living room suite which pretty little blond daughter of Mr.
months' old porker killed by
was given away free by The ahd Mrs. Amos Burks, near MurBurnett Brandon this past winMany Mourn for Popular
Served With Distinction and Ledger & Times here Saturday ray.
Morgan Tells Dream of ter. The hog weighed some 800 Hoyt Cleaver Gets $1,500
Baptist Preacher Who
Many Fine Accomplishafternoon at 230 o'clock in the
Verdict Against R. R.; to
For the third straight time the
Super-Dam on Ohio to
pounds when killed. The ham
Died Thursday
presence of a crowd which was little circulation's drive of The
ments Four Times
weighed near 100 pounds ct
Be Appealed
Control
3
Rivers
conservatively , estimated at 2,500. Ledger & Times proved to be
time of butchering. It has been
GREAT CROWD WAS AT
The
event
s
,
took
place
at
the
ardent
beyond the publishers' most
LEGISLATIVE RECORD
cured and is among some 50
LONG APRIL TERM
HOUSE BALKS AT
FUNERAL SATURDAY
other sugar cured and hickory
IS OF HIGHEST TYPE northeast corner of. the court, expectations and $2g in cash prizes
TO END THIS WEEK
STARTINCS FUND smoked hams at Tolley & Carsquare on a truck provided by were split by eight other subscribHunch...ells of friends and adson's. The selection is one of
Lee Clark, one of the county's Porter Motor Co., and was super- ers..
Trial of the action of Calloway
WASHINGTON. April 28—The
mirers, tse among whom he had
the best ever collected 'in Murbest known and a faithful repre- vised by Sheriff Carl B. Kingins
They were $5 each to Mrs. H.
county against former Sheriff C.
House balked today at providing
spent his life and to whom he
ray and is of only a choice
sentative of Calloway county in and representatives of each side L. Parker, Murray Route 1, and
W. Drinkard over the 1933 settlefunds for starting construction of
of the count'
who we e selec
-•..
curnpiLr
with
tni55&,
eel re, .am propose as
deiky cIrcuit
a
from
the
crowd
by
row, joined the family last SaturMr.
Kingins.
have
family
Brandon
and
Mr.
sloes
of the Kentucky State Legiseach to Mrs. Autry Farmer, Murfeet; ort stuck straight out and
court Wednesday afternoon and
first link in a "super dam" to_conThey
were
Ted
day in paying the final tributes of
Howard,
of
the
and
state
other
ham
the
eaten
lature, today makes formal anray Route 1; Jake Maean, Murray
to the rear, the other curled
when it is completed will wind up
trol floods on the Ohio, Tennessee
love and respect to the Rev. Edd
that regardless of the huge size
nouncement of his candidacy to West side; Walter Blakeley of the Route 2; Miss ..France
Wilford,
back in under the right wing.
the regular April term.
and Cumberland rivers.
North
side;
Will
Outland, beloved Baptist minis.
LevIns
of
the
tender
was
very
ham
it
of
the
represent the County in the 1938
Murray; Mrs. L. H. Hill. Hazel
:The chick is otherwise normal.
The suit is an involved one and
East side and Con Milstead of the
ter, who died. Thursday night at
By a vote of 41 to '15, it rejected
and delectable.
session.
Route 1; W. A. Hopkins, Dexter
Boy, pass the drumsticks!
has been the subject of considerSouth side. These well known' and L. L Beale, Murray':
his home two miles northeast of
a request by Representative PearHow about a nice harp steak
Mr. Clark is too well . known
able manoeuvering on the part of
gentlemen supervised the entire
Pine Bluff.
son' (D.-Tenn.), for $2,000,000 to
from the heart of this Kentucky
both as an outstanding citizen of
the county, represented by County
proceedings.
start work on the Gilbertsville
meat?
famed
Brother Outland began suffering
Calloway county and an honorable,
Attorney R. H. Hood, and /attordam on the Tennessee. It approvMr. Kingins selected
from a bone infection about 10
Ernest
diligent and effective legislator to
neys for Mr. Drinkard, Joe Laned, however, a $742.439 item for
Kelso
from
the
crowd
to
pick
years ago and since that time had
out
need an elaborate
introduction.
caster and E. L. Cooper, Benton,
continuation of preliminary studies
been compelled to go on crutches.
•
an
However, since it has been almost a young lady to be the arbiter of
over the past two or three years.
on the project.
However, his physical ,handic
eight years since he was a memOne of the most important busThe present 'action is a hearing in
and suffering never lessened his
ber of the house it is not amiss to
iness transactions in Murray in
equity before Judge Ira D. Smith
enthusiasm or his activity and no
last
completed
time
recount
was
some
some
of
his
accomplishon exceptions to the settlement
one ever heard him make the Young Farmer and Stockman Is ments while a member of that
WASHINGTON, April 28—PossThursday when Jeff Farris and C.
Candidate for Magistrate
filed by Mr. Hood.
slightest complaint of his afpurchased the Parker ibility that the Tennessee Valley
Salmon
body.
C.
In Primary
It is expected that testimony
fliction.
Authority may construct a $300.- Candidate for Magistrate Is Known
Bros. Bakery here.
In both 1926 and 1930 he was a
will be completed sometime today.
flood
for
dam"
"super
000,000
For many years he served the
With
Familiar
To
All;
The new firm will be known
J. Graham Denham, eseW known member of the Rules and Finance
fudge Smith wid take the evidence
purchurch at Poplar Springs as pas- young farmer and gtoekman of the Ig4krnmittees, the two most importProblems
as the Murray Baking Co. and has control, navigation and power
ITh4er advisement and submit his
tor and also served Many other Swann district, today makes his ant committees in the House. Dur- Beloved Matron Was Nativt et under construction already a new poses across the mouth of the Cums
Ohio rivers near 'GilLogan County: Husband
baptist churches Us both Calloway announcement for magistrate in ing all four sessions he has served
W. H. (Herbert) Trevathan, one de/sion at a later date. Mr.
plant on North Third street, be- berland and
iekard has appealed to circuit
to- of the most influential farmers of
and Stewart counties. He was
Died Last Wipter
tween Main and Walnut, which bertsville. Ky., was disclosed
that district, subject ft> the Demo- he took a leading part in enacting
member of the Blood River church. cratic primary in August.
the North side of the county, today court from a decision in Calloway
legislation for Calloway ciaiinty
will.be a model of modern bakery day to Congress.
county court before Judge E. P.
Mrs. Annie Keel, beloved matron conveniences a n d appointments
The dam, if constructed, would makes his formal announcement
The Rey. Outland, who was 65
Mr. Denham. a young man, aged and the rural sections of the state.
Phillips.
- years olde is survived"by a daugh- .37, traveled for. 15, years, repre- In 1922 when- the normal school of the Elm Grove section. joined They expect to be able to move be the largest in the nation. Mor- for magistrate of the Wadesboro
Hoyt Cleaver, Deter', won a
ter, and eight sons, besides his senting the home office of the law, which led to the founding of her husband in • death Sunday to it within the next two months- gan said. It would be designed district_ subject to the August
$1,500 verdict against the N. C. di
Mr. Farris, who is a native of to control floods below Gilberts- Democratic primary.
widow.
They are Mrs.. Willie Commonwealth
Life
Insurance Murray State Teachers College, when she passed away at her home
Mr. Trevathan needs no intro- St. L. railroad Monday. Cleaver
Johnson, who resided near him; Co. and carried on a livestock was enacted, Mr. Clark rendered following an extended illness of the county and operates the Farris ville to the Mississippi river and
Mr. Keel, Well Machine Shop- on North Fourth -frost-Cairo southeto the- Atacama* duction, to the voter, of that- dis- suedsfor damages on account of inWavel and Joe Outland, of Mur- harm in Calloway county at same service beyond price in obtaining complications.
known farmer of that vicinity., street. is widely known. Mr. Sal- river.
trict as he has been active in its juries sustained about 6 months
ray; Kelly Outland, near Concord; time.
(Continued oti Back Page)
ago while lifting a bridge cap
died last winter.
men, i master baker, has been
and Hannibal and Colie. of DeMorgan said that the Tennessee affairs throughout his life time and
113 13 a gramiate of Bowling
Mrs. Keel was Miss Tiddock be- conneaed with the Cottage City and Cumberland rivers come with- now lives and has so continuously while an employee of the railroad.
troit:. all by a previous marriage Green Business University and all
fore her marriage and was a native Baking company for the past two in a mile and a half of each other on the same farm on which he He was represented by Attorneys
and three young sons. at home, his work for 15 years en insurance
Ft. H. Hood and Wells Overhey.
of Logan county, Ky. At the time and a half years. He will mall- at Gilbertsville and are separated was born.
William, D V. and L. E.
business was organization work.
A lifelong and loyal Democrat, Judge Smith over-ruled a moticn
et her death, she was a membee of age the bakery. s Mr. Salmon said only by a gravel hill.
Also surviving are a sister, Mrs. . Since 1935 Mr. Denham has dethe Liberty Church of Christ in that there would be no immediate
project Mr. Trevathan taught school for for a new trial on part of railroad
Fanny Chrisman and two brothers. voted all his time to his farm and
He said the finished
changes
or
poliin
the
personnel
enof 5 years in this ounty in early attorneys and it is understood the
Todd
county.
500
miles
almost
.had
provide
Mrs.
Keel
and
Andrew
would
Outland.
Lee
livestock business.
judgment will be appealed.
deared herself
"excellent inland waterway," with- manhood after graduating from the
The services were held at the
many. friends cies at the plant.
He is the grandson of Jim
King Wins Verdict
Mrs. Era Roberts has been en- out a lock, extending from near Murray Male and Female Institute
Blood River church by Rev. J. H. 'Squire Denham, who served in Mayfield Resident Was Son of who join the family in mourning
Lowell King won a verdict last
Mrs. Maiinda Henley, South
her death. She was 76 years old, gaged as manager of the front of- the north boundary of'Mississippi, He served as school trustee for two
Thurman in the presence of a this precinct for a period of four
of County
She is survived by two daugh. fice and shop sales.
great throng and burial was in the terms and son of Brack Denham.
well into Indiana on the Wabash, years, has had experience as road Thursday when a jury refused to
ters, Mrs. Will Cathcart. of Farmchurch cemetery.
and Tennessee and Kentucky, up overseer and for almost 30 years allow damages in the action
Many from both of whom are deceased.
Calvin Wesley Henley, 49. of ington and Miss ,Emma 'Keel and L N. Callis Wins Free
the Cumberland river nearly -to has been a member of the board of brought against him by Brent AtMurray attended the rites.
Mr.- Denham was chairman of
deacons of the Flint Baptist church
Murray taxi driver, alleging
The pallbearers were Dellon. Calloway county Corn-Hog asso- Mayfield. son of Mrs; Matilda Hen- four sons, all well-known Cello,
Trip to Florida Nashville and up the Ohio almost No man in that district, is bet- kins,
alienation of his wife's affections.
Craig, Gatlin, Johnny, Oval, Dr. J ciation for year of 1934 and as- ley and brother of Jesse Henley of way eounherts. Ira. Alfred, Jim"
to Louisville.
•
ter known or higher" regarded He had sought $6,000 and costs.
A. and David Outland. all nephews. gistaint chairman of South Swann the Southwest part of the county. and John Keel.
L. N. Callie local dealer of the
district on tobacco and chairman was fatally injured in an autoThe jury also brought in a verA large crowd
attended „ the Electrolux cleaner, has certainly
(Continued on Back Page)
mobile wreck near Mayfield Sun- funeral services which were con- made a record in salesmanship.
of Swann district on Corn-Hog an
dict for the defendant in the acWASHINGTON, April 28—The
the board of directors 61 ,associa• day night. Mr. Henley died Tiles- duCted at Elm
tion of Woodsom Henry 'whir the
Grove
Monday Since Christmas he has won die= House Appropriations Cominittee
tion of Calloway county for 1935 day morning at the Mayfield hos- Morning at _ .eleven - o'clock .by trict and national prizes of $75 in favorably reported today a $71e-1
N. C. & St. I- seeking damages
pital.
Mr. Denham said:
for his dog kilted by a train.
Elder J. S. White, of Hardin cash, a lovely ladies fur coat, ties, 206,943 deficiency supply bill, cut
McCaslin
"If electedeto this office 1 pledge
The action of
The Mayfield Messenger gives !aerial was in the church cemetery. shires, shoes, and now the big $18,828,605 under budget estimates
against the Mureay Hosiery. Milt.
an honest administration and will the following account of the acthe pallbearers were Earl Wood- national prize of a trip to Florida. in line with the President's econoseeking damages for damming up
all, Lloyd Grogan, William Wicker • Indeed it is something to sell my drive.
Celebration at • Mason Memorial got procrastinate in serving the cident:
duties of this trust.
a drainage ditch was dismissed
-Henley was almost decapitated Barnett Brandon, Verdie Miller more of any one thing in the U. S.
The measure carries deficiency' Mississippi Congressman
on May 12 Is
Will
Tilk
settled when it was understood
"I am not politically obligated when , a car in which he was rid- and Martin Bailey. The flower than any other.
funds for various departments and
Planned
Here
on
T.
V.
A.
to any group of men nor any in- ing crashed .into a large truck girls were Misses Mary Nelle and
that the mill had agreed to dig Mr.
$40,166,270 for the Tennessee ValBenefits
McCaslin a well.
It Pays to stead the Claulfleds
ley Authority.
Dr. J. H. Richmond, president dividual and am not making any parked near Washington school. Sue Keel. granddaughters.
Examination by physicians showDivorces granted this week were
of, Murray State College. has been rash promites to any man for his
U. S. Congressman John F..
Bessie Parker vs Lloyd Parker.
engaged to .deliver the principal support but am promising the dis- ed that the base of the skull wa,s
Hankie,
Democrat.
Mississippi.
has
address on the campus of the Wil- tricts as a whole and every person badly fractured. jawbones on both
agreed to address the Lower Ten- Fred Hughes vs Mary Hughes,
vs Florence
liam Mason Memorial Hospital in individually, a fight to the finish sides of the-face shattered, and
nessee Valley Association at Mur- Lewis Swackhamer
Swalchanser, Lalah_ Edmonds vs
connection with a big celebration for every thing that belongs to practically all the teeth knocked
ray
on
the
benefits
of
the
TVA
.out.
to be held on National Hospital Swann magisterial district.
power program at a date to be an- Toy Edmonds.
"Yours truly,
-"Atmer Lassiter, Ain't.° leter carDay, May 12, from two to five
Ruby Wilson won a $957 verdict
nounced
later. LTVA
officials
rier, was driving the car in which
"J. Graham Denham"
o'clock. The college band, under
learned in a telegram from Luther against the Woodmen of the World,
Henley was riding. He escaped
the direction of Prof. W. H. Fox,
on a case tried in accordance,with
Draftee this week.
with minor head injuries. There
will give a band concert from two
instructions from the court of apRecognized
as
one
of
the
forewere
no
other
occupants
.of the
to three p. m and will also play
peals. -most
authorities
on
waterpower
car.
Thetruck
was
unoccupied.
several selections in - connection
The petit 'jury was dismissed
and
TVA
activities.
Mr.
Rankin
is
Cecil
Hixon,
owner of the .truck,
with the speaking program from
Monday.
assisting the LTVA in its efforts
said that he left the machine parkthree to four p. m. The Murray
an
appropriation
t6
secure
to
start
ed at the curb while he was visitHigh School band, under, the dithe Gilbertsville dam this year.
rection of Prof. E. B. Crane, will John T. Cochran Finds Source at ing at a house nearby. He said
Mr. Rankin's home is in Tupelo,
that the truck was struck in the
give a band concert on the camOne-Half of Peak
Miss., ono of the first cities in the
rear and was knocked thirty feet.
pus from four to five p. m.
Quotations
United States to receive the bene"Pat Rule, employe of the Merit
According to S. A. Ruskjer,
fits of the TVA program.
general manager of the William
County Agent J. T. Cochran Clothing Company, reached the
scene shortly
after the
While in Washington, Dr. J. H.
Mason Memorial Hospital, a very has investigated the supply and wreck
Richmond, chairman of the LTVA, Occurred in Nashville Saturday:
interesting and entertaining pro- price of Korean Lespedeza seed crash occurred about 8, o'clock
Was Principal of Tennessee
invited Mr. Rankin to come to
gram will crowd each moment of and made a very fortunate dis- and brought Henley to the hospital
Industrial School
"Henley resided near the Pet
Murray to discuss the power prothe three hours entertainment.
covery for the farmers of Calloway
plant,
between
gram as proposed for the TennesPreparations are being made for county. Lespedeza seed can be Milk Company
Moses Edward Wooldridge. Jr.,
see Valley.
hundreds of visitors to be taken Purchased' at approximately one- Highway 45 and the railroad."
was killed instantly when hit by
He is survived by his widow and
through the new hospital building half of its peak price and farma car in Nashville, Tenn.. Saturto have a glimpse .of this most ers have still another month in 10 children; one other brother,
day night, April 24. He had left
Modern institution. Mr. Huskier which to seed their idle. land to Rev. W. W. Henley, Jackson
"Giant Hen Eggs" Hatch
his uncle's drug store to get a
Term. ,and three sisters, Mrs. n.aonw
has made arrangements to serve this very valuable clover.
Out Six Little Goalies hair rut - when the tragedy ocuctfree ice cold Birely's orange juice
It would be a very fine prac- Henley, Mrs. Della Baker and Mrs.
red.
to the visitors attending this cele- tice if every acre of land in the Atmer Lassiter,-Alino. He was a
Mrs Sam Wilson, who lives
Mr. Wooldrige was well known,
bration. He is also arranging to county, not planted to some eroo, member of the Mt. Pleasant Presnear Wiswell, put a setting of
in Tennessee education circles. He
present the boys and girls aceom• were. seeded to lespedeza at the byterian Church.
15 White Giant eggs under one
Funeral services were held from
had resided in Memphis since his
panted with their parents to the rate of 121e pounds per acre. This
of her chicken hens a few
Hospital Day celebration, a toy will make the cost of seeding the Story Chapel Church Wednesmarriage in 1935 but returned *et
weeks
age-andewhen
the
brood
Nashaelle last, week to his former
balloon. One hundred pairs of less than one will get in the Ag- day afternoon and were conducted
was hatched there were eight
by
the
Rev.
Elmer
Motheral. The
position as principal of the Telltiny rubber gloves will be given ricultural Conservation
Projsram
Leghorn chicks and six goalies.
pallbearers were Arthur Rogers,
to the first one hundred children for seeding this clover.
s .The peculiar thing about the' nessee Industrial School.
Ceylon
Rogers, Albert Paschall,
in line as a reminder of the careIn other words if one has not
Burial took place at Troy. Terms. s
affair is that a14 the 14 ggee
ful technique employed in taking earned his soil building allowance Cary Smotherman, Bert Wilson April 27 at the family cemetery.'
were
approximately
the
suit
care of patients in a most sterile and has land that is not seeded and Bay Hail.
Mr. Wooldridge was the only son
size and were considered to be
way at the hospital.
this would be a fine way in which
of Dr. and Mrs. M. E. Wooldridge.the fruit of the hen. How the
The columns of this paper will to earn it because he is going to
of this city. He is survived'by his
duck and hen eggs got mixed
make known further details con- get more in return than it will
Sketches of Graduates
widow and baby son. Edward IIL
no one knows but the little
cerning this celebration on Na- cost him to seed It.
chix are getting along splendidWill Appear Next Week
tional Hospital Day. Plan definitely with t,heir foster brothers
ly to spend three 'happy hours at THURMOND'S REDECORATED
Due to the great mass of
And sisters, the ducks.
the William MaKtil Memorial AHosmaterial -in giving coverage to
'Ilitt'essieseeenon;Par-. •
pital. May.It •-•
leri -Thurmond's Cash Grocery is the commencement week event.
now undergoing a redecorating
in the six county high schools
Sandburg to Speak Here
Virtually all tobacco has been
wjth paint inride and out. The inJUDGE HALE RUMORED AS
we find it necessary to postmarketed in the Murray trade disMay 29
REPRESENTATIVE CANDIDATE terior walls are being done with
pone until next week the pertrict this year and the loose floors
white and 107 outside front is
sonal sketches of the graduates
"My latest information is that Will hold their last sales tomorrow.
Political -rumors have it that being painted b ack.
of these six schools
Mr. Sandburg will be in Murray Friday was the date set by the eaformer county judge C. A. Hale
Interest in the coming August son of the late Samuel R. Fox. He and paid for it by his own manual at 8 -o'clock -.Central Standard sociation for the 'Murray floor io
It was not found possible to
The largest amount of limestone
is considering making the race for
Democratic primary is heightenei atterided.Mallory school as a boy labors on his farm and by laying time, May 19," said Prof. F. D. close and the independent floors
publish them, together with the
nomiriation for ever shipped into Breathitt county
the Demecratic
this week with the announcement and at the age of 22 was married. brick.
program announcements, this
Mellen, entertainment committee will close likewise.
Calloway &runty rePeefiatative in in one .Month was shipped in
of his Candidacy for Sheriff by J. in 1907, to Miss Otis Smith, daugh- • In 1914, he accepted a deputy. chairman, in reply to the question
week and also take care of the
Sales the past few weeks have
legislature
in
the coming March: 348 tons.
the state
I. Fox, olie of the county's best ter of aD, and-and Mrs. J. W. ship under sheriff W. A Patter- about Carl Sandburg's appearance
regular neWs matter.
been held only on two days each
August primary.
known and most popular young Smith. They have one sere Lee son. He also served as deputy at the college. Mr.
Mellen also weelt. Tuesday and Friday. The
An alfalfa program has been
Judge Hale has not given any inmen and a deputy sheriff of more Warren. Being a poor young man tinder Dee Houston from 1918-21 stated that he knew
nothing of sales have been very light and, no,
He worked out in Fayette county, with
dication of his intentions.
Logan county farmers expect to than 12 years experience.
but 'ambitious
to
make
his inclusive, two years under, Sheriff the content of Mr. Sandburg's ad- reports have been totaled. Final
would only say that he had had many farmers planning a 5-acre terrace Deom 1,500 to 2.000 acres of
Ira Fox was born in the -north- mark in the world, Ira bought a
dress. other than his subject would reports of this year's market will
seeding.
many solicitations. '
land.
edit part of Calloway county, the farm near New Concord on credit
(Continued on Back Page)
be "Hyacinths and Biscuits."
appear next week.
-s
•An oddity that might well be
in Ripley's "Believe it or Not"
was brought into the Ledger &
Times Saturday when Mrs. W.
H. Perry, Murray Route 1, tee.
wrapped a cartridge box and
tood from it a four legged
chicken.
The chick had been hatched
out with a brood of 10 others
Wednesday night and had its
two normal legs on which it unsteadily made its way about the
counter. Above these- two legs,
apparently growing out of its
spine, it had two other legs.
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Fareis, Salmon Buy
Parker Bros. Bakery

i. RAHAMDENHAM
RACE IN SWANN

W.H. TREVATHAN IN
WADESBORO RACE

MRS. ANNIE KEEL
CALLED SUNDAY

CALVIN HENLEY IS
KILLED IN WRECK

4

DR. RICHMOND TO
TALK AT HOSPITAL

RANKIN TO SPEAK
HERE ON POWER

a. W.

J. IRA. FOX MAKES ANNOUNCEMENT FOR
DEMOCRATIC NOMINATION FOR SHERIFF

LESPEDEZA SEED
AT LOWER PRICE

M. E. WOOLDRIDGE,
JR., KILLED BY CAR

Tobacco Markets
Close Tomorrow
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le/see Joe T. Lovett, Editor
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MURRAY,
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Eula Grace Parish, Haterit Junes.
Mollie Duncan, Ruby Griffin. Ruby
Walston, Bettie Rine& Mabel Culver, Ethel Smith, 011ie Surkeen.
Miss -Audrey Herne Mrs.,Ramsey.
Those sending gifts were Mrs.
Mildred Jones, Mary Rose, Belve
Anderson, Chestaner McClain. Venice Jones. Ethel Herres. Ilifonico
Schroeder.

Phone 338, Please

KENTUCKY, TifiTSDAY
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i P. T. A.of Murray High School Will
Equip Stage With Gold,Silver Drapes

The P. T A. of Murray High
School hae taken as their project
for the years 1937 and 1938 the
equipping of the Murray High
slaw with drapes.
The tormentor wings and grind
Friends And Relatives Enjoy
drapery border will be gold auk
Birthday Dinner
whipcord and the cyclorama for
enclosing stage will be of silver
Relapses and friends of Mr.
This setting will enJohn tulver ,gathered at his borne 'wwPcurdni
pectins ss the stage- lit a wedge
just east of Dexter Sunday. April
shaped. and the rear sections and
25, and henered him wItil a deside sections Will operate upon a
licious dinner.

-

basket lunch Was served on the P. T. A. And Mothers'
lawn.
Club Have Meeting
Those present were Mr. - and
The P. T. A. and the Training
Mrs. Jake Masan, Mr. and Mrs
had their
Henry Roberts and son, Fate; Mr. School Mothers' Club
coland Mrs. Nowan Mahan and chil- annual joint meeting in the
Wednesday afterdren, Rubye Delle, and Billie; Mi. lege chapel on
and Mrs. Rtiben Rowland and noon.
Mrs. A. D. ButteswOrta, presi'tiindie.n, Mavis-Lee, Clide Alien,
and Robert.
dent of the Mothers' Club, presidfrom the floor
Mrs. Rhoda Mahan, nen. Jessie ed. She recognized
and Mrs. Joe
Lee and daughter, Rhoda Nell: Mrs. Leland Owen
A. officers, and
Mr. and Mrs. Matt Schroeder and baker, district P.T
Richmonie
grandson, Walter; Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. James H.
John Herndeits Lee Herndon atid - A beauumi progreun oe music
children. Glenda and Dwaine; Mrs. and dances was given under- the
Monies) Peeler. Mr. and Mrs. Otho directien of Miss Daisy Hinkle and
Schroeder, Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Miss -*Clara Rimmer. It was as

Deligatrt,1
refreshments
were
served on the stage. The table
was covered With •jam cloth and
held a centerpiece of tulips and
narcissi. Mrs. R. T. Wells presided at the punch bowl and was
assisted by girls of the Training
School.
There was a large stZendance.

track and can be drawn back and
forth, and the rear sections move
tees opposite waysserom center, LI
front curtain does. The side sections move back stage or front
Copy for this poem 'honk be submitted not later than Tuesda,y
stage as desired.
John Herndon Honored With
afternoon each wek.
The stage will present a lovely
Birthday Dinner
eeting with the properly equipped
Approximately 75 friends atilt
hiehting effects upon the gold and
relatives gathered at the home f
actiqg as the maid. ,Miss Martha
.1 1 ver whipcord.
Mr. John Herndon, east of Alm,'
saleswoasan
Lou Hays posed as a-Sunday, April 25, and surprised
Murray High is very grateful
*selling dellsi, while Mies Janet
him with a birthday dinner.
to the P. T. A. for this helpful proFarmer and Naomi Lee Whitnell
Thursday. April 28
ject. not only for the beauty of it,
Mr. Herndon, who was 53 years.
The Irvin Cobb 13:eik Club will as dolls. Mimes Rebecca Farmer
but also for -the great need fee Herndon and baby, Dafene Addle, follows:
age, -received several nice -gine
of
and Doris Church portrayed the
Those present- were Mr. anesMee.""-meet•with Mrs. A. CitentienJim Mahan.
College String Quartet.
The guests left late in the -after.
characters of a young girl and an Lowe! Culver and children, Mr Locust Grove Holiness Church
Whitnelt
Lee
Dance-Naomi
met
The installation is being done
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie nurkeen
noon wishing for Mr. Herndon
Magazine Club meets with Mrs orphan home's matron. respective- and Mrs. Orbie CulVer and chil- Saturday, April 24. at the' chstreh
Jeanette Farmer.
ly,- who had both run away from dren. Mr. and Mrs. Max Walston with the fellowing program being. very successfully by Mr. Lee and and children, Betty Lou and Bobby
Solon Higgins.
Sharborough, r...- any more happy birthdays.
Marion
Dance
helpers.
his
Gene. Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Herothe orphanage. Miss Louise Pul- and son. Jesse Culver and SUI1
Church. Martha Belle
Messrs. W. J. Caplinger, Everett d,m, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Childres Dorothy
Mrs.. W. J. Caplinger. pre:tido
.
..1, lin., played the part of the hotel Mr. and Mrs. Icy Culver and son.
Red Coral Always Prized
W. B. Moser, and Misses and daughter, Hilda Mae; Mr. and Hood.
SongCrane.
Society.
interskit
was
The
entire
porter.
the Murray Woman's Club. and
Mr, and Mrs. Dug Jones and
Linda Sue
Vocal' Solo-Miss
It is red coral that is and always
Lula
Clayton
Beale,
Myra
BagMrs.
Prayer.
Mrs.
Charlie
Carson.
Darwin
McClure,
Mr.
and
',songs
And
the thirteen members of her ex- spersed with comedy
son, Edward, Mr. and Mrs. Delmus
Miss has been prized, not solely for jewBible Reading and Discussion. well, and Mrs. Joe Baker were en Mrs. Bernard Rowland and daugh- McGeehee, accompanied by
ecutive. committee are Invited by dances.
Bedwell and son, Mr. and Mrs,
Margaret Marshall,
elry and buttons, but as a charm to
the
committee
for
the
selection
of
ter,
Mrs.
Earnest
Hanley.
Marine,
Neta
Jane
Allen.
the Mayfield Woman's Club to atOne of the most thoroughly en- Rex Anderson and son, Mr. and 'The
Violin Duet-Misses Helen Mime bring safety, health and secrets not
this
mating.
Japanese
Beatrice
Jackson,
Basket,
Mrii.
Oeda
Charstall
Burkeen,
tend -d tea at the home of Mrs. joyed and most lastingly applauded Mrs. T. A. Jones.
by reveajed to the ordinary person. As
chambers.
Rhoda- Herndon, Grace, Emma Nell and Daisy, Hinkle, accompanied
Robert.Beadles in Mayfield.
Afternoon visitors were Mr. and-ite
ancient Gauls rushed headlong ii
_e_feattires pLthe 'program . was a
Miss Louise Putnam.
"What
and
Is
Rhoda
Sue
the
Mahan,
Zena
Bell
Bible?",
Mis)
Men's RIMS CMOs
1,0
•.. .1
-Tieesdayi-ROPT-11—
CurbIlfinElifie
Geneve
Enjoys PIA gdpiser
danced by Ryan Graham and baby. ?Kr. and
their swords, strength and the
Deese; Department of stjle "Pierrot and Piereete",
keen, Ray Turner, Eual Rowlabd
The Macedonian Call, Mrs. He.n-'
Mr. W. B. Moser, president of the
Whitnell and Mrs. Toy Junes and daughters.
Misses
Naomi
Lee
in
the
will
meetThe Men's Bible Class of the Edward Allen, Buriel Schroeder, P. T. A., introduced Dr James H. "magic" coral imbedded in their
Club
Woman's
sel Ezell.
shields or helmets. Many Italians
Farmer, who are enrolled
home,of Miss Oenida Wear. As- Janet
• "What My -Religion - Means toe First Baptist Church enjoyed a Irvin Herndon, Autrey, Sampson, Richmond the speaker of the after.
Indians regard coral as protecgrades of Barn Raising Given By
delightful fish fry at Pine Bluff and Brooks Schoader end Freeman noon. He chose as his subject, and
sisting eiosts are Mrs. John Farm- in the lower elementary
me.
Mrs. Carl Usrey.
tion against the "evil eye." The
School.
Elmo Burton
er awl Mrs. John Whitnell. Sub- the .Training
"Let Him Know It", Miss Sylvia.
"The Purpose of Education." He
' last Thursday evening. - A bounti- Weatherford.world's red coral comes from the
- The last number on the program
ful surasly.of fish was prepared lay
ject: !Leisure Time." Roil
quoted from Durant Marcus anti reefs off the Mediterranean
A barn raising was given by Nell Lawrence.
coast of
was a graceful ballet suite danced
therefrom wove
the etimrnittee headed by Ernest Rumored With Shower
My Hobby. e
esid
Patre
The
Church
Angelo
and
the
World",
Elmo Burton Tuesday. April twentyAfrica, says the Washington Post,
by three talented young ladies if
and splendid fellowship
inspiring address
Jones
scholarly
and
Mrs.
Mary
Alexander.
,
a
seventh.
and is obtained chiefly by Italians.
Mrs. Leola 'Bean was honored
The'
s.Service Circle of the First the high school department of.. the
Weeds". Mrs. Fray Cunning- characteriz,ed the outing.
A social hour followed. StandThe 60 members present enjoyIncluded were the Rev. Sam P. with a shower by relatives and ing in the receiving line were Mrs.
Christian Church will meet with Training School, Misses Marten ed the Cheerful and inviting at- ham:
Raymond Arvin. Oldham county,
S. Lowry. Hour: 3 p. in. Sharborough, Doris Church ,and rnosphere of the long table which "Keeping in the Sunshine", Mrs. Martin. Prof. W. M. Caudill and friends Saturday afternoon, April A. D. Butterworth, Mrs. James 11. covered
Mrs.
12 acres of land with marl,
Louise Putnam.
daughter. Miss Billy Jo, R. H. Fal- 24, at her home.
Leland Owen.
Mrs.
Richmond.
Ewing
.Manning.
was heavily laden with good things
using 125 tons.
Thursday. May "8
Moser.
The
afternoon
was
conwell.
W.
T.
Sledd,
W.
-13.
Gilbert,
B.
in
W.
spent
Tribulations,
Mrs. Joe Baker, and
Good
Things",
to eat. A beautiful bowl of lilacs' '
Business and Professional
Henry. Ellis and son, C. C. Jones, versation.
Mrs. G. B. Scott entertained her formed the centerpiece.,.Mrs. Jlailises Cunningham.
It
Wom 's Club will give a Mothers
Russell
Coulter,
J.
T.
Refreshments
Hughes, C.
were served.
Brisirgess Session.
The spirit of the occasion was
Daughter Banquet in the club bridge club and a few guests at
M Cunningham, J. D. Purdorn.
Those present were -Mrs. Fiera
Closing
Prayer,
Mrs.
Wayne
'
her
home
on
Friday.
pleasant
and a day of conversaroomle;. Hour 7 p. m.
- Peter Heppner, F. M. Perdue, J. Smith, Mrs. Jim Bean, Mrs. Venni.
Mrs. Clifford Melugin won the tion was enjoyed by all, but it was Lawrence. .
W. Outland. Guy Farley, C. P. Wyatt, Miss Lula. Smith, Mire
prize
for
high
score.
difficult to listen in on all .converThe elifurray Woman's Club:will
Currier, Henry Beaman, R. B. Letha Newsome, Mrs. Birdie SimA salad plate was served.
sations.
Oglesby-Kemp
have liheir annual open meeting in
Parker, Ira Fox, J. H. Churchill, mons, Mrs. Zoe. Wyatt. Mrs. MinMembers and visitois' played at - When the work wes fjnished- Marriage
•
thes4ny of the boys' dorrutory.
nie Turner, Mrs. -Lovia Burnett,.
Tom Bell.
tables.
four
each
person
left
Wishing'
that
he
•
of
-Harrodsburg
Mrs.sC. N.-McGill
J. H. Orr. Peddie Workman, Bob- Mrs. 'Pearl Riley, Mrs. Jessie
A pleasant surprise to their
The
visitors
were
Mrs.
0.
C.
might
be
at
another
such
occasion
Followguest
speaker.
will be the
many friends and relatives.• is the bie Lasliter, L. L. Dunn, Harmon Mason. Mrs. Alice Wyatt.
ing they
- will -be guests of the cal- Oltell of Glendale. Calif.. Mrs SOOTL
Mrs. Estelle Houser, Mrs. Avis
etthoimeement made of the miir- Jones, P. N. Blalock. and E. C.
Marvin
Fulton.
Mrs.
Ben
Davis:
Thosepresent
were
Mr.
and
'Mrs.
legs. Iroc. left..,44... the sopr. practice
Jones.
Newsome and baby. Miss Odell
Frances
Na
-t--Xyan.
Bilr
Simmons.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Georgeflet
e--14
14119?-'
Oglesby
iseOMCp_est the town
Bean, Mrs. - Melee Simmons and
- Kemp. The wedding
• • • • s
Shoemaker. Mr. and Mrs. Sam
rfted. Itnerf:--2:30.
are
baby, Mrs. Vaudie Riley and baby,
took place April 20. eight,p. rn. Entertain Recent Bride
Miss Mayrelle Johnsen gave a Givens. Mr. and Mrs. Reuben
•
Friday. May 7
Charlotte Marie, Misses Ruby Turat
the
home
of
the
Rev.
and
Mrs,.
Mrs. Mason McKeel, Mrs. Ivan ner, Pauline -Wyatt. Hilda Wyatt,
The'
s Trainihg School Mothers' dinner party at the National Hotel Hurt. Mr. and Mrs. Willie Stub-- W. E. Crider, with the .Rev, Crider
Club: - Hour. 2-.30 p. m. • Election on Thursday evening in compli- blefield.
officiating. „They, were aceempe- Rudolph. and Mrs. Clyde Jones en- Mary Newsome. Cozette and TreMr. and Mrs. Albert Miller. Mr.
ment tia Mrs. Rainey T. Wells.
with a
miscellaneous sie Riley. Mrs. Naomi Prather,
•
of °driers.: flied by Mr. and Mrs.'Paul Futrell. tertained
Covers were laid- for Mrs R. T. and M'rs. Cleve Lax: Mr. and Mrs.
shower April 23 at 3 o'clock in the Mrs. Bessie Prather and baby.
Operetta at Murray High SchooL
Mrs.
Kemp
is
the
attractivs
Hours. 730 p. m. Admission 25 Wells. Miss Margaret Campbell, Frank Miller,' Mr. and Mrs. Elmo dauughter of Mr. Henry Oglesby home of the ,latter in honor of
Those sending gifts were, Mrs.
Miss Tennie .Breekinridge, Miss Burton. Grady Housden, Clyde_ of
cents.e.
Alm). She wore for the ewe- Mrs.e-Busion Redden, a recent bride. Lucy Roach, Mrs. Lexie Latham,
• • •• •
Ruth Sexton. Miss Naomi Maple. Sledel, Lonnie Hargis,
The honoree '" receiVed. Many Mrs. Christine Wyatt,' Mrs. Lt1
any a .blue 'dress .svith gray-acHenry Elkins, Hatnway Bucy,.
beeptiful .gifts.
After the 5gitts Riley. Mrs. Bernice Latham, BarMisr Emma Sue Gibson was sure and Miss Johnson. .
cessories.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
He
e
ndoA_
Otia.3
„Roberts._
Lerner
peleeinewith a birthday party Monwere-._ -opened _refreshmente. were bera Nett --Latham, Miss Goldie
Mr.
Kemp
is
the
son
of
Mr.an
Berry
Winchester.
Eunice
Williams.
4,rved the 23 present.
day night by her girl friends. Mee. John Ramsey Rumbeed
Mason, Mrs. Orene Newsome of
Orn Simmons, -Scott Shoemaker, Mrs. Paul Ketnp.e.f.Detroit, Mich.,
• •.‘ • • •
- With shower
lovely
The': honoree received
Detroit, Mrs_ Lowell Smith of Deand
is
an
employee
of
the
A.
A
Carl. Farris, Torn Berton, F
gifts. .
troit, Mrs. Ola Mae Houser of DeMrs. John Ramsey was honored Winchester. :Lidge Linville.- •
P. Store, 12408 Van Py-ke, Detroit. Maim Department ,
Give a lasting, useful--gift-that wilt be
Miry Virginia
Included were
troit, Mrs. Maggie Goff of Detioit,
with a shower sponsored by Mrs.
"Uncle Sam'' Wigan, Mrs. Bud
Miss Desiree Beale, Mrs. Price Mrs. Mavis Holland
joyed through life.
The young .couple will be at
Hoffriar'iin. Mary Callis. Louise Putof Detroit, and
Pernecy Burkeen. at the _ home of Hogue. "Aunt Lou" Housden, Mre - home to their many friends at rh le, Mrs. Mary Mecoe Hall. and
nam'Klizabeth Finney. Jo C.pmpMrs. Ola Mohler.
Mrsigtarrey on Thursday. Apr.1 Winnie Alexanden. Mrs. Bertha 37.01olborn. Detroit. Mich.
—WE SUCAGEST—
W J. Meeqy were joint hosts
• ••• • •
ton,
,
_
•
Rose, eMrs. Ethel Maynard, Mrs.
22-a. .
.
gMh young people are popular, fo • the April = meeting of the
Mr.
And
Mrs.
Walter
inn.
WATCHES
1 11 TIE SETS
•
4e' The occasien was a surprise - to Gertie Edmonds, Mr*. Ellen Miller, among a wide circle .of friends* lpha Department.
The
Mecoy
Training Scheel Children
Entertain Tuesday
the honorer and she was deeply Mrs. Alpha Futrell, Mrs. Mavis who are extending congratulations. home Was opened for the occasion.
Preheat Fragrant
• BRACELETS
• PENS
impressed when tiny Pegigy June Allbritters Bob Allbritten,. -WarLowry
presided.
Mrs.
S.
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs.,Welter, Boone were
to ren Allbritten.
Tius,Training School department Jackson presented the'
expressed
'
ippreety
Sledd
hosts at a-buffet supper party in
•WATCH CHAINS
Mt. Carmel W. M.
Meet*
• NECKLACES
of Manny State College enter- her in a little fed wagon.' '
t'Cleo Grogan. Prentice Dunn,
The Woman's Missionary SocieV Mion to ,he present officers for thetr home on Tuesday evening,
taineilethe student bedy of the coi-l The afternoon was enjoyed with Errette Curd. J. C. Dunn, George
• Watch Bracelets
their efficient services and stated
• RINGS
Bouquets of spring flowers, were
--illt.-:Carmal-shelel- Its. Spagulae 4Itet -thee heel -asked- by --be- -re_Wee-malt- welkoremmetkutesurasefro.nseda mnd conversattaa._
and countless other
t- M
a, ens, 1 in the rams:
of- nitineal iitiiiiSerseandsbaliet-gere Eye 'Mae Jackson and Mes---1"te' nanst!
ting, Tuesday afternoon, April lieVed. She theri presented the
-Sproule, Velma -LW
A. delightful menu was serevd.
• DIAMONDS
gifts
Culver
were)awarded
prizes...forrnences during the regular Moneei Ryleta••Shisemaker, -Susan Lax, Pa- 27: A short program Was given slate chosen by the nominating
Present were Mr. and Mrs. Heby
Mrs.
Burkeen
was
assisted
, day chapel hour. April 26, in the
Mee Gibson. Eula May Rose, Betty and plans were made for a chil- committee for 1937-38. It
was bert Dunn, Mr. and Mrs. Max
Mrs. Mabel Culver. Mrs. Alice Bur- Jc..e Lax, Barbara Jean Maynard. dren's program to be given Moth- unanimously accepted i;s follows: .Churchill, Mr. and Mrs. Tom Tur-college auditorium.
The first 'part Of-'the ' program keen and Mrs. 011ie Burkeen in
er's Day, May 9.
igrrs. L
T. Hicks, chairman; Mrs. ner..Mr. and Mrs. Freed Catham,
was 'taken up _ with a musical serVing a delicious party plate with Locu.st- Grove Missionary
The program Was as follows:
y 'decoy Hall, vice-chairman; Mr. and Mrs. Ottis Valentine. Mr.
comedy with Robert Cherry pee- hot chocolate.
Song. "Jesus Calls Us."
Mrs. J. D. Rowlett, secretary and anii. Mrs. Carney Hendon. Mr. and
Society Meets
JOET. PARKER. Manager
Those present were Mesdames
siding in the role of a -holel clerk
Scripture Reading. Luke 10, Mrs. treasurer.
Mrs. 0. B. Boone and the hosts.
.
The M:se-esary Society of the J. H. Dunn.
e"
Marion Sharborough Eva Mae Jackson. Bessie Jones,
• • • f •
"Puppetry" was the subject of
7-—
-- - -Pra er Min Edna Swift.
1....an intensely interhting program.
••••••• 7•7•••.•••/••••••••••=.1.••••
Gifts of God, Evelyn Dunn.
-- "The Ancestry -of Puppets" was
"Whosoever
Heareth
These given by Mrs. P. A. Hart and
Things". Mrs. Hontas Lyles.
"Contemporary Puppetry" bY•Mrs.
"Let Me Tell You a Good Story," Mary Mecoy Hall. A "Puppet Skit"
Mrs. Edna Swift.
followed - with Mrs. John Rowlett
Benediction. Mrs. ejontas
assisted by a college student in
Mrs. Opel and Lela ilsrey were manipulating the puppets and acvisitors,
companyiqg with clever dialogue.
A pretty party plate was servea
Mrs. R. T. Wells was a visitor.
• • • • •

Social Calendar
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Gifts for Graduates!

-^

-

•

C.

!

•
PARKERS JEWELRY STORE

•

for the Girl
Graduate

princess

OPENING SATURDAY
MAY FIRST

Little girls, and big girls,
How are your clothes today?
You need a dress and
guess,

hat

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
It.e. Times but nearly
everybody reldritl

I

Read the Classified Ads.

And panties and socks I heard
you say;

John Herndon Honored On
Birthday
A surprise birthday dinner was
given Sunday. April 25, in honor of
John Herndon at his home near
Almo.
At the noon hour s delicious

When we get you all dressed
up,
You'll look just like a Princess,
Dear!

"..in

110 Suits or one-piece
Dresses,

$4.95
$16.75

C0140118!

Smartly styled, in

7C-11

many coldrs

HOSE

essiet2-$3,95
-

Sheer Wm-glees 2
and 3-thread hose in new
c-opper and red. Staple col:
on as well

69c up

Suits

-

.14ivejy lace, silkS and.
crepes •

Slips. Panties, Bandeaus,
lovely .styles of cotton, crepe
and satin

TomSawyer
or

Evening
ovvris

Novelty Jewelry, Accessories, Hand Made
Hankies
cz-zztN, For Sonny Boy were

We have Linen
Marquisette,

Lingerie, the ideal
gift

Lie.
AND

in fascinating

Plain shades and Prints. Gorpinks, blues.
geous
pale
whites, orchids and iyellow.
Just the thing for part' wear.

"Air Conditioned" Styles in

Get your mama by the hand,
,Bring hex right up hero;

Tir the
— Misses -and
the Madam, -

A Group of Pastel
Crepe Dresses,
$4.95

Month-End Sale of
Suits, Coats, and
Dresses

blue, white, g-

With pockets and belts and
plait%

Smart styles in snow eivintss,
kid . . . "eross-ventilatee
and "air-cooled" with rut,
away *hies . . . slashes and
perforations
. ib-...ked from
oar many new Paris Fashion
at vies hi white!

You'll look just like a little- "insist!

•
‘eses-

• 4•3
1.

Spring Suits and Coats, in
light and dark shades, mannishly tailored, very dressy.
$18.010 and $10_00 values redared' to

$6.95

FOR

A Group of

Just oodles of Cottons, you betr!
MRS. JOHN WHITNELL

gize

MULTIa-COLORED SANDALS IN' DOESKIN:

cPrincess Sky)

Regal'Shop

Balcony CORN-AUSTIN CO.

MRS. JOHN FARMER

Print Dresses .
Wonderful buys in this group
---YOU must look then,
$7.95' and $10 dresses ieth, on
to

FOI

MRS. SCOTT'S

$3.95

REGAL-SHOP
,

EAST SIDE SQUARE

Is-

eom

••••••,..•

-

1
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•

-
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School was dismissed Monday
because of the funeral of Mrs.
Keel, mother of Miss Emma Keel.
who is one of our teachers. Our
sympathy is extended to Miss
Emma and the other members of
e family in their bereaveinent.
Last week Was a busy week:
JiipSt everyone was working on
some part of the commencement
program, yet we found time to
have a fish supper. It was given
primarily for the members of the
basketball squad. But the members of the faculty laid aside their
dignity
if they had any) as well
as their knives and forks and
seemed to thoroughly enjoy the
buffalo and catfish.
On Friday evening the seniors

FOR MAGISTRATE
Liberty District
J. F. BRATTON
HARDIN MORRIS
Ham) District
J. W. UNDERWOOD
Wadesboro District
L A BURKEEN .

'
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.
Swann District
AUDIE MILLER
J. GRAHAM DENHAM
Murray District
D. P. sPlenty) FARRIS
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;FREE.,

AN MURKY NEW
AND DIFFERENT KIND OF
ilk
•

411Mit
t.

4

A THRILLING TREAT AT THE
ROMANTIC
•
HUMOROUS
GLAMOROUS
•
LIFE-LIKE

WATCH
FOR

ANNOUNCEMENTS
ABOUT

GIFT
jmut

-;

'

CAPITOL THEATRE
THREE DAYS
MAY 17, 18, 19!

ACTUAL
DENIONST..ATLAS
•

FREE
RECIPES

"The Bride Wakes Up" is an entirely new and
The picture will be entertaining as well as indifferent kind of Cooking School, It has romance.
;
--structive:—The various characters in the picture
humor, glamour—it will hold your interest every are portrayed by talented
actors and actresses-minute you are in the audience.
the picture was made in Hollywood.
For the first time at a Cooking School you will
You will see real-life situations—similar to the
be able to see every single one of the important
steps in the preparation of a recipe. Mixing, ones you encounter every day actually reblending, stirring, baking—all the many and enacted on. the screen. You will understand the
varied points essential to successful cookery are problems of a bride and see how she adjusts hershown in close-up on the screen.
self to her new life as a wife and home-maker.
And lots of new and interesting recipes are
demonstrated in the model kitchens especially
There will be daily gifts for sane fortunate
built for this picture.
4-e......ourse free recipes for every one.

YOU
WILL BE
ABLE
TO SEE ALL
AND
TO HEAR ALL

•
,

FOR CITY JUDGE OF MURRAY
C. C. DUKE
R. BURGESS PARKER
C. R. LEE

ALL ROADS LEAD TO

FOR COUNTY COURT CLERK
LUBIE F. THURMOND
FOR SHERIFF
J. IRA FOX

FOR

THIS EIGHT
REEL r
FULL'iLENGTH
FEATURE

016
.
.

•

Political
Announcements
r The Ledger& Times Is authorized to announce the following
candidates, subject to the'action of
the Democratic primary, Saturday,
August 7, 1937.

Ptesents

4'‘

• ,

juniors to accompany them to the
Murray College auditorium to hear
the Fisk Jubilee Singers.
The
seniors enjoyed this very much.
As they use to say of prosperity
so is the end of school. "Its just
around the corner." Final exams
are yet to be. But why worry
about that? So far as entertainment is concerned the best is yet
to be. Look out for oar program
and then make up your mind like
your neighbor is going to, that
you can't afford to miss any of it.
"Look Out Lizzie"
The first program of commencement week is the junior play,
"Look Out Lizzie," to be given
Saturday evening. May 1. 7:45 to
.10 o'clock.
You don't want to
miss seeing Voris Parker as Carroty-haired Hank Blank who is
slow as a crippled snail nor Arabella Coo kas Liazie Blink, slower
than two crippled snails. Silas and
Sary Lang, as played by -W. H.
Farris and Lottie Marelle Terry,
are a darling, lovable, human old
couple. Their spirited daughter,
Hazel, Imogene Farris, and her
mysterious author, Adoh Williams,
have a true love that runs' anything but a smooth course. Dorothy
Guerin makes a• perfect nosey
neighbor who never "tells' nary
soul,"
,and Talmage Burkeen, a local Strytock, Is as close With his
words as with his money.
Between acts a couple of blackouts will vary the program, and
Rex. Smith will play his Hawaiian
guitar throughout the evening, ac•
comparsied by Prentice McCuiston.
admission of 10e will be chargto everyone.
Sunda'y, May 2. at 4 p. m., ths
Rev. E. V. UndePhill will deliver
the sermon.
Monday night is class night.
Each •member of the ander. class
will have a part. This is,a free
program, and one that all and
especially the parents will enjoy.
On Wednesday night Mr. A. B.
Austin, former -dean of men of
Murray State College, will deliver
the commencement address. Dean
Austin is a very entertaining as
well as an enlightening speaker.
Do you want to sob?
Do you want to cry?
If you do then do not come to
Faxon Friday night, May 7.
Do you want to forget that you
ever had a worry or care?
Dó you want' to' IàuEh for two
full hours? If you do then do not
fail to see the "Antics of Andrew."
The author of this play surely had
you mind when he wrote It. Be
sure to see it Friday night, May
7. Its the senior. Admission, 10e:
to everybody.
, On Saturday night, May 8, Sid
Harkreader and his company of
musicians arid--ezitertainers will be
with us. Sid was formerly of the
Grand Ole Opry but now if on the
road all together. He has with
him the famous one-armed banjo
picker, one of the best in the entire south and is a member of this
company: If you want to enjoy an
evening of wholesome fun - don't
miss the Harkreader program.
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Rev. E. V. 'Underhill To Give
Sermon; A. B. Austin To
Deliver Address
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After a year's study and work
In the field of skin care I knots
I can help you with your skin
problems. See me for appointments. Your Dean Beauty Aide.
Mrs. B. E. Harrison. 215 South
Third Street.
Miss Beatrice Ivey, student at
the college, is
of measles at the
home'of her parents, Mr. and Mis
C. I. Ivey, in Marshall county.
Mr. and Mrs.• Lonnie. Jones and
Mr and Mrs. Carey Rase and
daughter, Mary Sue, visited the
Rev. and Mrs. J. R. Nelson. also
Mrs. Lucy Henson at Cusatilii,
Thus, last Thursday.

-

art-4

week to meet their sister, Kra. 0.
Mrs. Lillie Lassiter, Cincinnati,
MN*
•
ff2.11: C. Okell, of Los Angeles, Calif. She
is visiting with her sister. Mrs. J.
Two
-hounds.
LOST-Three fox
will visit here.
H. Churchill, as well as other relafemales with small black spots.
tive's in the county.
A. T. Crawford. who will mantan head. All
Mrs. Frank Albert Stubblefield
age the new Western Auto Supply
The following sales of real estate one male white with
had as week end guests, Halva are reported by Farmer & Rhodes dogs have collars on with Ralph
Co. store to open here soon on
If
Clear and Mattie Lee Mueller, of as just a few of those sold lately Lassiters' name on collar.
the wart side a the square, was in
RALPH LASMayfield.
St. Leinis on business the first of
through their advertising in The found please notify
enue
If on have slaters of who
SITER, MURRAY, KY.
Daniel Wear, Bruceton. was a Ledger & Times:
Resiesisher Mother with yew the week.
your are met sabiuned. pleaae
visitor in Murray Saturday afterMr. and Mrs Ben Davis were in
J. D. Shroat has bought the lot
photograph on Mother's Day, May
report these for this olumu.
noon.
Memphis Monday to attend the
on Walnut street between Fifth FOR RENT-Modern house, four
9. Love's Studio.
FOS SALE-one used Farman and Sixth from Mrs. Ben Davis.
rooms and bath, on the corner of
funeral of Mr. Davis' brother-inLovely new homes have been
Call
Tractor Cultivator, also one re•
law, M. R. Adkinson. who died
Mr. McDermott has bought the Sixth and Walnut streets.
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Se ants of and are being built in the city
by
ltd
emittiessed Farmall Tractor. Sex- Charley Scott farm, .20 -acres, on or see, Fain & Bell.
/*array, visited in Reictland. Ky.. Me. and Mrs Ralph McCuiston, suddenly in the Andrew Jackson
Ion Rms. fidw. Co.
the East side of the county.
Sunday. April 25. They were the Mr. and Mrs Frank Ifolcomb.,-Mr Hotel. at Nashville. last Saturday
Jersey
Mr: and Mrs. Robert Hudiphreys
morning. They returned to MurProf. A. Carman bought the FOR SALE-nice yellow
ipiests of the Rev. and Mos. L. Z.
freshen. See
and Mrs- Laverne Welke Mr. and ray Wednesday.
to
ready
of
just
Malfield,
cow,
visited
in
Murray
the
Cain
home on West Main street in
Hurley and family.
Mrs. Hillartrflogirs. Mr. and Mrs.
W. H. McKee'. on North highAind.--Mr.s....Musuphosys Coliems-Askiition.
-et. and
Mr. and Mrs. C. 11 Curd of mar- Inch bilitsIL SFr. and Mrs. Harry
of the Merit Manuteeturing Cu, was before her marriage Miss Virmingham. Ala, were visitors in
G. L Fooshee bought a house
Jenk
i-iirs.1
Jai Sprout._
audesseratary-treesurer of the L S. ginia Seay.
s
and lot in the Ryan Addifon,
the week.
Murray the Nest
Ctirds father. W-.`11. IlircKeel, here
FOR SALE-Hot Point electric
Anderson Motor Co., Mayfield. was , Dr. and Mrs. G. T. Hicks, Dr.
Mrs. M. G. Carman. college adCane Jones purchased a lot
Crawford
visiting
Wade
Mrs.
is
the past weeli!
cook stove, bed springs, and mata business viaitor In the city last and Mrs. G.eo, C. Forel,
dition. was admitted to the Mason relatives in Akron, Ohio
Dr. FitlY from Joe Lancaster on Vine street.
dresser and washstand:: retress;
Thursdayafternoon.
Carrie Warms. Carrier
Miss
Robbins attended the funeral of
-41411161"14.0%10E4 11. telt
Elwood Morris bought 70 lots in
lasetrelax is the world's best
frigerator, kitchen cabinet, dining
Dr. and Mrs. Herbert Drennon Dr. W. H. Payne, president
Mills. Ill, drove over Sesulay to surgery.
of the Ryan addition from Mrs. Ben
doubt ask its owner. were visitors in Nashville
table, and two chairs; one double
W
Satur- Peabody college, in_ Nashville Fri- Davis.
spend the day with Miss Fay RobMerdrat,h received word ellesamr. If in
densenstraiSea.
fir
MS
Call
-mat and rocker. Mrs.. K. Robday.
erts
fibni his daughter. Mrs. William
day.
J. D. Shroat bought house and
ltp
_
Mr. and Mrs. R. T Parker. Jr.,
Miss Lavine Thomas Paducah, Majors, of- Cincinnati. that her faSupt. M. 0. Wrather was In BenMrs. E. S. Diuguid Jr. returned lot of Lewis H. Beaman on South ertson. 501 Poplar St.
was a visitor Of Miss Fay Roberts ther-in-law died lest week follow- of Owensboro, spent the week end ton on business Thursday after- Stinday fitirn Ft.
Downs'
Wayne. Ind. Sixth.
of
front
LOST-Monday,
ing a lingering illness of paralysis. with relatives here.
Where site was the guest of Mrs.
noon.
last.week-encL
W. J. Caplinger bought house home on Poplar, purse, with ownHarold Caplinger of Louisville,
Miss Maxine Parker, who will
Gordon
Mrs. W B. Cress and daughter,
Banks.
and lot on North 9th street from ers name engraved; containing
If year home is really clew you
Clyde Brown. local Kroger Store the Joe Ryan estate,
graduate from New Named High Barbara Nelle, of Taylorville, Ills was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. W. owe an Electrolux. Call 1101 for
money. Finder is known. Return
School nsxt wesic. will ittaire im- who were mending _the week-end J. Caplinger, several days the past
weiek.
with
an attack of appendicitis.
mediatels for Dearborn. Mich, to in Benton. were visitors in MurRobinson two lots in South Mur- ceive reward. 'Harlan G. BagW. W. "Bill" Pigue. elder son of
Miss Esther Davis of Paducah, the late revered Methodist
join her -parrents, Mr. and Mrs. ray Sunday.
ltp
ray.
minwell.
Mrs
Mr.
guest
W.
was
and
of
the
Mr and Mrs Ralph Jetton have
Lloyd Parker.
A. W. Willard sold his transfer
ister. R. H. Pigue. who has beervin
typewriter,
in
barns on West Maple to Rev. W. WANTED-standard
- Dr. F. E. Csawfasel. Deatist. nest been making their berme in Owens- J. Caplinger Sunday.
charge of the Pittsburgh office of
Mrs. Will Aden and small son, the Gulf Publishing Co.. for the
good condition. Call 466 to leave
P. Prichard.
Nat'l. Rank U.TeL 122-J.
It boro. have gone to Detroit to re1A.sllt, Ellis. Calloway county side. Both are formerly of Mur- tithe, visited in Hopkinsville Mon- past several years. will be transHolland & Hart sold 40-acres address where machine may be
tic
were- accompanied ferred to the main office in HousThey
day.
"Master Farmer-, was able to be raY
belonging to estate of late Dr. C. seen.
,
•
H. Morris to Jae T. Lovett.
at 1,11.4, work in the county agerit's
Mr.. and
Mrs. Felix Faughn home by Mr. and Mrs. C. PE. Wil- ton. Texas. on July 1. Mr. Pigue
bills,
$10
currency;
7
The Red Cross will sell tickets
LOST-477 in
Rev. W. P. Prichard sold conoffice on the Soil. Conservation moved this week from North 4th liams.
writes that on Jan. 1, 1940, he will
two $1 bills, in
Robert DeMyer and R. A. Tid- retire from the advertising business far the Capitol Theatre show of crete barn on West Mapc street to 1 $5 bill and
program Wednesdy afterianan for street to South 10th street.
Reward for reTuesday.
Murray
next
Thursday
and
Friday.
May
Scott-Lassiter Hdw. Co.
the first time softie April 10. .Mr.
Mrs. Will Hill, of Detroit, who well,-of Paducah, are employed in in which he started on July 1. 6
Tr -City. tip
Farris,
L.
W.
and
to
7,
turn
to
aid
in
defraying
the
Ellie suffereda slight stroke a lit- has been visiting her parents. Mr. the city, by the Bell Telephone 1901. Mr. and Mrs. Pigue
of delegates from Mur'work,
then make their home -in sagartui. expenses
-MOWING--Good
tle More than two weeks ago and and law Will Gipson. -in-ilatiten. Company at- propoit.
'LAWN
PREISBYTERIAN CHURCH
ia,. and Calloway county to the
Mrs Euen Farmer vieted her Tenn., where he has purchased a
and has been recuperating at his for several days, visited friends in
carefully done. neferenee _CHU
National Red Cross conference in , The financial
parents neat Hazel.
Billy
committee of the at
home in town and n farm in
Mrs. Risenhoover's.
home stsiithwest of Murray._
Murray this week.
Washington in two weeks. Other Westminster Foundation
Picture FranelS glass or metal, Weakley county. Mrs. Pigue and
of the -.Puckett.
ltp
R. L. -Bud" Hawkins, owner of
Mrs. Nellie Sahli returned to
donations will be greatly appreci- synod of Kentucky is
planning to
Martine pircus which winteredst-her home in Hobbs, N. M., Man- for sale at Love's Studio. Also son. Paul. are now at their home ated.
use the local minister, Mr. Ma- WANTED TO BUY-Model A
tra Murray two.wei±ks ago, has,been day, following a two weeks visit framed made to order from wood in Martin. 219 Sterling street
The purpose of the ,delegation guire., as a speaker in
the cam- Ford, sedan or coach; address
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. -Churchill.
in the city this week moviele-Some with relatives and friends in Mur- moulding.
Friends and relatives se-sited Miss Emily Wear and Alton Bar- going to Washington is to meet paign td raise funds to erect a "Y", Box 19,1, Murray, Ky., statmaterial which he had -stored in ray and adjoining towns.
with the National organization .as Presbyterian -Church across
from ing year Made, condition and
the Willard barn on West Maple.
If yea have Meek heads. wrin- with Mr. and Mrs. Hugh ,Ross and nett are visiting in Paducah today. well as to carry delegates
tfe
to ac- the college campus. For this price wanted:
,
The barn has beep purchased and kles. dryness or erepy nark Dawn Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ross Sunday, _Mrs. John Rudy Oury will ar- quaint themselves with the Junior
reason there will be no service of
present
Those
April
were
25.
Mr.
rive
tonight
from,
Florida.
She
will
'occupied
by the Scott-Lascure you. See your Dawa
is being
FOR RENT-3 rooms, 818 Main
Goodwin and chil- has been. connected with the Brad- Red Cross and to organize such the Presbyterian Church during
suer Hardware Co. Mrs. Hawkins Beauty Aide toe tree .aeasoadaaa„ and Mrs. Bulls
street, also garage. 50 _feet from
an organization in Murray and the month of May.
Those
,Wilodean
dren.
C.:
and
Mr.
who
J.
ford
Hotel,
Ft.
Meyers,
Fla.
accolneonied him and they have VOL Mrs. B. E. Harrison, 21.5 S.
J. M.
Callaway upon returning.
have been worshipping with this high school campus.
Jones
Mrs.
children,
Toy
and
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
H.
Churchill,
Itc
parked their house -car on 1201111*rd seseet.
Cole.
The past disaster is the first group are requested to attend
bierma Jean. Elizabeth Ann. and Max Cliurchill. lass Lillis LASS-1the
Area near The resident* Or liffr, Tert.-3‘' W Wilson and children
time the NM Cross has been services of another of the
Barbara June.
Dollie
Mrs.
Bran:
churches
ter.
Rev.
Sam
furnvacant
P.
Martin and Prof.
FOR RENT-Have 1
and MTS. Carroll Fanner. The returned Sunday prom-Mopkinsville
really in service in the county of the city during that time.
don and Murray Ross.'
E. H. Smith attended-the funeral
ished apartment May I. Mrs. A
Hawkins. during their stay in,Mar- where they visited her parents. Ma
The Westminster Fellowship D. -Butterworth. Phone 100. fir
Mrs. George Hart. Billy Utley, of M. E. Wooldridge. Jr.. at Troy. and the organization will mean
ivy. made many fremds who are and, Mrs. Howard Stone. They
Mary Nee Farmer and -others at- Tenn... last Tuesday. Mr. Woo!d. much to Calloway by its repre- which . meets at the home of Mr
were accompanied -by Mr- and Mrs-.-aiways glad-to'
see-Piens •
tended a convention at Louisville ridge was the son of -Mr. aid sentation at the 'Washington eon- Maguire Melt Thursday evening TREE! If excess acid causes you
. The Bank of Murray - has made a Stowe- who-tpent-the-day in Mur'will continue to meet until the Stomach Ulcers., Gas PainS, IncliFriday. Saturday. and Sunda9 of Mrs. M. E. Wooldridge, college ad- hirencie:
nice improvement this week with ray.
The Red Cross nursing school close of the school year.
gestio no Heartburn, Belching,
Christian Endeavors.
dition.
Mr. and .Mrs Hunter Love and
the installation oe,perusanent peas
and hygiene classes will begin the
Bloating, Nausea, get free samples
Bruce B. Maguire
- Frei:data Maupin has been ill at
Lewis Freak Ifardltsjy-whs • adon -the -dre•--in titti Take for the---telildren and Mr.. and *Mrs. J.'.E his home
doctor's prescription, Udga, at
on North Fifth street mitted to the Wannest. Mason Mere.- first week in May. Meetings' In
Murray will be Friday afternoon
conveiaenot .a-mastasners. No len- , Haywood visite."' relatives at Col- of mumps.
Dale, Stubblefield Co.Jy22p
.
- oriel Hospitalsigonday for a surg_
_
-gie will the-Mstrone furtf-Vadilied -I4reittise-7estiris. Sto.das. Mrsestoreitel•S.turciay morning: In Hazel
Miss Leah Neil .--CYair.
-,..-*sith ical Operation.
BROOM CORN Seed for sale;
the meetings will be Saturday
unusuable points, official aid.
ene-Smith of Concord. accompanied Sftth street, Underwent an opera. Jack Dycus, native Murrayan,
Brooms tied 15c. W. G. McBride,
Master Phillip Crawford is ill • them.
eon
'
for appendicitis et the Mason who has been making his home so morning and Monday morning.
South 16th St.
A29c
The. Rod Cross nurse from Wash_AIM LS M. Deerber Mrs. Mar- hospital last Friday.
With -the meatless, .
Georgetown -for many years. has
Mie:,-s Emma Helm has moved vin Fukcin and Mrs. Jesse Wallis
FOR SALE-Nice stew six-room accepted 'a position on the stag of ington, D. C., will arrive in MurFOR RENT or LEASE-20x50 foot
ray possibly next next week to FOR, SALE-Saw, Dust,
into her new hem*, on Itualses. av
to-lamp= the first of the house on Soath eth Street • Large the Mardin County Enterprises
lc cubes store, newly decorated, prominent
at begin
organization,
The
nurse
Lei.
Give pessessioe at once: Elizabethtown. Mr. Dycus MI a
foot. or 15c lb. All oak. M location. Also big lot clean seclOSAL 11100.1111 cash. basinee Se nephew of E. B. Holland. Mutiny. having charge of this work in Cal- Cecil Lovett's Mill. 2 miles of ond-hand rugs. 0. W. Harrison,
loway
will'
also
be
officiated
with
years. Farmer & -Rhodes.
Olive.
M6p- W. Main, Phone 325.
- Dr. A. Carmiux, head of the agMI3p
- Miss Ruby May Blakely of ricultural department at the Col- the Hickman 'county chapted of
Red
Cross
in
WEEK
CHICKS
Bargain
OLD
the
at
same
FOR
SALE
capacity.
-One white, solid parGolden Pond visited Miss Flora lege. has begun • extensive alteraprices: 700 White Leghorris, 100"--retain top cook table. $4; two
Dale Ckikley Saturday.
tions and ••modernization . of the
Brown
Barred
Leighorns.
200
large, steady study tables, green
CARD OF THANKS-We, the
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dailey of residence in college addition which
Rocks, 200 Reds. and oak. 13 each; two twin blue •
Purporr and danglitor_ Gwendolyn.recently purchinted fram the family of the late Robert E. Clay- Rocks, 200 White
Plenty of day old chicks; Mon- oriental rugs, good condition, $5
were week end visitors in the Cain heirs.
This. home is just ton, wish to express our appreciaComes write,. or ',hoer.. each; Lloyd fibre baby
nontie-nfAisv_
rielsneeL,..iskeekemeerr
aise-hipbwary--4rem-44se-Ilc
shown us in our recent bereave- Murray FiaTeh-Fry.
George Hart and little daughter, dent's home of the college.
Lockie- Fay.'were vests Saturday
Your house cleaning is a phone ment. , We especially _want to WANTED to buy-Auto trailer for
with his mother, ,Mrs- Una Hart. ure if You own an Electrolux. Call 'thank Dr. A. D. Butterworth for general hauling purposes.
IiRT.SS HIM IR
Adhis faithful attention for so many
MissJane Covington and Mrs. 21i2 for demonstration:
dress "Trailer" Box 191, Murray,.
weeks,
also the Churchill brothers
Aubrey Covington of Paducah
Lamar Farley has purchased a
Ky., giving description and price
Were Murray visitors Friday.
lot on Poplar street between Sev- for their sympathetic service, and wanted.
A29p
Mrs. Robert Griffin. formerly enth and Eighth and expects to the many friends who remembered
us •with flowers-Mrs. R. E. Clay- FOR RENT-2-room apt. furnishMiss Isabelle Gilbert, of Mayfield build there soon.
visited her parents. Mr. and Mrs
Joe T. Lovett bought the 40-acres ton, Mrs. Clint Ward. Mrs. Halton ed,. or one furnished bedroom
W. B. Gilbert last week.
on the Hazel highway a mile from Hood. Shirley Clayton, Miss Eliza- private entrance. Possession June
Geo. Hurley, Murray State Col- the city limits 'Which was part of beth Whitnell.
1.1.,Mva, Durrett Padgett, Phon.
lege student, was a weee end the estate of the late Dr. C. L.
414..
visitor. with his parents, the Rev. Morris. from Holland and liatt-last
Grayson county farmers have PIANO TUNING and repairing,
and Mrs. L. Z. Hurley in Reid- Saturday.
NO tapes
pranted 61.000 Black Locust trees special price; free examination.
land.
T 0. Baucum left Sunday for and
(p
3.300 Black Walnut trees.
John
W. Travis, Telephone
Washington where he is testifying
this
week
before
the
comhouse
NO
mittee -on-the Conally Oil Control
bill. Mr. Baucum is representing
the small jobbers of the state of
Kentucky. He appeared before the
Senate committee on Oae-sarne bill
and made .a splendid impression.
Mr. Bauctim said that his group
expected to obtain an amendment
which would-give more protection
JIFFON SHIRTS
• to small dealers.
HAT CLEAN
to 2 years
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace McCord,
and two sons of Hopkinsville, spent
the week end irr Murray as guests
of the former's brother, W. J. -McCord. North Fifth street.
Mrs. George S. Hart, Misses Viz*
ma "Veariirid-Wirit-Nee
and Billy. Utley and Howard Boone
g'‘
t
returned Sunday from Louisville
17114
.41110.
where they - attended the annual
l
t
e•
Christian ..Ersedavor -eceonsrition,•
•• "••••••1•••1
which began last Friday.
LoS Angeles,
California, iiiiIvect last Thursday.
There's not -a thing-to fasten on diffonii---that'S
fur a visit with her -father. City
why doctors, so thoroughly approve of
.Judge•George W. Wallis and broth. them:
er Jesse Wallis and sisters, Mrs
The leas
handleAabies in dressing, the betMarvin Fultai--aad
Melte
The shift,s4striti:-Iievabind armholes which
OverbeY and their families. Mr.
do away with chafing and-binding under arms.
Okell Will join her here latcr.
Tykcs, Ow training pants,

OC

a

Ledger & Times Ads
Sell Real Estate

i

double bed, heavy, 96.

white Weil"
Can 338.

Singer Sewing Machines, Vacuum
asoners, accessories and parts. N.
A (Asher) Klapp, phone 374W,
Farmer & Hart Dress Shop. tfc
CERTIFIED Jarvis Golden Prelaic, Germination S0%-Purity
99.9%. Hill and Hendon, Hazel
Ruute 2. at Scott-Lassiter Murray
or C. W. Curd's Hazel.
M6p
FOR SALE-Upright piano, good
condition, will sell cheep. Mrs.
D. H. Siress, Phone 333.
ltp
FOR SALE-1935 Ford ya
-2
4;,
:e
taZg
)
er
eicentionalLe_clean-iub,
-water. Priced right for quick
sale, $295. Will not consider
trade-in. Jennings Turner, Coldwater, Ky.
lip

des
no
NI.

dui
das

wai
Ric
ere
Kei
adn
chil
V

Red Cross Will Go
To National Meet
In Washington, D.C.

1 U4!!Si

tair
Hot
Ky.
visa

For CERTIFIED
Cold Storage that
protects both FUR
and PELT
Phone today for
bonded messenger

Miss Christine Johnston
Murray Representative
Phone 463-J

WI

-

lanai
will
topi
min
Thu
Ir

gees

Call her for complete
Information
•
It's Economical, Safe and
Convenient to Store Your
Coat With
-

-THE-

Owen Cleaners

41

SAVE YOUR-SELF TIME...

Tenth and Broadway-Paducah, Ky. .
•
Mail Orders Receive Our
Careful Attention

Citaltiotr mut ',pairing ad So. C05120141 1111 rtorage.

MAKE BABY COMFORTABLE

FOR YOUR PROTECTION

Jiffon -Shirts and Tykes

f-j4

‘
4

tins

No button-s

She Belongs to the
SMART SET!

50c

F

you

‘1,

have a double panel
front and back to make them extra absorbent,
extra long.wearing. Both are made in different
fabrics to sdi varyittg climates.
•••a.

_

••

CARTER'S
PANTIES
only
50c
•

•

EVERY DI4s1inT:.:1:f.'
•

I We'rk I ;,s
s
1;1.:
many, man)' tl,eshes we have
to help keel. Al v' fl Ti''' 7', .:.•• I miner's to IS y.•.0 happy.
.Lorider and soil, and to mare
mother tn Car.r.fire,m
you i &nen in ;.,* our Infants' l)evartment
and browse around. -.XL:u;
.kunts"oirs cordially invited, too.

and elastic ba'cks.•They fit
without a wrinkle to show

RYAN'S RYAN'S

Repair

FOR
PROMPT
SERVICE

REX TABERS
'Texaco Ma

HANDILEM-Hand -Made
CHIEF'S, ail kinds.
Any of these items will be
something nice for GRADUATION PRESENTS.

4

W.T. Sledd & Co.

PHONE 1-41

The Best Body Man in Murray

and acressoies
art
-IIICKt
BrE""S.eISEl
kinds.

Latest Patterns and Styles in Solids, Stripes,
Checks and Plaids

••
Underwear is'
Exclusive at

PAJAMAS. :
L425 Alto317tt
ROBES, BATHING SUITS

STYLE MART Suits

ASK that each winter garment cleaned and pressed be
returned in our moth -roof hag. It's the'....ONLY bag
guaranteed for a full season by Goodhausekeeping Institute.

through your "dress, and
ARE.they _comfortable!
Carter's

,
4

min impeccable appearance will zed greatly to year en
joyment of every occasion throughout the new season. Be wise
... choose COICS quality cleaning service to keep year wardrobe in first class condition.
You can depend on cOrS whether Ws a suit, hat, dress,
-..--saeater or a pair of (loves.

Briefs with la,..tex waist
bands, French I'anties ..
Panties with plain fronts

rb
IESo
-T
ws he season's flewpsi in eitherfour-in-hand
or

Summer
Weight
OXFORDS
in-White:Tan,
Grey, Twotone and
Black
$1.95 up

;.•
your

BODY and • • •

SHIRTS in all colors, solids and mixed patterns
75c up

"If It's New-We have It"

$ .;)
CLEANERS

r•••••••••••••••••••..••••••••.1•••••••••••••••••••0amer,

F. Main at Railroad.

•.

•••

•
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41.

•
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THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENT CKY, HURSDA
-solo, placing
Who
'
s
quartet, the

DRAll. RICHMOND
IS NAMED HEAD OF
SPECIAL EDUCATION

acuum
its. N.
374W,
p. tfc
ProPurity
Hazel
Cara y
M(ip
, good
Mrs.
ltp
e
voze
)
rr .

v.
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,PACE FIVE

both sides of the question, Dr. J.
second; in ,the ,mate poraneous speaking, first in coun- entitled "Antics
H. Richmond will speak on "Preof Andrew" 17. the youngest son of Mr. and Mrs.
mixed quartet, and ty, third in district, '34-'35; vicepare for War to Keep Peace" and
Roy has not decided whether or Carter Brandon who reside onethe mixed chorus. In the scholas- president Megerian Club'
'34-15; not he will enter college.
Mr. Maguire will speak on "Prequarter mile east of Faxon. James
tic tournament hel din 1936 he president junior
class '35-36. Depare for Peace to Keep Peace".
Wayne Dyer
is the sixth of Mr. and Mrs. Branentered in current events and bating team, affirmative and
negaThe-se two brief talks will be folWayne Dyer, the eldest son of don's children to graduate from
Mildred Lampkins, daughter of us '33-'34; mixed chorus and girls', placed second.
tive, runner-up in county, '35-38 Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Dyer. fie 'high school.
lowed by a period of student dis- Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
Lampkins of glee club '34-'35 and mixed chorus
Clarice Grogan Is the <laughter of Represented school in American. has attended Faxon High school
cussion and questions.
James is one of those students
Murray, R. F. D. 2, was born May and trio "38-17. Trucille is also
Mr. and Mrs. Ewing Grogan. She history,. second, '35-36.
Mixed for the last four years. Wayne who make exceedingly high grades,,
At a Question Box meeting last 16, 1919. She entered
Almo High a member of the No Name Society. was born on
chorus
'35-16.
January
Bass
solo
'55-38.
5.
1919.
week,
She
the
students
has
enjoyed
been
an
a
outstanding student, is active in estra-cerricular wortslive- school from Murray High, JanMurray Executive is Chosen
She intends to enter Murray State enrolled at Almo in '35. She had Mixed quartet, male quartet '35ly discussion of such questions as: uary 4, 1937. Since
and has always been .willing and and is an outstanding athlete.
President of K. E. A.
coming to College this fall.
formerly
'36,
first
in
attended
county.
Winner
scholFaxon
High
"white
Is a
eager to do his part. His activi- James entered high school in the
lie" ever justifiable? Almo she has p‘sticipated in the
Division
Kathleen Brown, daughter of Mr. schtiol. Clarice has been chosen astic news test '35-'36; extempoIsn't capital punishment just Ii following extra-curricular
ties Also go to show that an out- fell of 1930. He did not attend
events: and Mrs. T. N. Brown of Murray as secretaSy and
raneous
speaking;
treasurer
second
in
of
county
her
censed murder?
standing student can also be a school in the years 1933, '34 and
Sang in the mixed chorus in the Route 2, was born October 28, 1920.
DEPARTMENT FORMED
class
since
'35-36.
her
entrance in high
How shall you deal with the District and County
good athlete...
'35, but he reentered school in 1936
music tourna- She entered high school at Almo School.
Member Thespian Club '35-'36.
She has taken great inTO AID NEEDY GROUPS Problem of lendi notebotALS _and ments and had
Activities: Class reporter 1935- to strengthen the senior class.
a part to the play in AA and has completed her high
President
all
ill
school activities such
Megerian .Club '35-3
(8. '36. '36,'37; treasurer of F. F. A.
.
ose- w o intend to entitled "The Eighteen Carat Boob" school work there. She
Activities: Plays, "A Fortunate
has par- as plays. speaking events, etc. The President
junior
class '36-37. '34-'35; reporter for. F. F. B. Calamity", 1931; "A Reed in the
copy?
'37.
Word was received Wednesday,
ticipated in many different activi- plays in wiffershe has taken part President Wilsonian Society '36-'37.
What shall a -girl do if her "boy
'35-'36, '36-37. Reporter of The's, Wind,". 1931; "Wild Ginger," 1932:
James Stroud, son of Mr. and ties. She has taken part in the
pril 21. from the office of the
are: "The Wild Flower of The Extemporaneous speaking '36-'37. pian Club '35-36. Secretary-treasfriend", on a date, begins drink- Mrs. Ed Stroud, was
"Deacon Slips," 1933; "George in a
born July 18, following plays: "Hands Up", '33- Hill;"34; "He's
dean Rini President J. H. Richchampionship
My Pal," '35; "Cab- County
debating urer of Leaders League society '34- Jam," 1933; "The Girl in the Fur
ing?
1918. He had all his high school '34; "Mother Mine," '34-15; "Cabmond was elected president of the
bages Or Dollars," '36: "A Prairie team, bath of affirmative
and
'35
and
president
of
Signaro So- Coat," 1936; "The Antics of Anwork in this school and has always bages or Dollars,'"35-'36; "Prairie
Special- Education Divi.sion of the
Rose." '38; and "The Eighteen negative, '36-'37. Valelictroian fat ciety '36-37.
President of 4-H drew," 1937.
been active in athletics having Rose," '38-17; -The Eighteen Carat
Kentucky Education Association
Carat Boob," '31: The speaking 1937.
Club
'35-38, '38-'37.
participated • in softball In 1934, '35 Boob," '38-117. She was a member
during t- is regular session on FriScholastic entries: Algebra I,
events she has participated in are
Plays: "A Daughter of the DesBasketball '35-38, '36-37. De'36 and '37 and in basketball in of the debating team in the years
April. 16. in Louisville, X
the following: "Oh Captain! My ert" '34-'35; "Plain Jane." '35-'38; bating team '34-75, '35-'36. Mem- 1931; History II, 1932; Geometry.
1934-35; '35-'36; and '36-37. He of '34-55, '35-38. She was a memThis' special department, which
1933; English Literature, 1937.
Captain", and "Annable Lee", '34; "Nan" 35-'36; "Mill of the Gods" ber of mixed chorus '35-'36.
took part in both senior plays for ber of the girls' softball team three
Other extra-curricular activities:
was organized during President
-The Wheels of Time," '35; "A '35-'36; "Silas Smidge" '38-'37; "The
Plays,
inc
Grand
Cham's
Diathis
year, "A Prairie Rose", given years. She represented the school Leap
Richmond's administration as SupYear Leap," '36, and "Jane", Girl in the Fur Coat", '38-'37; "An- mond", '35-36, "The Heart of a member of Leaders League society
'31 and '32; Wilsonian society, 18erintendent of Public Instruction in Murray is Undefeated for last fall and "The Eighteen Carat in poetry reading in the District '37. She has also
enterd three tics of Andrew" '37, senior play.
Shamrock," '35-38, -The Antics of .37. inem bpr
F A_ as_
Boob", given this Mating.
ms
Kentucky, is concerned, with tip
James Thomas (Diddle) Roberts, participated in the musical tournaand '37 and reporter '33; treasurer
administration of adult, crippled
English. She hasn't decided upon
Vernon is the son of Mr. and
Forensics
Rex Falwell
son of Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Roberts, ments.
'36-77. Member county champion
childrets_And nursery education.
any thing definite for the future. Mrs. Calvin Billington. He has
Rex Falwell is the younger son debating team '38-'37; basketball
Almo, Ky., age 17 years, has had
Various -functions of this special
Leon Beale is the son of Leon
Edward Culver, son of Mr. and always been trustworthy. and has
Winning all decision encounters all his high school
of Mr. and Mrs. Willie Falweq. team '36-'37; softball captain '36work at Almo. and Lucille Beale. He was born Mrs. Lowell Culver,
division of the KEA are mainDexter, Ky., done his best in everything he Dexter Route
his year, Murray's varsity debaters He played
1. Rex has spent '37.
basketball the past three April 21, 1918. He ermined at was born March
tained by the federal government.
2, 1917. He has has been assigned. He Started lo his full four
closed their forensic season here years:
years at Faxon and
-1934-35; 35-36; and '38-'37 Almo High school in the fall of participated in
James, unlike his brothers and
Homer W. Nichols .of Frankfort,
Faxon
In
the
maoy
fall
of
activiextra
1933
as
a
April 22 with a 1111111--decision en- He
has been an outstanding student. sisteles, does not plan to do college
played softball in 1935-36 and '32. He has been a successful ties during his
Ky.. is state director of the Difreshman
high
and
school
continued
career.
to
climb Aside from being a good
gagement with Michigan State '36-'37.
stuednt, work, but intends to help his
He took part in the fol- basketball player for three years He has spent his entire
vision of Education.
four years to a senior in 1937.
Teachers College of Kalamazoo, lowing
he has been especially active in father on the farm.
plays: "Hands Up," :'Mother '34-'35, '35-38. '36-37, and has also of high school work
Activities:
Vernon
at Almo.
was in the extra-curricular activities and
Mich.
athMine," "Cabbages-or Dollars," "A taken great interest in softball. He During his
Virginia Collie
freshman year of '33- boys' quartet, in '34, which was letics.
WESTMINSTER FELLOWSHIP
Rex has played basketball
L. C. Litchi-41d, Fredonia. KY, Prairie Rose," and "The Eighteen hal taken part in the' following
Virginfa is the only daughter
'34 he was on the baseball team. placed third in county. He was
his
entire
four
and Robert Myre, Paducah, repre- Carat .Boob."
years and has been of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Collie of
plays: -Mother
Mirfe", '34-15; While he was a sophomore, he was first in current events test in '35The
a regular for the Cardinals for Detroit. Her elementary work was
wisdom
and efficacy of sented Murray State on the affirm- ,Charles Johnson, son of Mr. and "Cabbages or Dollars", '35-'36;
the play "Mother Mine." He '36. and Plans to enter this year.
In
America's- -bitten dollar armament ative of the "wage and hour" ques- Mrs. Andrew Johnson, was born "Prairie_Rose," '38-'37; and
he will - also played on the softball and This year he placed fourth in the past two years. A list of ac- done in Detroit city schools, but
peogram is a debatable issue. That tions Leonard Vader and John- January 16, 1919. He has taken also play an important
the junior and senior years have
part in *the basketball team -of '34-'35. He en- oratorical declamation. He will tivities follows:
will be involved in the interesting Birkhold represented Michigan.
Member of N. R. A. Society '33- all been spent at Faxon, with the
all of his high- school .work in senior play to be given May 1, en- tered in the mixed
be in the senior class play May 7.
chorus
of
the
'34. reporter on the program corn. exception of die summer of 1936
topic for discussion at the WestSeniors who will graduate are Almo. He participated in the-fol- titled "The Eighteen Carat Boob."
same year. 'As a junior he playVernon will likely enter the
mittee '34-'33; • vice-president of in Murray Training School. We
minster. Fellowship
meeting en Litchfield. Neely, and Gentry.
lowing
plays: "Mother ..Mine." When a sophomore-he took a very ed in "Cabbages or
Baptist ministry. He is well stiltDollars"
and
Thespian Club and on the pro- are sorry to lose Virginia from the
Thursday evening..
"Cabbages or Dollars," "A Prairie active part in the- forensic and was an active
member of the soft- ed to this great cslling.
gram committee '35-16; member community, since she leaves for
In order to provoke thought on
It Pays to Read the Classifieds
Rose," "Hands Up," and "Hero music events held at Hazel. They ball and
basketball teams of '35Roy Cunningham
and vice-president Future Farmers her Detroit home immediately after
Comes Charlie." He represented were: boys' solo in wbech he plac- '36. This year
being his senior
Rpy Cunningham, the second son '34-15, 15-16. '36-17; vice-presi- graduation and plans
the school in the scholastic tests ed second, male quartet, mixed year he played the
to enter a
main part in of Mr. and .Mrs. Albert Cunning- ,dent junior
class '35-'361 s'Ice Pres- Michigan college next fall. Virfor the past two years, winning quartet, and boys' glee club. the play •entiteld
"The Eighteen ham to graduate from Faxon High ident senior class
'36-17; vice- ginia- has been an excellent stufirst place two years ago and sec- Throughout his high school career Carat Boob." He is
a very de- school ,entered this sera:Vol - from' president Wilsonian
society '38-'37; dent and has participated in many
on place last year. He attOnded he has taken part in many outside pendable _member
of the softball Flint Valley in 1929. He entered represented the
school in American extra-curricular activities, among
the State, Fair in 1936.- He has activities and has belonged to eev- and basketball teams.
Re was a high school in '33.
History '34; 'Englists Mechanics '35; which are: Leaders League Society
been president of his, class the past eral societies for one of which he member of the
mixed chorus of
Activities:
Roy
entered
in
World Agriculture '38, first place; Amer- '34-'35;
Thespian Club
three years. This year he sang in has acted as president. In the '38-'37. He has
'36-'37;
also belonged to History of the Scholastic Tourna- ican History,
four numbers for the County and music tournament just recently betel -Many differentchorus '35 and '36; secretary
rese
societies 'during his ment in '34 and '36. He tied for
Baseball '33-'34; softball '34-15. and treasurer of sophomore class
DiStrict music tournaments.
at Concord he entered in the boys' high school career.
second -in '34 and second in '36. '35-16. '36-17; basketball '34•35, '35-36,- editor of junior cla,ss
:Phlenoy Bedwell, son of Mr. and
'36:
He was tenor singer in the quar- '36, '37. He has been in the fol- third place in the Scholastic Nesv
Mrs. Delmus /3.
e.clwell. is 18 years
tet which placed first in the cotms lowing plays: "He's My Pal" '34; lesst '35 arid' 36. Repressiessied the
of 'age. Rd . finished his high
ty.
"Wild Flower of the Hills?, '35: school in Algebra I '35, first place;
School work at the end of the first
'He was a member of the F. F. A. "The 'Daughter of the Desert" 15; Algebra II, '36; poetry residing '35,
semester. He came to Almo in
for the past four years; also a "Mom" '36; "Plain
Jane" '56; second in tip cotinty and third in
1935 from Cottage Grove Iffgh
member of the N. R. A. Society "Mill of the Gods" '36; "The Girl the district;''36, fourth in county;
School, Cottage Grove, Thnn. He
in '33-34, '35-38, and a raeriber in the Fur Coat- :47; 'The Antics and '37. third
had Attended Puryear filet before
in county
_
Class of 1937
More than 1,000,000 American
s - Winner - -scholastic news Contest of the Sigmaro Society '36-'3,1, He of Andrew",
senior play, '37.
Winner of musical reading in
--going to Cottage Grove. He was
•34-35.
First
in
agriculture,
was
couna
jpyal
member
of
the 4-H
In addition to 'this long list of society contest in '35.
Home Owners have found this free idea book
The class of 1937 is, in many
a member of the softball team in
ty: tournament, '34-35.
Member club the past four years, and a activities be has made an standPlays: "Mammy's Little Wild
1936 and '36. He was a substitute ways, the outstarefIngs-ctass to be
helpful in making their homes modern, more
debate team, negative anti affirm- valued member of the basketball ing of A- for the four years.
Rose" '35; "Mom" '36; "Mill'of the
on the basketball team in 1935-38. graduated from Faxon. In the
ative runners-up '34-35.
livable. It contains all kinds of interesting
squad from 'SS to '37.
James Brandon
Gods" '36; "Antics of Andrew",
He also was_os member of the de- first place, It is the largest class
Mixed chorus '34-35.
ExternHe syill be in the senior play,
James Brandon, salutatorian, is senior play '37. One act- play.
in the 14 years of the school. In
bating team in 1935-36.
suggestions. It answers questions like:
Cecil Taylor, son of T. W. Tay- another way, this is a remarkable
lor, was born December 7, 192Q class for its scholarship. Four
You can have a. hetiartnear Almo. Ile has had all his boys-havo- averaged "A" for the
ful paneled ceiling inhigh school as well as his grade four years. Wilson Gantt has an
expensh ely by 'coverwork in this school. He entered average of 97.25; James Brandon,
ing the old ceiling veith
"H0ts ran I
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- SEEP, IRON
and WINE
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19c
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Calloway Cotmty Lumber Company
WALNUT STREET
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STAG

eittisauss
Dabs psis

ADDRESS

,ASCADE

49c

this ebopOn

DALE & STUBBLEFIELD
THURSDAY, FRIDAY and SATURDAY
April 29, 30, and May 1

Murray, Ky.

so.""k" 2 for 51c

a SAVE with SAFETY)) at your ;Lc
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Basketball
25 10 5
Softball
25 10 5
Free Throw
15 1U ••Is
•3 man team)
Track it Entries)
100-yd Dash
5 3
Thi fish fry given at Kirksey vin Wrather.
5 3
_ )1114h School Tuesday evening in I Joe Lovett, Dr. J. V. Stark.. Ed 75-yd. Dash
limor of the fathers and sons, Adams. Denis Sanders. Wilson Ma- Standing Broad Jump 5 3
5 3
!WM .10e-Si4ispices of the F. F A. rine, Swift McNabb. W. A. Bay, Runing Broad Jump
5 3
aPapter .was attended bjr 74 per- Joe Jones. Lowell Edwards, G. W. Shot Put
was Edmonds. Mr. Crass. Harvey Dix- 100-yd. Relay
UM. Though the supper
'
4
(4 man team)
seinewhat delayed due to trouble on.
Lymon Dixon, Meredith Story, Baseball Throw
5 3 1
In getting fish it was none the less
thoroughly enjoyed by those pres- Ovie Story. Joe Ross, J. B. AdTennis
ams. -*Norsole Cole. Vernon Cole.. Boys' Singles
ent.
10 5 The splendid repast was pie- Y. T. Cochran. Rob Gingles, Ralph Boys' Doubles
10 5
Hugh
Missionary
Gingles.
Gingles.
Bro
E.
V.
Ladies
by
..the
spited
Analog
n• 1lfli
Society of the Methodist churcn
1. Under 120 pounds.
teachee.
agricultural
and Lee Crass,
2. 120 to 135 pounds.
peSsided over the program which
3. 135 to 150 pounds.
was cut short on account of the
4. 150 to 185 pounds.
late hour.
5. 165 pounds and over.
made
who
Those introduced
The basketball schedule is as
V
Rev.
E.
were
brief talks
follows; Wednesday. April 28:
T.
Agent
J.
Underhill. County
Senior vs Froth
llah45, has planCoach "Ty"
Cochran, Supt. M.'tzt. Wrather, Joe
Sophomore vs Juniorned an .intramural sts event
l'r• Lovett, tor. J. V. Starki- and for Murray High school 'athletes
Thursday, April 29:
• Esq. Edd Adams. Froth vs Junior
and aspirants beginning ato\the
The hospitality included: Richard
Senior vs Sophomore
present. A complete schedule hes
Mills, Jim Washer. New Washer.
Friday, April 30:
been arranged for each event. The'
J. C. Brewer, Joe Brewer, John
Frosh vs Sohphomore
vs Senior
freshmen, sophomores. juniors, an
Aubrey James, Cordis James.
This will be a round robin tourseniors.
Mr. Lessner. A. L_ Billington.
An award will be made to each hey. theotearn having the highest
Cotton Billington. James Pierce,
gathering the most number of percentage at the end will be
team
SherPotts.
James
Charlie Pierce.
points
as well as the individual awaraded the-me/lat.
wood Potts, Charlie Carson, Fred
The Freslunish 'team is composed
Carson. Ralph Billington. Wilt collecting the greatest number of
of Baker. PattersonSsManager Hal
Billingtom
events beginning at- present .K. Kingins. Perdue. Farley, Farm- Elvin Douglas. liarisyo Douglas.
•
Noviae Copeland. Earl Holland. will be basketball and softball er, E. Jones, and McCord. •
Sophomore: Harrison. Hale. Ross.
Keys Holland-. Claude Johnson. with others following. Boxing
Buren Johnson. Harple Tucker. will probably be featured later on. Crider. West. Manager Jarnes`tic'Ts
At the present the schedule has hanan, Ward and Mahan.
Eldon Tucker.'
Junior: Puckett. James, Irvan,
- S. G. Pool. Atom Pool. Claude' not been completed as to points
•-•
Fulton. Manager Phil Cutchin,
Lawrence. Harold Lawrence. Or- awarded in this event.
As usual this intramural contest Farris. Coleman and Wilson.
vile Edwards, Bryce Edwards, Eon
Armstrong. is entered into with a large numAnnstrong. Howard
Senior team: Allbritten. Hate
ber participating in-these events Collie. SamMorts, Buchanan. LasRalph Riley, Carlin Riley. • The contests are as follows with siter. Provine and Manager- Elmo
Acre Miller. L. C Miller. Charlie Ross. Vernoil Wilson. Elvis Wil- their respective points and placing: Williams.
No. of Points
sbn. Lomox Lee Housden, Pat Har- Intramural
lat Sad 3rd
Tell----T-asol:sell, Hansel Ezell Mar- Event

them.
I invite you to inquire of my
life, and if you are convinced that
I am morally suited and I ,have
the capacity and ability to serve
you in the office of Sheriff ot Cal1Contirited from Page One)
loway County. I assure you that no
man will be more grateful for your
Clint Drinkard in 1932 and 1933
support and shall strive harder
and has been deputy under Carl
to make you a faithful servant
B. ,Kingins for three years and
than myself. Jour months.
I have always been a loyal
Ira is a member of the First
Baptist Church of Murray; has Democrat and assure you whatserved as Sunday School treasurer. ever action you may take in makand has been a member at Murray ing your choice for this office in
Lodge No. 105, F. & A. M. for she the coming primary you will find
me supporting your nominees whober of the Calloway County Farm ever they may be.
It is my desire and intentions to
Bureau.
Those who know Ira Fox, and see every voter in Calloway counwho doesn't, have always found ty if possible, and should I fail to
him to be on the right side of do so, I assure you that I shall be
every public question; a young as grateful for your support as if
man of unimpeachable integrity. I had seen you in person, and
diligent and faithful in all his shall be to the same extent obtirelations with his fellow man. His gated to you as a public servant.
Trusting that I may have you;
statement to the -voters folrows:
earnest consideration and support
To Voters of Calloway County.
for this, one of the most important
Acting upon the advice and enoffices within the gift of the people
couragement I have received zit
of Callowa County, I am
Gratefully yours,
this method, of announcing to yoti
J. I. Fox
my desire to be your next Sherin
of Calloway county and shall submit my candidacy for. the Democratic nomination at Ole primal-'
election -to be held in August.
In making this announcement I
(Continued from Page One)
realize that no individual has any
Prior claim save and except his than Herbert Trevathan
and his
qualifications to the office he many friends declare that
his
seeks.
I therefore' submit my natural characteristica of
fairness
claim- on the basis of my qualifi- and honesty. coupled
with 'us
cations utitny I possess) ahd with knowledge ,of the district's
proba determination to administer the lems eminently qualify
him for
duties- of the office fairly and the responsible position
which he
courteseisty. to - all regardless of seeks.
Mr. Trevathan declares
color or SQial standing, realiz- that .if elected, he will
serve aft
ing the responsibility of the office, parts of the district
with imI assure you I -n,,,not being boast- partiality. fie is
thoroughly acful in the assertion. that I feel quainted with the-entire district
qualified for the position I seek. and lives alomst in its exact
cenI believe I can serve yols.efficient- ter. He issuei the
following stately, having served you as Iputy ment to the voters:
Sheriff for 12 years. in other words To the Voters of Wadesboro
Under four different sheriffs. Thirte{Continued from Page Oneis..
District:
years and four months under your
the passage of that legislation and present sheriff. How well I hive •-skfter strong solicitation and bays
ing - a desire to serve my district
in activities which led to the served .you I'll leave that for'
as magistrate I am announcing
selection of Murray as the site for to say.
myself as a candidate for this ofone of the two institutions estabI am 52 years of age, old eonugh fice subject to the action of the
lished by that law.
to be level headed, young enough Democratic primary. I feel that I
During his legislative service,
to be progressive and hopeft31.• I need no introduction" to you as I
his many outstanding accomplishments. include repeal of the ob- was born on a farm in the Con- have been a lifelong resident Of, the
cord Magisterial District and lived district and on the same'firmthat
noxious draining law. exertiptionthere all my life until toec. 1929.
was born on. • I am sure most of
of women from poll taxes and the
11026 Nelson .law, which Was the when we moved to -Murray for our you know me. If you do not ask
first step toward eliminating the ton to.enter college. In enteknt ask at some of your near neighs
this race it is not the climax of a bors and you. will find someone
,tate tax on farm lands. He exerted vital influence and arduou5 sudden inspiration but is the 're- close by you that does know me.
If I am elected to this office -I
labor in the enactment of many sult of 'long consideration. I have
. other measures for the benefit of always wanted to achieve some- realize that I will be only one of
thing
in
life
and
be
of
service
to
seven members of the Fiscal court
Calloway and counties of similar
was taught and we can not accomplish any
type ,in the Commonwealth. He my fellowman. I
years
ago
that
-Man-y
success
never
good for our county or 'individual
was else- active- In hater Of legislation for the benefit of rural comes to a person who sits and district except by cooperation.
waits.
I
have worked hard all my
sl promise, if you see fit to elect
schools.
life to attain success.
me to this office, to do my beset()
- Lee Clark was born and reared
I have no rich or powerful rel.-, make you a fair and impartial
near Lynn Grove. where he now
Makes his home as a Calloway tives to aid my cause, no political officer and use my best judgment
county farmer, close to the soil and bosses to owe me their suppoit. to be fair with all parts of the
close to the people who earn their My campaign is not fostered by district. Living near the center
living from the soil by the sweat any individual, firm or group, and
of their brow. No one is better in- I assure you that if elected your
formed than he on the people of Sheriff I shall enter upon the disCalloway county. their problems, charge of the duties of the office
Free, Front Constipation
their needs, their ambitions and with that freedom which 'the DiNothing beats a clean system for
vine
Father
of our being has given health!
their goals
At the first sign of ronstlpaUms,
.For many years he has been us and shall be able to say to the
t euperintendent of the Sunday public that there has been no per- take purely vegetable Black-Draught
for
prompt relief.
'School of the Lynn Grove Metho- son nor any clique who for selfish
Maar sten and women 411? that Blackmotives
dictated
how
I
should
disDraught
brings such veniality relief Sy
dist church, has been one the
cleansing acuon poisonous streets id
board of Stewarts of the .church charge the important duties which Its
constipation ars driven out; you mai
for more than a quarter of a cen- you have entrusted to me. I will SW bettor, snore efficient
Mack-Drought oasts Lass than most othar
tury. He is at present the charge at all time be guided by what use lazattrag.
law directs and what, I conceive
lay leader.
In every sense. he fulfills the to be the best interest of the
highest standards of citizenship. whole people, and shall persistent-'
•GOOD LAXAMI
has demonstrated honor and in. ly and earnestly endeavor to serve
tegrity in all his dealings and has
merited, the •highest respect of
all who know him. He submits
his claims to the voters consideration in the following statement:
To Voters of Callowpy County:I have been requested by many
of my - friends and citizens of the
different sections of the. county
to offer myself. as a candidate
for Representative.
COMPLETE LINE OF FRESH FRUITS AND
I have given this due consideraVEGETABLES
tion realizing that many important
problems of vital concern to the
Crackers, 2-lb. box 16c Salt White Side
people of this commonwealth - sr/11
18c
Bacon, lb.
P. Nut Butter, pint 13c
be presented at the next sessionsof
the cssmeral Assembly.
...!6.68
-.1
14-oz, bottle 10c Scoco, 48-lb. can.
On the account of my past exR. P. Cherries,
Snowdrift, 3-lb. can 51c
perierice as Representative. perNo. 2 can .....lot Potatoes, 10 lbs.
25c
haps I can be of some service to
the people of this State and CounGreen Peas, No. 2 can Sc Hickory Smoked Baty, in helping to solve the many-Puffed Wheat or Rice Sc
20c
con
problems that the State is conCocoa, 2-lb. box . 14c1,
fronted with.
Oats, 48-oz. pkg. .. 15c Ball Blueing,
I shall work and vote on all
10-cent box ...... 6c
Vanilla Wafers,
meatures which will help to give
this State an /driest, progressive
thdcolate
Drops, lb. 10c
'pounds
2
and economical Government.
Baking Powder,
Tooth Picks,
If elected I will be glad to serve
Clabber
3
10e
Girl.,
10c
7c
boxes
in the next State Legislature.
Soap, Camay or
Shoe Polish, Jet Oil .9c
Thanking the people for all the.
past support and soliciting your
Palmolive
Sc Motor Oil,
interest in the present campaign,
Tomatoes,
Corn,
2-gallon can .
89c
Kraut,
/ am
25c Groves Chill Tonic,
- No. 2 cans, 3 for
Yours to serve
Soap, 0, K., 3 bars .10c
50-cent size .
30c
Lee Clark

IRA FOX ENTERS
SHERIFF'S RACE

1

Murray High Begins
ntramural Card of
Sports -Competition

Orr

SWANN'S GROCERY
24-PHONES-25

MDOL

THREE 10c package:.

GIES-ImirifSOAP
_

Large 23c
25c
6 for 25c

CAMPBELL'S TOMATO JUICE25c
•
THREE 14-oz. eons
23c
50-oz. can
20c
Red Winesap Apples, dozen
A nice White Bowl FREE with large can
25c
Snow King Baking Powder
77c
24 pounds Good Flour
$1.90
48 pounds White Frost Flour
10c
No. 2 con Libby's C.rapefruit Juice
3 cans Corn
•
2Sc
10c
Canned Beets, Glee Club, No. 2 can
25c
Whole Bean or Fresh Ground Coffee, 2 lbs. .
25c
Canned Cherries, 2 No. 2 cans
Sc
Fancy New White Potatoes, lb.
40c
15-1b. peck Potatoes
25c
20-oz. glass Extracted Honey
15c
1 lb. Fig or Date Bars
15c
1 lb. Vanilla Wafers
Dozen Bananas
15c or 20c

SWANN'S GROCERY

Tolley & Carson
FOOD MARKET
THE BEST OF CANNED GOODS AND FRESH
MEATS FOR LESS .. . LIVE ;BETTER
AND SAVE MONEY1
...

•

-

Father-Son Fish Fry at Kirksey
Attended by 74 Tuesday Evening

•

,
_21111111111110116--

-sem

-ess se •
-"'"*

-'17%-4s:k's

DRIED PEACHES, 2 lbs.
25c
ROLLED OATS, 5-lb. pkg.
....
PEANUT BUTTER, quart jar
25c
TOMATOES, No. 2 cans, TWO for
. 15c
PEACHES, Del Monte, No. 2 1-2 cans, 2 for..35c
Fresh Green Shelled BEANS, No. 2 cans,
TWO for
35c
PEAS, Del Monte No. 2 cans, TWO for
35c
MATCHES, 6 boxes
19c
CLOROX, 20c sizo5_31WO for -.
32c
CAMAY SOAP,THREE bars
•
and One bottle PERFUME
19c
GREEN BEANS, No. 1 cans, FOUR for
15c
NEW POTATOES, 4 pounds
15c
No. 1 OLD POTATOES, 10 lbs.
25c
BEECHNUT BABY FOOD in
sealed glasses, 10c; THREE for
28c
25c
i=i3LiSH,-13 oz., 10c; qt.
SALAD DRESSIN(, Topmost
23c
4Pett Sc 411
SNOWDRIFT, 3 lbs. 63c; large size
$1.23
(Towel FREE)
R. J. R. or Country Gentleman Tobacco, 3 for 25c
STEEL WOOL, medium or fine
Sc
BREAKFAST BACON, no rind,. lb.
27c
.....

Brnig us your EGGS and HAMS for HIGHEST
MARKET PRICE
WE DELIVER

PHONE,37

W H.Trevathan In
Wadesboro Race

Lee; Clark Is
- House Candidate

of the district I feel that I am as
well acquainted with the need of
the district as any man in the district, and I earenstly solicit your
vote and influence in the primary
assuring you that any favor you
may show me will be appreciated.
I will endeavor to see you before
the primary but if I fail to see
you I am taking this method of
assuring you that your vote and
influence will be appreciated.
W. H. Herbert) Trevathan

.
of college and high school age wall
be held Sunday afternoon at 5:45.
The Young People's Society of
Christian Endeavor will follow at
Patients admitted to the William
6:30.
Memorial Hospital during
Mason
of
the
The Fireside meeting
young people will be held Tues- the past week:
day night at 7:30 at the church.
Orville May, Pigeon; Mrs: M. G.
Wednesday night at 7:15 the
Audre
Carman. Murray;
Mrs.
Mid-Week Meeting will be led by
Preston Holland. The music spon- Moore, Meadville, Pa.; Mrs. Juel
sor will be Miss Neva Gray Longs- Porter Parham, Hazel; Baby Alice
ton
'Jean Murphy, Cadiz; David Ewing
St. John, Hazel; Thomas Oscar

Hospital News

Havens Offers A
Clinic Hospital Notes
New Sermon Series

Williams. Greenfield, Term.; Miss
Leah Nell Crass, Murray; Mrs.
Mamie Goforth, Big Sandy. Tenn:
Wm.---Thicle- Mc-Cul-Win, New -Concord' Miss Ether Perlene Colso
Redden; Lewis Frank Harding,
Murray; Mrs. Estelle Dildine, Martin, Tenn.
Patients dismissed from the WilMemorial Hospital
liam Mason
during the past week:
'-Carl Clay Adams, Paris, Term.:
James Mason Ross. Murray; Mrs.
Martin Bailey, Murray; Mrs. Audre
Moore, Meadville, Pa.; Mrs. James .
A. Clements, Big Sandy, Tenn.;
Miss 'Mai jorisField.. Noshei144.,,
Tenn.; Mrs, Willie Callietitt, - Lane,
Tenn.; Mrs. Zadie Simonton, Toledo, Ohio; Wess Cook, Ars ConB. Smotherman,
cord; Eugene
Hazel.

lootre7-1W.--tt -Patterson-wee dis"Sermons On 'The Letter To charged Sunday following treatThe Hebrews,'" is the new series ment.
of sermons which A. V. Havens,
Baby Charles Hayden Walston.
minister of the First Christian
Dexter, was discharged Monday
Church will begin- arsthe morning
following treatment.
worship service
next. Sunday..
Mrs. R. M. Pollard was dis"God Speaks Today." will be the
charged Thursday, April 22, followfirst sermon in the series.
ing a minor surgical operation .on
In announcing this first sermon. her foot.
Mr. Havens said, "One frequently
Woodrow Butler, Gilbertsville,
hears the wistful expression among CCC enrollee, was admitted for an
citurch people, 'If God would only appendectomy Thursday, April 22.
speak today .as he did to Moses
Virginia Blackburn, Clay, Ky.,
and Abiaham.' At other times was discharged Friday following
One's attention is directed to some treatment.
poor soul, such as the one staring
Everett (Bud) Ruhl, Louisville,
himself to death saying, 'The Lord was admitted for an appendectomy
told me to fast and I will not eat Friday. Be is the son of Mr. S.
until I hear the Lord telling me D. Rohl. Louisville, and is a popto.' This," Mr. Havens continued, ular student at Murray State Col"gives rise to the questions, 'Does lege.
God speak today as he did in bibEstelle Hayes was discharged
lical times,: and 'How did God Saturday following treatment. •
speak in biblical times?'"
Mrs. E. H. Thompson, Puryear, •'EAST ST. LOUIS, Ill.. April 29Mr.
"This
Havens Tenn., was admitted Fridays for Hogs: 7,000; 500 direct; steady to
sermon,"
-Stated. "will seek to present a ra- treatment.
.I0c lower, mostly steady to Sc
Thelma Brandon was discharged lower; top 10.40 for two part loads;
tional approach to the 'voice of
God' and an understanding of it, Monday following treatnient for bulk 180-280 lb. 10.250 10.35: 170bronchitis.
devoid of superstition."
180 lbs. 10 lOss10.25: 140-160 lbs.
Nellie Ruth-Jones"was discharg- 9.256.9.85: 100-130 lbs. 7.40S19.00;
The -service will begin at 10:45.
Special music will be presented by ed Tuesday following a tonsil- sows 9.40Si9 60.
the chorous choir.
lectomy.
Cattle: 3,500; calves: 2,00(1; markbvell. CCC enrollee. ket opening generally steady but
Louis
There will be no church sers4e
Sunday night, since the. minister __Willtiumslaurg, Ky., was admitted slow on steers; one- load medium
will at that time deliver the bac- Tuesday with the mumps.
weight steers in good flesh 11.75:
Edwin Rodgers was treated for mixed yearlings and heifers 8.000,
calaureate sermon at Kirksey.
badly lacerated hand Monday. 10.00; beef cows 5.504i7.50, top 8.50;
The Sunday School. led by - Supt.
George.S. Hart, will meet at 9:30 Rodgers received the wounds in cutters and low cutters 4.005i5.25.
-his hand from a concrete mixer.Sunday morning.
•
iausage bulls 5.5006.75; top vealThe Junior Christian Endeavor - Sue Wright; J. R. Jones and Hil- ers 9.75; nominal range slailghter
Society will meet Sunday evening ton Hale were treated for minor steers 7.00415.75; slaughter heifers
wounds sustained in an automo- 7.00-i 11.50.
at 6:30.
Open House /or all seating people bile wreck.

•

Livestock

.

THE COMPLETE FOOD MARKET

,

Louisiana
,
PINT
10c
. STRAWBERRIES
DOZEN
FLORIDA ORANGES Large 126 Size
40c
3 Pounds
10
NEW TEXAS ONIONS
15-Pound Pock
35c
At Your Best!
POTATOES No, 1 Northern
79c
BOKA, 24 pounds
Lyon's -Best, 24 lbs. $1.10
24 lbs. .. $1.20
FLOUR Omega,
10 Pounds
SUGAR FINE GRANULATED BULK
49c
2 No. 2 cans
CHERRIES RED PITTED
25c
BLACK- DRAUGHT COFFEE C Club, Vac. Packed , lb. 29c French, lb. 23c Jpewel,d 3ilsbsc 53c
C. CLUB BRAND
25c
MILK 3 taPllEoTr 6BRsmAaNIDIcans 19c
4 tall or 8 small cans
FANCY ALASKA
Tall can
PINK SALMON
10c
SALAD
DRESSING Qt, Jar 25c
RADISHES BUNCH lc
MURRAY and HAZEL
25c
3 Pounds
GREEN PEAS

•

U-Totelm Gro.

Don or Bozo DOG FOOD,
FOUR 16-oz. cans . . . . 19c
Ernbassy MUSTARD,
10c
Quart jar
Green Giant PEAS,
No. 303 can
15e
CATSUP,
Pack
Standard
Large 14-oz. bottle . . 10c
Clifton TOILET TISSUE,
25c
6 rolls

...Cataup,

.

Willis King Craddord. a Caldwell county 4-H club member,
boucht a purebred Duroe.gilt from
a local farmer.
--

I

TIES WANTED- 5c
and 10c advance on
them. Prices 80-70-50
and 45c. Deliver to
R.' R. Roberts at Pine
Bluff.
'
'1

'25e

Screen Door
- •'+ Springs
Sc
$1:25 value
Garden Rakes,
Percolators, 99 per
Heavy
50c
Aluminum
Sugar, pure cane
Chisk Fountains,
10 pounds
53c1 2 for
Boiling Meat, lb. 12 1-2c Heavy 8-qt. Cream
Sritioked Chunks, lb. 15e1 Cans
PIG and HOG FEED, Keco, 100 lbs.
DAIRY FULL PAIL, 16 per cent
COTTON SEED MEAL, 100 lbs.
CHICK STARTER, 100 pounds

99c
cent
39c
15c
43c

$2.55
$2.05
$2.15
$3.00

We Want Your Hams and Bacon

I

Van Camp SARDINES,
Must. or Tom. Sauce,
3 large ovaLcans---- 25c
Our Mother's COCOA,
1 lb. box ...

9c

Pork and Beans or Red Beans
FOUR 16-oz. cans . . . 25c
Tall can
10c
Clock BREAD, White Sandwich style, 24-oz. loaf 10c

LBS. NET $6.49
BULK
2 Pounds
27c
LARD
:
POUNDe
ah
_PrCNIC pA ISC Armour's Star Shankless
Half 6 lbs.
I.9c
Whole or 4to
POUND 25c
`"--t'vkwe -Labe,
BACON -to
POUND
CHEESE Fancy Wisconsin
20c
POUND
'BACON SQUARES - Sugar Cured
18
FRANKS Pound 15c BOLOGNA 2 Pounds 25c
2 Pounds
27c
ATTL SALT MEAT
WWI& 11165.• IL ih.P

•
•

•
•
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. Fair to Its Readers Fair to Its Advertisers
COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK
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Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon April 29, 1937

-Trustee- Lauds Chief
•
AS Degree Is
Conferred
Yancey Altsheler, member of tne
Board of Trustees of leadership of
the University of Louisville, paid
tribute to the distinguished leadership of President James H. Richmond in presenting him to Dr. A.
Kent, president of the University
gree of Doctor of Laws, which degree was conferred at the joint
program of -the Kentucky Education Association and tne University of Louisville on Priday evening,
April 16, 1937.
The remarks of Mr. Altsheler
follow:
"Mr. President:
"I have the honor of presenting
to you James Howell Richmond,
for the Degree of Doctor of Laws.
As State Superintendent of Education, he rendered most -distinguished service. Through his inspiration and leadership, the teaching
profession in Kentucky was united
in a study of the educational
problems of our state. The results
of this survey were presented to
the -people of Kentucky in such
a convincing and effective manner
that it resulted in the passage
of an entirely new School Code in
1934.. By this act alone,... Kentucky
avanced from a place among the
most backward states to one among
- the educational leaders.
"It has been acclaimed throughout the nation as a model for
others to follow. Those who know
Kentucky and its problems, can
best realize the extent to which
this was a triumph for the educational statesmanship of. James H.
- Richmond. The
University
of
Louisville delights to join others
in ICEntucky, and throughout the

United States,' in - honiaing his unusual contribution to the cause of
....„
Education."
Others who received honorary
degrees Were: Dr. Charles H. Judd,
dean of the. school of education.
University of Chicago; President
Frank L. McVey, University of
Kentucky; President W. J. Hutchens, Berea College.
Dr. Judd delivered the principal
address.
METHODIST CHURCH NOTES
Sunday. May 2. 1937
, At the morning service we honor
the older people of the congregation in a special service fur them.
These will be honored at the
Lord's Tab' in that they wil-1 be
served first. Please see that the
older members have transportation. At the evening hour Rev.
E. R. Roach, our fellow pastor at
Murray, will preach for us. Rev
J. Mack Jenkins, pastor, will be at
Lynn -Grove to their the baccalaureate sermon for Lynn Grove
High School.
"
Every -member of the official
board is expected to be present
at the morning service and also at
the board
meeleng on
Monday
night, May 3.

Started; MAO In Calloway
County
All of the tgc cimps of the Soil
Conseevation Service located in
Western,. Kentucky are at the
present time intensely engaged in
a tremendous tree planing program. Over 1,400.000 young seedlings are being planted, and approximately 900 acres • of badly
eroded land is being reforested
ut 640.000 of these trees are
being planted in Calloway county.
according to Wallace G. Smith
superintendent
of the
Murray
samp.
Pine is being planted extensively
in the Jackson Purchase region for
the-first time, Smith said. It has
been chosen for the purpose because of its ability to grow rapidly on dry, worn-out sites and for
the value of its products. The
species being planted by the local
CCC camps at Paducah, Murray,
Mayfield, and Clinton are Short
Leaf Pine, Virginia Pine, Loblolly
Pine and Pitch Pine. Black Locust
is still being planted extensively
in the gullies.
The planted areas are unique in
that contour ridges, that is, ridges
that extend on the level around
the slope, have been thrown up
with a plow on all areas where
plowing la._jaassible— The contour
ridges are spaced six feet apart
and the young trees are -planted
on them; In this manner further
soil and water loss is prevented
until such a time as the young
trees become established and adequate ground cover is developed.
Smith states that the planting
will be completed prior to May 1.

The regular meeting of the
Woman's Missionary Society on
Tuesday. May 4, .at 230. Every
woman of' the congregation should
be a member of the missionary
society.
The second quarterly -conference
will be held on Monday night,
May 17. and the stewards very
much desire a full report for that
conference.
Church-school at 9:30, with the
hope that every one will be present on time.
Jenny Linda Grave
Children,and young people meet
Jenny Lind. the Swedish nightinat 6:45.
J. Mack Jenkins, Pastor gale, is buried in Malvern, England.

JACKSON, Tenn., (Special to the
Ledger & Timesi—James 'Parker
Miller of Hazel, Kentucky, living
up to the reputation of famous
West Kentucky after dinner, speakers won the all-southern after dinner speaking title in the Golden
ballroom of the Andrew Jackson
Hotel in
Nashville, Tennessee,
before the Association of the
"Southern 'Trenchers of Speech.- Four
hundred people all interested in
speech from the entire nation
heard six contestants who had
survived the perliminary rounds.
The joke on a fellow Kentuckian,
011ie James, when speaking before
a large assembly of farmers try,
ing to convince them that he wee
too a farmer and understood their
problems said very vigorously in
a speech at Benton, Kentucky;
"Why my fellow farmers I too am
one of you farmers, I was raised
between two rows of corn", and a
Marshall county Republican rose
us and said, "A pumpkin by gum-.
is one of Miller's favorites, given
him by the editor of this paper.
Mr. Miller has also had a very
Successful season this year debat•
ing with Union University and has
debated with .teams from 14 states
and has traveled over 7,000 miles.
The, tournament
at Nashville,
was sponsored by the Tau Kappa
Alpha Debating Fraternity and the
All-Southern Aisociation of Teachers of Speech at Vanderbilt University Tuesday through Saturday
of the week of April 19.
Miller is a well known debated°
and orator and 'preacher of the
Church of Christ in this section of
the country. He is the son of M.
and Mrs. J. R. Miller. Hazel. Ky.

'BREDS TOP U. T.
19-0 IN PRACTICE
Murray States Thoroughbreds
raced all over the field April 23,
as they disposed of University 'of
Tennessee Junior College Vols
19-0 in a practice scrimmage on
the Murray field.
Coach Roy Stewart's charges, exs.
hibiting their new open style of
play, rolled up a total of 32 first
downs as compared to the three
made by the charges of Coach W.
F. Derryberry, former TermessLe
star and Rhodes scholar.
Murray used 37 men in the two
and a half hour scrimmage. All of
the coaches were upon the field.
The Murray players found that
they could reel off numerous gains
off tackle and ripped through the
Vols line for many first downs.
Later on, the Bluebloods' aerial attack, with Beale doing the heaving, gained the Murrayrnen no little yardage.
Jug Mitchell and -Texas Jack"
Beale looked best fcit Murray, as
Downey, Morris, and Godauskas
were stealing the spotlight in the
line.
Yarbrough and McRaven,
along with Jasper, Deibert, Atwell,
and Snyder also turned in creditable performances.
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O MATTER how far you livefrom
gas mains and power lines, yott
can now have all the advantages of •
finest city refrigeration ... for just a
few cents a day! Servel Electrolux,
the Kerosene Refrigerator, duplicates
In all important ways the famous Gas
Refrigerator that has proved its efficiencyAnd economy in hundreds of
thousands of city homes and apartments during the past ten years! A
single, glow-type burner circulates the
refrigerant that produces perfectfoodpreserving cold and freezes ice cubes
and desserts—without friction, noise
or moving, wearing parts. And own'era report Servel Electrolux actually
pays for -itself with its
Arm.
savings. Clip coupon below for free literature.
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FISK SINGERS
APPEAR AGAIN
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Son of Mr. and Mrs. J. R.
Miller, Hazel, Winsother Fine Honor

Open Style of Football
April 23
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Dr.Richmond Honored by 'TREE PLANTING IS All-Southern After Dinner Speaking PLENTY F- ARRIS IN
University of Louisville _PLANNED BY CCC Title Is Won by James Parker Miller MURRAY DIST.RACE

coact Stewart's Men Show New

5c
5c

TIMES

OWN IT ON EASY PURCHASE TER

veedwilot

•Keeps food fresh
for days

rillsHAPPY

•Freezet ice

I

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads if!

cubes
and desserts
•Needs no daily iittention, Water or electricity

ownerivnY'
"Now I ran rook enough at one reeking to last several dayk_and it keeps
perfectly in my Servel Eisctrolitt
a number of days. My kerosene refrigerator savm atop. and time and worry,
too, and It saves enough oath' month
on groceries to make the payments. 1
Pr gmt alone withdon t know how I
out one." — Mm. L. C. Hanks, Pod-mai, Taxon

S

•Saves work, time
and money
•Ibis no machinery
to wear

Fisk University's Jubilee Singers,
Nashville, Tenn., reputed internationally .and famed for a generation, appeared in the Murray State
College auditorium under the sponsorship of the International Relations Club of the college Friday
night, April 23, and gave a classical rendition of spiritual hymnals.
President Luther Goheen of the
sponsoring organization welcomed
the Negro vocalists. Prof. W. M.
Caudill, faculty adviser for the
club, aided in arrangements. and
Miss Irene Nickell, secretary, had
charge of the ticket sales.
This was the second time the
world-renowned
vocalists
have
brought the spirit of the old South
to Murray.

—Honored

Ontstanding&' Citizen. Life - long
Resident Here, Served 1930-33
Inclusive

JAMES PARKER MILLER
Used Cive for Glass Work
The first glass maker in Scotland
was George Hay (1568-1825). He
took advantage of a peculiarly
formed cave at Wemyss, on the Fife
coast, and set up his furnace there.
In.
We:Jebel On-CO Small Clocks
Watches_ originally were small
clocks and were worn hung _from
the girdle because they tvere too
large for the pocket.

An a year In Calloway,
v""""Marshall, Graves, Hesry and Stewart Counties.
t cn a year elsewhere la
State of Kentucky.
t9 nn a year to any addres•
`.'"•""other than above_

Esq. D. P. tPlentyl Farads, who
served as the representative et
Murray district, on the fiscal court
of Calloway county from 1930 to
1933, inclusive, today makes his
formal announcement for that office, subject to the action of the
Saturday,
primary,
Democratic
.10.-84"'Mr. Parris, who has received the
solicitations of many friends tn
make this race, said that if the
people felt he was the man they
wanted he would deeply appreciate
their vote and influence, thaf he
had no promises to make and that
he stood on his record made four
years ago. Mr. Farris declared
that, if elected, he would look
after the interests of Murray district but that he would not be
unfair to other sectiblis of the
county in -doing so.
'Squire Farris was born and
reared within a mile where he now
lives, almost in sight of the court
house and since young manhood
has been a strong and wholesome
leader in his community. He has
filled many responsible positions
with high credit to himself and
to the benefit of those who entrusted him with their responsibilities. At one titne he 'successfully filled 13 positions of trust at
the. same 'time.
For more than 40 years, Eso.
Farris has been one of the out-

Volume CV; No. 17—

Hope Methodist church and has,
standing lay leaders of the New
at one time or another:held every
lay office in the church. He is at
present a member, of the „hoard
Of stewartS, a, trustee of. the
church property and the lay leader. For 20 years he served as road
overseer and for the same length
of time as a school trustee. He
has taken part in the- construction
of many churches, pout methodist
and Baptist, and several times acted as superintendent and foreman
in their building._
A man of the highest moral precepts and example, Esq. Farris
never took a drink of "intoxicating
liquor in his life, has always been
a stalwart defender of law and
order and in every particular a
worthy Citizen -of the highest type.
•Were Priem Alberts

In the "nifty nineties." most
United States senators wore Prince
Alberts. The frock coat was a symbol of statesmanship and a beard
was the mark of a man of maturity
and substance.

STUDENTS FAVOR
ROTC 100 TO 50
Gentry Secures Expression
Sentiment Among Men
of College

As a result of a standing vote
taken Thursday morning, April
22, on the establishment of a Reserve Officers' Training Corps at
Murray State College, among the
male students of the college, 100
votes were cast in favor of the
proposal and 50 votes opposed it,
according to Cecil Gentry, presi-da-t of. Use StAblii•sit CW.P.XMinfela of
Murray State.
The vote was taken on the ROTC
question as a result of several
months' discussion for and against
the movement, ,in. order to ascertain whether the nulle contingent
of the college desired the establishment of a local unit as a voluntary measure.
The vote results have been turned over to authorities for final
decision.

—
COMPLETE, RELIABLE SERVICE
At The Time of Need—Within Your Means

GILBERT CIORON MANI
FUNERAL
NONE

PRONE 195 AMBULANCE SERVICE -MURRAYAV
Mrs. Boyd Gilbert, Lady Assistant
Only Lady Undertaker in Calloway County

BRING YONSELF
UP TO
monesangsgme
womma*.

LOWEST BUICK PRICES
*EVERI Ar today's 416(W, a big
_-/kitick valve-La-head oraight
right roio hell N*II than the
average 'ix outside the lamest
"rite field! Compare delivered
prices and karn haw little more
buys a belbwether Butch ORIMAL
MOTORS TIRE TO SUR YOUR UMW%
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T; ---up your mind now to see America
first this year —there'll be nothing out
front to spoil the view if you do your looking
from the seat of a Buick!

M

AKE

Your first toe-touch tells you: you've got
plenty of what it takes to get you places in
the surging, soaring lift of its valve-in-head
straight-eight engine.
And in this gkesit Buick you've got the steady,
solid, level-rolling bulk of a real road-wise
automobile—a tough, rugged, beautifully balanced mechanism under you that'll take all
you can give and more.

to squeeze the last mile out of every gallon.
So why hang back? There's a place for you
in., the top-flight crowd this year — so bring
yourself up to this great straight eight and put
yourself there!
The price, if that's what's holding you, now
ranges lower than ever_ in Buick history —a
Buick SPECIAL four-door sedan, for instance,
now costs less than some sixes!
Come on—take the lead! We are waiting
to show you how little it takes to own the
boss among this year's automobiles.

Here's an engine that knows"
no equal for its ability to get the most out of fuel. Here's
an acrobat carburetor built

JOHNSON-FAIN APPLIANC,E CO.
CENTUCIOC

Gentlemen. Flaw sand me, without obligation, complete Information about Serval
Electrolux, the Kerosene Refrigerator,
Name

LTown
MS ONO

.61%.

L. S. Anderson Motor Co.
108-10 North Seventh Street
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Wench of lovenunent service
you talk. You are against the Murray State is festunate in hava this
from needy female.. They
working man it seems, so I can't lag him and in ;poking of Mur- s ifse
-draw from the government
see how you Gould be one of them. ray State we mean the college wift os
month, gam of which
I none that you live in Deer- that belongs to the people of Ken- $30.00'w
Met to their parents. In
born. I suppose that you work at tucky and not alone to the town will be
past rote years huddreds of
Fords, if you even work in a of Murray, but we assure Dr. the
this'county have been
shop. I noticed that he would pay Richmond that all the people of families in
and fed hens this small
$10 a day before he would recog- Murray are 100 per cent behind clothed
received each 'Month from
nize the Union. Is he paying the him and glad lp have him finally sum
.
enrollees.
$10 a day yet? If so I haven't located in a comfortable home and CCC
President Roosevelt in a mesheard about it. Of course I could wish him iikptentment and expect
be behind the times. After all the college to grow wider his sage of greeting read in 200e
Civilian Conservatiod Corps camps
there is something to consider be- leadership.
said:
steles the amount of money you
Oh well, all or I believe the last week
make. It is the condition that you great majority were opposed to
"I am sure that the nation is
have to work under to make it.
the destruction of the lower Ten- proud of what the Civilian CenserThe Union may be a bad thing nessee valley and do not agree 'velem Corps has accomplishes in
but it has a jot of good people in with those who do not know the
new emporturillage, to
It who think it is 0. K.. and are valley and what it will do in cuts- affording .
It'
getting more every day. They ting this section from Kentucky young men and protectinghave accomplished quite a bit in and in making it more .incon- natural resources. You men of
the last few months and expect to venient .for those who live gieet of the Civilian Conservation Corps
do a lot more. Come over and see the Tennessee River 10 attend have helped the "dation. In reme some lame and I will tell you Murray State.
turn, you have benefited physicalall about that situation.
This problem is one that con' ly and spiritually."
If you don't like the word cerns many and all may expect
The message was sent in observ"strike" I will give you another strong discussions from those in- ance of the corps' fourth anniversnatne for it-a -demonstration-that terested.
ary. Not only was it a message of
is what they call it instead of a
congratulations, but one of promT. 0. TURNER
strike anyway. WWI haw Awakenise-promise of results to come
•
ed to the tact -that low are men
from the physical and spiritual
instea o mice • vs
benefits.
stand up for what they' believe.
No relief organization Is so free
Last week one hundred young
If you ever noticed it capitalists
from criticism as is the Civilian
stick together, so why not the lab- men from Pulaski County were ScConservation Corps. - Somerset
orers do the same- thing. The big cepted fir placements in CCC
Journal. .
in
serve
to
are
who
Those
camps.
shots are one group and the lath.
men are Juin/her
By the stand that you take you
must be a financial wizard or a
big politician-that is in line with
the big guns. Say"when was -the
last time you were on a big party
with Henry Ford of Alfred P
Sloan?

ers' polite name for the junk metal be paid a fair wage for it.
I think that I. know what this
Pot)•
striae IS all about but it is very
The lamp of experience of ler,
May 8 io Derby Day in Limit- evident thrit yeu don't. Now, my
e
burns feet insteadoie guiding Their
vine and after the race that's about dear friend if you don't think that
Coneolidation of The Murray Ledger. The Calloway Time:, and The steps.
Timas•lierald, October 20, 1928.
all most of the witnesees will have the Union is strong come over ta
Published1 The Calloway County Publishing Co., Inc.
some of the shops in Pontiac mid
left.
more
0
had
has
Jefferson
Thomas
Kentucky
Streit,
Fearth
Murray,
heti mit for yourself. They got
dinners given in his honor than
Before the race the taxis do a what they asked for so what more
ever
who
builder
Editor
non-highway
any
doe T. Lovett
business.
But yoU is expected?
land 4.,ffice
lived.
ought' to see the street cars going
I am sorry but I do not know
the cost of producing an automoThe Spanish war is at a stale- back into town.
bile, but you might be surprised to
mate after nine months-which is
1014AL EDITORIAL the way most wars end.
Zioncheck's widow will profs- know how low it is. There is
ited.
f 12
L
41I
abl find a checkered career in plenty of profit made and don't
,
OCIATIO84
9.3-4 olagesident Roosevelt was victim the movies.
think that there isn't. Look what
• •••• ttle President and all the high ofof a sit-down strike in New York
Some people think the daeh. at ficials of the Qiineral MoSoys...get.
last week But it was a ship and
IP'
Orc41111111
the end is the best thing About this Twenty-Dial. of theol..___omm get
let the chief executive.
Meter
mall
column' We wouldn't be sUrgideed almost as muck as they pay all of
Entered at the Postoffieeo Murray, Kentuckl. Mt second dist
the laborers in this shop, so there
if they're right.
mid
Henry
and
the
District
of
one
thinks
Congressional
minister
'
First
Rate,-In
Subscription
is bound to be some profit to it.
Stewart Counties, Tenn. $1.00 a year; Kentucky, $1.50; Elsewhere, $2.00. things wrong with Allis country is
the labA. F. of L. is considering the Why not share it with
Advertising Rates and Information about Cathie/ay County market
most people in trouble resort
orer? Another Wald for you to
L.
John
ii
Lewis.
ouster_of
So
banished upon application.
prayer.
of
instead
to aspirin
Kr. TrOtsk.y Meaning the same for do jet() consult Webster on the
ers. Restricted financial aid for'Which reminds us what Will one Kr. Joseph Stalin of Russia. meaning of civil. I do not think
that you are thoroughly clear on
education which came with de- Rogers said in one of his pictures
•••••
the mammas of the word.
pression lowered morale of educeBig business can scarcely be eatwhere he played the part of a
You are not clear on the facts
tars. Imionaved conditions gener- druggist. A- friend told him he ing up the country whass•ws ccin.
ally. the most generous support of didni have any fun. -No." replied sider than in 1935 U. S. Steele about being on other peoplem
/moo „taint—is too-, etnt. fnndic
that this
lui., of he....halre made- %saw usaliavu—dellerC w. ow I N
In his editorial column in _the tomato of ibis commonwealth, has
is unlawful, but has never been
thIrty-eight million in taxes.
to those vette de"..
powders
Richmond Daily Register, Latta, revived enthusiasm of than who
.• • • • •
forced in any of the strikes. There
Gavernor Keen Johnson made the teach. Enthuiasm is requisite to
are property rights. but are you
Hitler wants to call a Peace
A boy in Australia drank la
following comment on his attend- euccess in every endeavor "
Conference. But what he reita. Y quarts of milk to win a contest. aware of what Governor Murphy
Of
given
breakfast
ance at the
He said: -Man's rights comes
wants is a bigger piece of Europe. In America the boys often trY ha
Murray State Teachers College
• • • • •
before property rights." In that
seeing
a
decide
champion
by
which case property rights are disreduring the. Kentucky Education
.Harry Lee Waterfield, editor-- of can drink the most hard liquor.
Association. Mr Johnson wee at
garded. The company where I am
•
•
•
•
County Gazette at
Hickman
the
that time the acting governor
employed did not ask the Union to
for the state
candidate
a
is
Clinton.
fast
and
living
driving
Fast
lead
the CornmouWaalth. His conunee,
By Joe
leave the property. Instead they
legislature. Harry is one of the to the inevitable end-Last
follows:
went into a conference and set• • • • a
many Murray College graduates
tled it very quickly. 'Now if the
osSaacompanied by boss madam,
The Observant Frtent remarks who has made good and we predict
Union is wrong why did the cornattended Murray State Tem&ere that all the Vice heady/lie doing %hot he will be elected .by a
pany settle this so quickly? Here
College breakfast_ Pleasant oc- well except_ "Ad".
whacking rnaiiaritya. But. why in
is the reason. They didn't have
casion. Good humor and fine
the world a country newmaper
Now all these fine Lassiters that
• • • • •
Dr. James fh
any argument that would stand up, you-knew it is a shame that you.
_fpirit - peeve**
edatoe.-wants to go to the legiMee
burn
Richmond, new president of school,
so they just had to come across don't know me' I am one amens
ANSWERS D. hi. FREELAND
itune is a complete mystery to LB.
the political pot begins to boil.
•• • • •
Pontiac, Miclugaa and give in just like they have on the best ones and do not sit down
supplying enthusiastic.. intelligent
guidance for institution that is proApril 33, IEFI most of the previous strikes.
on the job without a cause. All
We can't see much drference in
fortunately. no Governor can ex- vie/gig educational opportunities
Did you notice the„staud the the Joessiters that have guts to
progress between the war on dome Hr. Joe T. Lovett,
istm7s en, is
rer
hg
Cn
eMf- heri1 11
e- Y
nnc:htie
for western Kentecky. . In brief tep
Tunes
Governor took on this ssitellaahrit stan4 up for what they believe is
and the Spanish Rebels War on the Editor Ledger &
talk commented Upon obviously due -Elizabethtown -News. We'd Loyalists.
He .was for the Union or I wotild serigha
are my
but
relatives,
:t
extend
only
he'd
if
satiefied
be
teachof
school
morale
•
•
•
•
•
improved
Dear Joe:
think so anyway. He said that ad 'thatines that haven't they are
the men should belong to the no4 I don't even know them.
Strange that the government's
This is an answer to Mr. Free- Unioe. Did he let the National
reduced spending program never
Respectfully yours,
•
gets farther than the President's land's letter to explain. if I can, Guards act In the Chrysler straw'
Artelle Lassiter •
few things that he doesn't under. No, he did not. Re said when they
budget message.
stand.
did a thing like that they would
rdr. Freeland offers an apology have to get a new Governor to do
_ Many thanks to Walter TreTHE KEA AT LOUISVILLE
wattled !tarry Wilcox. Mae. J. D. for what he is going td say before it. He now has a bill in the Michan
that
think
I
said
he
it.
igan State Legislature for a miniSexton and Melts Purdote for callThe KEA at Louisville was a
ing attention to the Jits being apology is not necessary. but if he mum wage also a maximum hair, great gathering and the city was
readily
contains
tliAt
An excellent soil conditioner
missed last MOOG No better way thinks so I will accept it because And also speed- of production. Did full of people and hotels overavailable.phosphate in a water sohthIe. non-reverti•to mkt an editor feel Effiad thee he MOW t nothing by what he you know that? What does all flowed. The cause of education
compliment his personal column. said. Be merely knows nothing that mean? I suppose that you was beneiitted as the subject was
ble- from. and` many-rare elements necessary for
'• • • • •
about what he is talking about
couldn't guess.
,discussed from all angles and frosts
_
healthx_ plant-gram-AL_
Kr. Freeland, 'it seems that you
e last Page 'was -being
When
The President is even behind all sections of Kentucky. Many
made up last Thursday meaning, do not thing much about the the working man, and when you out-of-state attended and lectured.
AS GOOD AS THE BEST FOR GRAINS and
It was either the Jots, the classi- people of Pontiac. and for no good say working man that is mosuy There was very little political
LEGUMES
wrangling ae the present adminisfied old column ifor which we had reason I presume. You have mu-, Union men_
Sold in Calloway County Exclusively by
tration has provided more money
already been paid) or Rey. A. V represented the people of the town
Mr. Freeland I guess you doubt
sane,
reare
badly.
They
very
for education than ever before.
Havens' announcements for the
all these things, but nevertheless
-Firm Chiestian Church- liewouid- spectfully and law abiding pesoane.
Dr. James H. Richmond is recoildo
Freeland,
Mr.
facia
are
they
were
falipt
the
have been the heighth of invert- You said that they
as a great school man and is
ized
It
not'
or
shops
'in
work
you
'oence to have left out either of of people that are in Hopkinsidde
leader in educational circles.
real
a
way
the
by
not
do
you
that
seems
Murry, Kentdelty
"los other two so the Jots were It seems that you do not think
* consigned to the "hell box" print- much of the place, alter all that is
one of our Kentucky tOwns. and I
think that it is a nice little town.
disregarding the fact that there is
a bug house there. They have
them everywhere. Now the difo
ference between Dearborn and
Pontiac is that the crazy people of
Pontiac are locked up, but in
Dearborn they run loose on the
streets.
Now I will try and answer 3
few of your questions. You wart
to know what I mean by slowing
down productaon. Well, if you
ever worked in a shop you stiou'l
ktiow, but if you don't here it is.
very simple. All this means is to
slow the lines down so the men
can keep up without going on
the run all day. Some of the
lines are running so fast that tr.,
men dirent have time •to get a
drink or even go to the rest room.
Brings Sensational Advance In In
Pontiac they are men instead of
beasts and they expect to be treated that way. They want to earn
for Complete Home RotrIgeratios
their money,. but not to. be drove
around eight hours a day like they
were slaves. Slayery was over
years and years ago.
1. GREATER ICE-ABILITY
Now about this $600 per day
Ends -Cube-Struggle" anti "Ices.
stuff. That isn't much money for
Famine"!
a married man anyway, whin
mites are such as they are today.
2. GREATER STORAGE-ABILITY
I can't see why there would be
New 9-Way AdausrobJe barer-Sort
any enjoyment from being broke.
3. GREATER PROTECT-ABILITY
_
from one pay day In the _neatw if that. satisfies. Amu .takskod
Keeps frond safer, fresher, longer?
iMd be happy. but it does- not
4. GREATER DEPEND-ABILITY
satisfy me, ,and I will continue to
5- Year Protection Plan, backed by
try and get more.
General Motors.
Also .hbout this ringing it at 7
o'clock and sifting around until
S.GREATER SAVE-ABILITY
3.30sand theta going home. Any
Only Frigidaire has the
one with common sense at all
'I viint to do this. I can't
see. why you would think of any
one wanting to do that. If you are
Cate Curreet Cost te
using this as a reference that, the
the Bees!
J1
Union. is wanting anything like
Siisyrkst refrigerating
that you are all wet They never
orit•bailinn *sire bash!
ei.oss•.‘
asked for anything like that. They
Only 3 moving pans,
idaidleg the motor . . permahently oiled, want the men to do an honest
sealed against moisture and din. Gives StoPERdaes work, and when it is done to
PRICES
DurY at amazing saving. SEE THE P1001
AS LOW AS
with an actual electric meter test.
for the bills.
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Keen Johnson at
Murray College _
KEA Breakfast

JUST JOTS

FORUM

BASIC SLAG!
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WARNING
TAXPAYERS
You are urged to pay your taxes on or
BEFORE FRIDAY, APRIL 30
1937

A Combination of Nature's Own Plant
Foods!

Levying will begin the first day Of May,
and no further extension of time
• wal be given.

CARL B. KING1NS
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*FHA* *

*
Insured Mortgage System
MAKES A HOME AVAILABLE IN A
REASONABLE WAY!
Don't let FINANCING stand in the way of
your ambition to buy, build or remodel! Interest _
rates are low, easy payment terms can be arranged, buying or building can be fitted to your
budget!

PAY LIKE

BUT unlike most epidemics, this one
leaves the patient feeling fine! Everywhere you go it's being discussed . . ..
building, remodeling, and modernizing
homes.
The BANK OF MURRAY has an interest in this activity, for financing these
ventures is an important part of the
BANK of MURRAY SERVICES. Why
not discuss your financing problem with
our officers'sometime soon?

Put your rent payments into payments
on a home of your own.

31frif2-71111e1

Ask About the Many
EASY LOAN PLANS
We Offer
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THRILLING TO SEE AND USE!
PAYS FOR ITSELF!

Yee& 1937 Frigidaire is today's big news?
Foe it brings you sensational new completeness to AU.s BASIC SERVICES for hosne refrigeration - and gives you PROOF of all 5!...So &salbuy on mire damn. Come In and see the PHOOF
that the new Frieidaitli is the most complete kir
provider, food-storee and food-peeserver ever
knoe al PROOF that it will save you enough on
food and current bills so pay for itself
and pay you a profit besides. Si,.
money...save regret...see 04f Frigid
sirefIL001-DENOtiaTRATION brut

A Snack or a Meal
THE BEST PLATE
LUNCH IN TOWN
Meat, 3 Vegetables
DessetA
•
SOFT DRINKS, BEER
•

SANDWICH&S SOUP
OYSTERS
-CHILE
•
"Where Friends Meet"

Johnson-Fain Appliance Co.
Murray, laoritei

North Fifth Street

.
"c44

.
net,

,
f -

DAY-NIGHT

You'lrfind one adapted to your own re- —
quirements. And you can enjoy a home
of your own and a profit at the isame
time!

Own YOUR Own Home!
A
$5000 Home
Can be purchased
with a down paymeni of 51000, and
payments
satatsulty
a* hoe as JIZI a
monde

Investigate Bank of' Murray's
home owner's loan plans! You
will find it the easy way to turn'
your rent receipts into a proBuy, build or
remodel with funds obtainable
this business-like way. We'll

fitable venture!

be glad tts

necessary

details.

Bank of Murray
Big Enough to Take Care of

SOUND

:

You; Small Enough

STRONGE

to be Aware of You

:

SAFE

• - LUNCH
E. Main St.

Near Square
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your letters. I am glad to see
le the last letter I wrote which
Brown's Grove among the cordid not get beyond an 'absent•
respondents again.
minded professor's pocket, I made
B.
16.
Mrs.
of
many
The
friends
the
18,
April
On Sunday evening,
Mr. and Mrs. Costello and chilthe suggestion that our editor call
that
know
to
glad
be
of
Neale will
home
I attended the 'play' Saturday
dren, and "Uncle Bob" Jeffrey of
a 'meeting of us correspondents death angel visited the
By Robert Carbon
Thomas Sherman Morton and she has improved somewhat since
night in the large. grand audiMrs. Den.
is only one muse Saturday afternoon so that claimed for its victim, his beloved her suddki and serious illness suf- Paducah visited Mr. and
there
that
fact
The
torium of Kiiksey high which was
nie Harris this week.
-me. might know each other better
in
us
strikes
left.
school
of
week
companion, Martha ,Estella. She fered last Wednesday. She is still
Ruth nabs' Craerfard Chosen OutActing was perfect. but
fine.
Brooks Chopel:-I am of your
the face with almost the force of led go that he might make sugs was born Feb. 2, 1876, axe 61 years confined to her bed.
standing Music Senior at
voices were almost inaudible at
opinion that "Just Jots by Joe" of
sessions about the improvement
a slap.
Murray College
times. 'Course I am a "loud speakHersey Hopkins has recovered April 15 were certainly fine. But
of out- column. I do not suggest 2 months and 18 days.
We v"Ish to take this opportunity
er."
4
They were married Nov. 19, 1893. from the measles.
what week are they not intereststandardized
has.a
writing,
he
but
to extend our best wishes to the
Miss Ruth 'Elaine
Crawford,
Half • dozen girls counting the
slant that we du not have. What To '!this union was born 13 chilBill Neale has been ill this week ing-Weekly Reader.
Siedd.
trustee,
P.
W.
board,
school
Lynn Greve, and Harwood Tilton,
dren, 8 boys and 5 girls; 2 boys with measles but is rapidly imcolored one, and-seven boy actors
say you"
er, whose
Covington, Ky.. both seniors at
having-Preceded her to proving.
counting my gifted grandson, Rich- and Supt. M. 0. WrathI attended KEA for the first time and one girl
possschool
high
our
efforts
made
Murray State College, were anyears
ard Franklin Mills.'
in 14 years. I had a glorious time. that heavenly home several
The report ox the meeting of
ible.
nounced today as "the most outher coming.
Devoe Bri.lges of Stella and Fay
I attended all five of the -general agolo,swit
the Murray Garden Department of
standing graduating students" of
We are grateful to the citizens of sessions
in
Christ
in
faith
She professed
G. Stokes of Farmington enjoyed
and every departmental
the Woman's Club was interesting
Murray State music depart.
fur their cooperation.
a regular auto wreck on the Wadi Colciwater
nutting.I cadet crowd in. Louis- early life and joined the Mission- andMontane. ----The luns-andfor 1937, with their names to
without which no school can be
irtae-702awntown-is almost corn- ary Baptist ChLuth at Oak Grove, eying of wild flowers is a hobby
at Welter Pitirry's. I suppose "one
inscribed on a plaque maintainand to Mr. Jennings Turidelely restored.. but West Pointe where she lived a faithful and con- of mine and
would certainly apnagged the road.. and then, the success,
ed b- the Vtvace Club.
who has aided us in every
ner,
other, then they both hogged toand Jeffersonviele, Ind.. show great sistent member until God saw ft preciate hearing Dr. Eliza Spann
way
possible.
The plaque was contributed to
gether:'
ravages from the flood. Saw Miss to call her home.
speak on "Wild Flowers and Their
the music department in 1934 by
Our thanks also go to Mr. Joe MeSwain and she wished she could
A goodly .number heard Luther
Affectionaltey and, patiently did Haunts."
the Vivace Mks the foremost
Pogue's
sermon
at
Coldwater Lovett and his able staff, who have see our lovely road in the spring. she administer to the needs of
On• dose of ADLER/Ka quickly r•Red Wing, of Brown's Grove, in
Hovels gas bloating, cleans out BOTH
musical organiasiticirs, on the camprinted our news each One of the lovely vistas in Ken- her family. Trying in' her kind reading recently some old dated
Church of Christ Sunday on "In- kindly
upper and l"Oar bowels. slows you to
pus. Each year the names of gradwit_ land sleep
fluence, What Have You in your week, and to the neighboring high tuck,: or anywhere, we discovered and gentle way to make home a papers I ran across Brown's Grove
iseNoti. yot entir,,!Y gentle and safe
uating musicians who have done
very just below Cloverport.
Home?" Eleven were in the chil- schools who have been
place of peace and happiness to letter written by "Billie" with his
outstanding work in the departA
dren's Sunday school class, 16 in courteous in our associations with
You
picture above the name.
The only false note. I think, of everyone.
ment of music are placed on tee
old folks class and 37 in young them.
the entite KEA was that a speaker
She was sick only a short time. probably knew him. He wrote Dale, Stubblefield & Co., Druggists
plaque. As the honor is limited
Final exams will be given Mon- for the adult education
folks class. Besides 40 others.
group in- but her sufferings were great, yet good letters. So come on with -in Hazel by Ttirnbow_ DrukCo.
to one boy and one girl each year,
Wednesday, vited the
Awful embarrassing to the dea- day, Tuesday and
audience to be at ease she bore them without a murmur
.the award is a worthy and coveted
WeU! It looks more like wieder cons for an old "coger" to run his which probably accounts for the and to smoke, wornen too. He Everything the cloche' Rived ones_
distinction.
morning than it does- spring handl into hig hritehoe prinleeif Onel hic.avir 'Undying of mnrij of
was one or tnose persons who does and friends could do for her was
but people are very busy just 'the fish out a quarter or nickel out of students.
uot know a false note. Not a done, but all had to stand back
The following students will es- man, even,
same. We are hoping for a pros- his pocketbook to put in the ofaccepted his invitation. and say, "The Lorth hath come
perous year for the farmers.
fering. That's all •I want to know. cape final exams due to making The persons I knew in the meet- and calleth for the," enter in that
year:
the
throughout
high
averages
Joe
Lovett
athis
and
"bunch"
ing never smoke, and they include home, where all is joy, peace and
Wavel Alderson was in Paducah
Nora Coleman, Irene Morgan, the Calloway
County director, rest.
Mr. and Mrs. Wes Brown and last week as a 'litmus in the court. tracted a vast multitude Saturday
Fuqua,
Emily
Frances
Waldrop,
Owen Bilington, and Supt. N. 0.
Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Dunn of afternoon, of tickets and premiums.
daughter, Bonnie, Misses Hilda and
Her life stands out as a monuCarlton.
Robert
Kimbler, who was elected presi- ment to her memory and says'
Leona Pritchett spent the week Nashville spent the week end visit- of the great Ledger & Times camone:
but
all
from
Those
exempt
lit
dent of the KEA for 1937-38. Mr. more within itself than all friends
end in Paducah with Mr. and Mrs. ing the former's parents, Mr. and paign which came to an agreeable
May Nell Armstrong, Rutherford Kimble/. whom I had
end.
acwere
They
Dunn.
Billie
Mrs.
gone
to
,./t' •
Willie Cleaver.
combined seuld say.
I said: "Joe, you talk sloy. and Morgan.
hear speak that afternoon, I knew,
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Hargis and companied home Sunday by the
mourn
She
departto
her
leaves
All but two exams: Garde Wal- was strongly' opposed to
loud." lie did and the wind from
women's ure, a devoted husband, four
son Bobbie of Providence, spent fornter's sister, Agnes Dunn, uho
drop. 'Rella Christenberry, James smoking.
the West blowin' a' gale!
the week en,¢ with Mr. and Mrs. will -visit them for a few weeks.
daughters, Mrs. Dora Myers, Mrs.
Carlton.
When
President's
time
expires
spent
Hazel
of
Scruggs
Mr. Chess
Frank. Stark,
I. nitended that- large Murray Onle Orr, Mrs. Ara Nance, and
to
We
looking
all
forward
are
he
only
is
known
afterwards
as
grandhis
with
Miss Relma Taylor of Alma Saturday night
breakfast, but I didn't get mud' Mrs. Zitell Cooper; six sons. Edd,
Wilson, "Ted", Taft. Coolidge, Hoo- going to Columbus this week on
spent the week end, with Miss daughter. Mrs. Otho Winchester.
breakftrst. Other college break- Melvin, Ewell B., Airsonoy, Joe
our
pienic.
school
and
ver,
so
a
If
on.
guy
is
electand Mr. Winchester.
Eugenia Woodall.
fasts had fallen under expectations. and Carman Morton; 13 grandyear
states,
Prof.
"This
Walston
ed
judge
then
he goes by the
Edgar Wells, who has been sick
A hot tamale supper was enOurs did not, so we had to wait children, 1 sister, and three brothname of judge forever. Not by to roe has been one of the best in
joyed in the home of Mr. and Mrs. for two weeks, remains about the
some time for tables to be set up, ers, besides many Other erlatives
One
could
career.
teaching
my
me. I say Luke, Edd, Suttie, etc. I
Merele Andrus Saturday night. same.
and longer for any food at all. and friends to mourn our loss
Estelle Hayes was rushed -to the dot never even Mister or Rev. not help but enjoy schriol work But we enjoyed the association and
Games were played and jokes enBut let's remember that our loss
with students like we have in
Get
me??
anybody.
suffernight
Friday
hospital
Clinic
the glass of ice water.
joyed by the gioup. Those present
is Heaven's gain, and to weep not
"Pine Bluff Mudsplitter" called Coldwater School."
betwas
but
appendicitis
with
ing
were Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Edwards
I enjeyed the impressive cere- as for those who have no hope
Don't forget our three act, myson "Eagle" in passing by tii` Coldand son Jerry. Mr. and Mrs. Henry ter within a few hours and was
mony when Dr. Richmond was for God so loved the world that he
Owl,"
Night
thriller,
"The
tery
water.
Once
he
on
got
the
firing
Saturhome
her
to
return
to
, Putman and daughters. Barbara able
given the honorary degree. along gave his only begotten Son that
line .and took a shot at "Eagle". Saturday night, May 1.
and Maryland; Mr. and Mrs. Rich- day without an operation being
with three other outstanding edu- whosoever beheveth on Hi m,
Then
"Eagle"
fired
both
barrels
ard Walston and sons, James and necessary..
cators. "On again, off again, Gone should not perish, but have everat
him.
Then
We
buried
the
Mrs. Haffone carlten- of-Detroit,
Ballet; Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert
even Flanigan"
Farm life demands a refrigwas attending lasting life. And we have the
hatchet!
Reeves and daughters, Margie and Mien, and Miss Willie Mae Passhe has put
that
assurance
blessed
to
strictly
his
specially designed and
own
erator
business
that
Yes
"Kentucky Bell", my rheuCarrie, and Mr. and Mrs. Merle chall spent Monday as the guest
her trust in .Him and been retime, Mr. Critic.-Alf,
built for rural service. Nine
matic knee is 0. K.??
of Mrs. Wavel Curd.
Wonder if I dare take my place
Andrus and son Billie.
deemed by His precious blood.
years ago the Perfection Stove Company created the
At 77 he was quite a sinner, et
Mrs. Ina Nesbitt and daughagain? There is more to my abMr. and Mrs. Clynt Skaggs and
Loved ones, look to God for he
CHURCH OF CHRIST
oil burning refrigerator which has since
SUPERFEX
an ox one day and then went sence than appears on the surhalf
been
_have
who
Mae,
Myrtle
ter,
children attended a singing conwounded
heal your
alone can
in thousands of rural homes. Today its,. ,
proved
been
visiting in Nashville. for several home to dinner. .
face. if I would learn the new
Lord's Day: Bible study at 9:45; hearts, and may He help you to be
and its super performance make it the
beauty
modern
weeks, returned Saturday to their ,- Ate the funeral "feet first and fashion of' handing out great gobs
aching at 1050 end 7:30 o'clock. able to say. "The Lord giveth and
all" shake handl viith all
ideal reffigerator for your home.
home at Midway.
of flattery, maybe my 'job wo
Blessed
away."
taketh
Lord
the
Young
peoples BItle clam at 8:30
•
relatives.
Mn, Annie SAUDI of 115.3
Mr. and • Mrs. Fred Enoch
not- be threatened by my
be' the name of the Lord.
The delusive Super Condenser top is cooled by sir and
p.m.
Armstrong Ave, Knoxville,
Dat skeeter light on me wlin't
Tenn.. said. "I gito feeling. children spent Saturday night as
"Oh well .all slaves are not black!"
water. The kerosene burners are "on" only 2 hours a day
'Las
class
Wednesday:
Bible
oat-of-sartx, bad Ismdaches the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Wade never fly no mo.-"Eagle"
as a • character . says in a play.
and pains in isty buck, doe
all
are
go out automatically—no constant flame—but you
life
of
and
troubles
her
For
at
p.
2
m.:
at
prayer
meeting
7:30
to functional disturbances. I Enoch of near Murray.-Rose bud.
Fewer people read the barbs than
over.
have modern refrigeration all the time. These features
p. m.
didn't ease to eag. never enfriendeimagined.
criticized
my
or
I
jr,yed a real good might's
And your dear loved one is at rest.
give SU PEREgX the lowest operating cost of any
The subject for discussion at the
sleep and any little noise
First Plows of Tree Branches
Here I am again on this old, Only one person has sent .to ask
She is watched over by the angels
wouldtapset me I used Dr.
modern refrigerator.
"The
be
will
morning
Worship
in
and
made
Facets,
the
were
plows
resume
I
farm
that
first
The
_____
blue, cold Monday.
Pierces Favorite PrescripIn that home ef_"eternal" bliss.
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Day."
-1W-IfirI WR- atiel -I -gained weight and
one
only'
-Mind
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I
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tree
--frieUldes
InY,
troaed
it's built to last a lifetime and-you cm'use cor-insweit
The farmers have been very
siad-1
man power.
person in the community who Lord's day in a way that will be
busy.
anywhere. It needs no electricity, running water, or pipa
HT."
Kit. Liquid $1.0D & $TA
New aim.
Mr. and Mrs. Ancil Griffin, Mrs. had read- that particular squib,- pleaSing 'to the Lord, will be .the
ing connections. Styled for permanent satisfaction,
Paulthe Atkins visited. in -Paducah not even my family had. Such is point stressed. We frequently roh
equipped with handy doOr racks and adjustable shelves.
We
His.
that
is
Of
which
Lord
the
the fame of a country correspondMonday.
makes ample ice cubes and gives you the daily joy of
It
the
for
respect
ought to show our
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Flippo have ent!
drinks, tasty salads and frozen desserts. It pays for
cool
Listen, fellow writers! Put on Lord by respecting His day. Jesus
new radio.
purchased
Strength is extra-important for
itself by its savings—and we have extra easy terms for
Miss Willa Dean Atkins visited your •best bib and tucker fee fle Said, "Render to Caesar the things women going through the change of
you. Let us demonstrate it in your own home—then you
Miss Dotty Lou Miller over the next few weeks. If your editor that are Caesar's, and to God the
Than the body needs the vary
see and know the difference!
will
12:
(Mark
God's."
things
are
that
to
plan'
then
I
so,
do
not
best
does
to
against
it
fortify
nourishment
week end,
I
'
17/.
are
the
that
taking
weekly
changes
plow
best
your
of
five
select,
Rosell Story visited Mrs. Hoyt
In such eases, Cardin has
correscountry
a
enter
to
E.
letters
Bro.
service,
Jones of Murray, Saturday.
At the evening
helpful to many woman. gIn°v
1-1. Smith of the college faculty, creases the appetite and aids
Mr. and Mrs. Carmon Outland pondents' contest.
digesand
Eagle
from
I sent selections
of Paducah visited Mr. and Mrs
will be the speaker. Bro. Smith is tion, favoring more complete transTommie Atkins Saturday night. Chatterbox a few years ago, and Well known as a teacher and formation of food into living tissue,
Guess I had (setter ring off but they ranked very well among the preacher and will have a message resulting in improved nutrition and
MURRAY, kENTUCKY
building up and sircoglihangig of
For sixteen years I'suffered with rheumatism
thousands of entries, though they worthwhile,
will be with yo next week.
whole
pain-was
the
system.
won no prizes.
C. L. Francis, Minister
ih my back and right leg and at times the
- Tillie
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and son
Sday
Bob Kelly
of Benton spent Saturday night
with Mr. and Mrs. Henry Thorn
Bro. Ferris.filled his regular appointment at the M. E. church last
Sunday night.
Hilly Scott returned home from
Centralia, Ill., Saturday evening
after attending feneral services for
his mother.
Mr. and Mrs. Blake Mizell of
Mayfield visited Mrs. Mac Mizell
Sunday evening. Mrs. Mizell and
James Mac Puckett returned home
with them to spend a week.
Miss Oleene Caldwell attended
the junior-senior banquet at Alum
Saturday night.
Miss Eugene Woodall returned to
Paducah after a week's visit at
home.
Mr. and Mrs. liewe Moore of
Birmingham haite returned home.
-C. A.

Stella Gossip

Cedar Crest News

Obituary

ColdWater Junior
High School

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
It Times but neatly
everybody reads it!

Stomach Gas
ADLE

Midway News

PERFECTION -MADE

Dexter News

--J

SUPERFEX

MEETS EVERY
DEMAND FOR
RURAL SERVICE

NO Electricity
N0-- Running Water
•..„
!arts
NO,M0-v!•ng
•

Faxon Facets

Nil Nervous, Sleepless?

Murray Route 1

Strength During

MIDDLE LIFE

Eyes'
Bad Heart, Weak
.
Respond -to

.

Chiropractic Science!
•
•

so excruciating that I was confined to my bed. I
think I must have taken a barrel of medicine and
anti-pain tablets. I also underwent two expensive
operations to remove the focal infection that my
physician said "produced pus that caused my rheumatism."
In the summer of 1936 I decided to try Chiropractic, so I hobbled into Dr. Oakley's office. At
that time I was walking with the aid of a stick. My
blood pressure was 18 points low and my heart was
weak, beating only 52 times per minute.
After a series of spinal adjustments I began
feeling better. I was so much encouraged with the
results that I placed my ten year old am, and my
six year old daughter under Dr. Oakley's care.
My son was suffering with very weak eyes, so
weak he .had tp wear strong glassesall the time.
I
A heart specialist said ':He was suffering alsofrom an enlarged heart." After violent exercise
--htsfreart- would-beat-too fast, so he was,con:united
to exercise lightly.
My daughter had fainting or swooning spells
and she would. have several attacks during the
week.
In conclusion I must say my experience with
the chiropractor has been very satisfactory. I am
now well and'feeling fine, rheumatism all gone,
heart beatingP 72 times per minute, and my blood
pressure is normal.
My son's eyes are now strong, and he never
wears his glasses. His heart seems to be working
fine, he now takes violent exercise without the
slightest discomfort.
My daughter quit having her attacks shortly
after Dr. Oakley began adjusting her wad she gm,
seesmi to be in perfect health.
I think the time is now ripe for sick people,
no matter what the ailment, to lay aside their prejudice and superstitions and go to the Chiropractor
and get well.
,
In my judgment, from what I saw the Chiropractic Science do toward getting sick people well
while I was going to Dr. Oakley's office, it is the
greatest bealisig-science we have and the time is not
far in the future when it will be recognized as
such.
_
CHESNEY A. SMITH
$
Rt.
Ky.,
Benton,
.,
-.,..
_
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MORE TO BUY...EASIER ON GAS AND OIL
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scientific care . . . keeping the milk
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SUNBURST

.--7e4.6 mote.

STANDARDS

is our safeguard over your health.

From the farms to your table this same
is exercised.

Sanitation, cleanliness ... everything

for better health, longer health . . .
are the things we consider foremost.

that

MY PONTIAC HAS'BEAUTY:
PERFORMANCE,'COMFORT,

care

makes

For Dad, for Junior, for yourself . .. for everyone in the family get SUNBURST Milk!
USE SUNBURST MILK ON THE TABLE AND
IN THE KITCHEN

Grade "A" Pasteurized Milk, Butter,
Cream

Murray Milk Products Co.
,Telephone 191
-Your Safe Milk Dealer-
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Like a wise buyer, this motorist got the
real facts aboy,t comparative prices. And
here they are: 'based on 18 months
terms in 168 rewesentative cities the
average difference--irr-monthly payments t.i,tween tr-Pontiac Deluxe six
2-doOr sedan and the some mode/ of
the nest lower-priced cars is only.
15 cents a day.. Naturally, that small
extra sum was paid with pleasure. arid
the result is mons satisfaction than
•• motor car ,ever brought hefor•.
America's finest 1o5 -priced car will suit
ride.
you better, too. Prove it with
PONTIAC MOTOR DIVISION,
PONTIAC, MICH.
Genera/ Motors Sale. Corporation

A G.n.,eai Morn.. Value
DAY TO Ten PURCHASE PRICE OF THE NEXT LOWER PRICED CARS AND SET A PONTIAC von*, EX1 if A :rule, pre gal- 'EXTRA Knee Arl,nn
EXTRA trunk spa. e frs.
EXTRA inches of leg
EXTRA inches of seat
soevethne••, to let '.on.
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Sox !no, luggage
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L. S. Anderson Motor
V Mayfield, Kentucky
108-10 North Seventh Street
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'
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Martha Belle Harris An the
daughter of N. F. Harris of Harris
Grove. During her four years of
high school in Lynn Grove she
has taken part in many activities
included: "Silas tmidge
which
from Turnip _Ridge". '34; "Prairie
Rob", '36: "Here Comes Arabella",
'36; "College Hobo", '37; operetta.
"My Tomboy Girl". '37: mixed
chorus, "Cotton Blossom Minstrel,"

hirksey M.E. Church
,Plans Family Day
For Sunday, May 2
.

Plans are under way for a record
attendance at Sunday School at
Kirksey Methodist Church on Sunday. May 2.• Sunday School opens
at 10 a. m. and a special presentation of the regular Sunday school
lesson has been arranged In helping to make this a "Red Letter
Daann•Oris the history of the Sunday School. prizes have been offered as an inducement to take part
in the occasion.
One dollar cash will be given to
the-oldest person in attendance.
One dollar will be given to the
-of.s.thes, ynungest person In
attendance.
One dollar will be given to the
person who presents the most new
pupils for enrollment in the Sunday School.
A nice art calendar will be presented- to- every family that attends one hundred per cent. _
A nice Family Bible will be prethe largest family, one
sented
hundred per cent in attendance,
counting parents, children and
grandchildren, and who will sit in
a group in the morning assembly,
The prizes are open to all persons and families who will attend
regardless of church. affiliation.
Come and bring your friends to
Sunday School.
Max B. Hurt,
Superintendent

ta
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Try the new method
VULCO-SOLING
No nails, no stitches

x

$10,000.60
In Cash Prizes

•

Here is your chance to win one

of,1072

cash prizes--merely for writing, in 100
words of less, your experiences with

D-X or D-X Ethyl and Diamond 760 Motor Oil. Get an official entry blank and
full particulars about this $10,000 prize
contest at our service station.

•

Double Challenge!

MORE MILEAGE

You Can Win Free Cash
NON
Make a Tankful Test
of
D-X or DX Ethyl
We guarantee you more mileage and
greater satisfaction or YOUR
MONEY BACK

SSID

1.
2

Make a Full Crankcase Test
of Diamond 760 Motor
Oil
•
We guarantee you nore mileage and
greater satisfaction or YOUR
MONEY BACK
ASK FOR FULL
PARTICULARS
AT THE ...

Mora non-skid salleag•
... more total mileage
than you've ma knows
Enjoy the extra safety insurance
•
of General's winding, twisting
silent safety tread. Silent-‘-slow
wearing with countless angles to
stop slipping and sliding—forward or sidewise. For economy
and security learn how easy it is
to get these quality General Tires.
Convenient terms, if you wish.

THE NEW

GENERAL Sau421

Super-Service Station
Jackson Purchase Oil Co.
Kentucky

East Main Street

Dutch's ShOe Shop
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1 THE LE I GER & TIMES
COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS muff WEEK

New Series No.4%

Ledger & Times Extends Invitation
LEGION BUILDING
To Fascinating New Cooking School TO BE DISCUSSED
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Women young ancl old, and men and the dry ingredients are being tol Theatre.
cessive.
for an authorization that the sum too, will appreciate the humanness sifted, each step of that measurBoth the common battery and
process
conmixing
"for
and
ted
in
design
story,
blending
be definitely
ing.
of. this romantic screen
dial systems have been discussed
,
through
faithfully
pictured
struction".
which home problems have been will be
at this club.
n, TVA chair- approached from an entirely new a series of fascinating close-ups.
Dr. A
President Holland appointed 3
thodirect-froincould
that funds
man, to
This will be no
Entertainment, profitable
angle.
committee of • three—Nat Ryan
photrick
or
be used economically for Starting instruction, humor and romance oven sample of speed
Hughes, L. J. Hortin and Joe T.
construction of the project. Draf- are woven deftly into a production tography. but a thorough, realf-life
Lovett—to confer with telephone
Correspondents and local advise- officials and co-operate with, city
fen a member of the Rivers which abounds in ingenious camera study of scientific methboard. camera studies and remarkable ods, designed to be helpful, even Users who get their copy in by council on the proposition.
Advisory
Harbors
'and
Monday:— .
sought the cooperation of the or- close-ups. The camera has mod- while the story entertains.
Jackson Purchase Oil Co.
So realistic is the atmosphere of
ganization in obtaining. the ap- ernized the Cooking School, magRex Tabers
propriation for the Tennessee nifying its benefits, losing none of the modern kitcheria, with their
Rev, J. Mack Jenkins
gleaming, convenient equipment
River dam. He said initial con- its hospitable, friendly charm.
Porter Motor Co.
struction could be justified as a
19 fact, there are close*ps of a and cheery informnlity, that the
TILL 5:00 P. M.
Murray Milk Products Co.
Part of general relief program, new chocolate rayer cake and a audience really feels.. part of the
(Except Sunday)
seems
imworker
deft
extreme
its
Turner
the
was ,well as for
T. b.
lemon chiffon pie that are destined scene. Soon
pereach
to
control,
portance for flood
Bank of Murray
to send the hungry audience hustl- to be talking directly
Mrs. A. 0. Woods
Dr. James H. Richmond, chair- ing home to duplicate the culinary son in the theatre, rather than to
,Johnson-Fain Appliance Co.
man of the Lower Tennessee Val- triumphs. Free recipe sheets each the puzzled bride.
hatChurch
Every listener will find a
Kirksiey
ley Associatien, authorized the day will provide added incentive
Dr. W. C. Oakley
sending of a floral wreath for the
Experienced housekeepers will vest of practical ideas among the
efficient
more
Rev. Sans P. Martin
fuenral Monday of Senator Nathan thrill to - the adventure of the win- suggestions, for
7
Dale & Stubblefield
Mr.. some bride, whose husband Orsini homemaking, covering daily probBachman at Chattanooga.
tion
c:L
al:LY„ngAgini,,
ccb
lei lame
_ Batehman .a loyal supporter of the
A oe isAlsAto_iti
._a
this bride to date entertaining, banal ow"TVA. had always cooperates)
aOute Cone
boll wattr. But' ibis
Stone News
the LTVA in its efforts in the is blessed with resourceful de- rets, twits of moderinzed home
Murray Laundry
'lower valley.
termination, even though the faith- equipment and tips on making
Lynn Grove High School
fu"; servant in her girlhood home these mechanical servants yield the
Cedar Crest News
highest degree of usefulness.
Watches Once Small Clocks
made every effort to spoil her,
Not only will the picture be free, .., Dexter News
Watches originally were small
What happens after the honeyclocks and were worn hung from moon is over? What happens when but there will be a host of daily
Eagle
the girdle because they were too the bride becomes aware of the gifts and surprises arranged by the
Coldwater Jr. High School
large for the pocket.
Midway News \
'Capitol Theatre
Coy's Model Cleaners

Business Club Votes
Better Phone System

HONOR ROLL

$1.50
nn
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MUSIC WEEK HERE
.SCHOOLS ENTER
JESTS iffi CITY

Dr. RichaPt1 Keys'
Picture on Front
Page in Amarillo

PROSPECTS GOOD
FOR EARLY START nttieornt nmkeendt nanFdreeInpstrucI
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Mr.
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Fair to Its Readers—Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon April 29, 1937

el (W1 a year In Calloway,
v ••"`"Marshall, Graves, Henry and Stewart Counties.
year elsewhere In
a State of Kentucky.
the
a year to any address
e9
'F'•`'"other than above.

Dr. John B. Floyd, state department of health, has returned to
Murray State College to give X-raj Program ssegins nunaay, May 2:
.
examinations to those who reactedChorus to Sing "Requiem'
by Brahms
to a positive test in the tuberculosis examination held here March
Murray, Lynn Grove, Train- 22-23.
For the seventh time the music
ing School Students Comdepartment of Murray State Colpete at College
lege is taking the leadership in
biology, physics, chemistry, elethe observance of National Music
acII,
algebra
mentary algebra,
Week, which begins Sunday, May
WINNERS HERE TO
home
typing,
counting, shorthand,
time of the
COMPETE IN STATE economics, geometry, arid general 2. This is the special
year when the message of music
scholarship.
all over
High is particularly stressed
Eighty-six students from sew9
from Murray
Students
nation.
the
high schools in the First District School taking part in the achlette-Following its usual custom. Igor.,
took part in achievement tests in ment unit were Elizabeth Fay Upwill present a series of pro17 subjects at Murray State Col- church, Mary Marrs, Eleanore Gat- ray
of
el
incirlinIPIrltai
lege 'Friday, ,April 23, concluding lin, Martha Lou Barber, Henry
to which the citizens of the
the 1937 program of the Inter- Jones, Harold Cunningham, Noble ITIUSiC
are cordially
Hale, Frances city and community
scholastic League in Western Ken- McDougal, Solon
invited. The programs %vat be
tucky. Contest winners will be an- Sledd, Joe Ward, Mack Coleman,
presented in the following order:
nounced soon and will be invited Gene Dulaney, Jam es Collie;
Sunday, May 2. 3 o'clock,—"ReColscholarRudolph
state
in
Martin,
the
part
Earl
to take
Thomas
by Brahms, sung by the
quiems"
Currier,
Dot
Unithe
by
ship tests sponsored
son, Louise Cable,
conducted by Leschorus,
college
part
and Martha Sue Key.
versity of Kentucky the latter
Putnam.
R.
lie
following
Lynn Grove sent the
of May. The innate and debate
Monday. May 3, 8:15 o'clock, contournament, a part of the Inter- students: Mabel Wilson, Teddy
by the college symphony orcert
scholastic League program, was Webb, Quinton Smith, _Tennie Wilchestra, conducted by Price lIoyle.
held at Murray State March 26-27. son Rogers,, Imogene Parks, Mary
Tuesday. May 4, 8:15 o'clock,
Schools participating with num- Sue Miller, Thelma Smith, Fahnie
concert by small vocal and instruber of participants from each place Sue JeoneserMargaret Key, Ralph
mental ensembles.
follows: Murray High School, 18; Boyett Crouch, James Warren ErWednesday, May 5, 8:15 o'clock,
Ballard County High, from La- win, Ruth Cole, and Odine Swarin
coneert by the college symphonic
Murray
for
'Hick13;
participants
Grove,
Lynn
The
10:
Center,
band. William H. Fox, conductor.
man, 12; Clinton. 13: Murray Train- Training School were Ann RichThere is no charge for ,any of
Eva
Anna
Evans,
II.
Lee
Fulton
Anna
mond,
and
ing School, 9;
these programs, all of which will
Mary
Angie
Calloway
Redden,
James
Gibbs,
Supt. M. 0. Wrather.
be held in the college auditorium.
county: Supt. Kenneth R. Patter- McNutt, Mary Adams Collis, Lat4
and
son, Mayfiekl High School; and tie Venable, Jessie Darnall
Prin. Walter C. Jetton, Tilghman Charles Henry Stamps.
Examinations were over in time
High of Paducah. Interscholastic
League committeemen for this dis- for the participants to see the
varsity spring football game betrict, were in clarge.
Students took tests in the fol- tween the Murray State College
lowing subjects: English mechanics. Thoroughbreds and the squad from
literature, American history, civics, University of Tennessee Junior
history, College, Martin, Tenn.
science, world
general

BALCONY.. 16c

ye
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- Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody readsit!

CAPITOL

BALCONY.. 16c
TILL 5:00 P. M.
atexcept Sunday). _
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TODAY and FRIDAY

4

115 White Leghorns
Net Owner $150.00
In 6-Month Period

You get Best Value
when you buy a

USED CAR
from your

•

1935

1,160,231

YOUR CHEVROLET DEALER
FOR THESE REASONS

bought Used Cars from
Cherrois. heelers

henshrlinwl Can fret
Chevrolet Deriders

bought Used Cars hem
Chovretet Omders

BUY YOUR USED CAR FILOM

19362,01 ,839

• 1,425,209
1934 ('HEVROLE'T SEDAN—
Big, roomy, dependable in every
ect. Backed by "an 0. K.
counts."
-Priced Ai .

=

$450

your Chevrolet dealer has
the Ones, selection et used
cars In his entire history.
llig velum* enables your
Chevrolet dealer to give you
bigger value.

1933 CHEVROLET SEDAN—Its
tires, finish, upholstery show little wear. Its motor has been
carefully checked and tuned. A
wonderful buy
at

Chevrolet dealers employ
the highest standards end
the most expert mochankt
In recondttioning used cars.

1933 CHEVROLET COACH—
Act today If you want to buy a
slightly used. six-cylinder Chevrolet coach at so low a, price.
A sacrifice
_
at

Only Chevrolet doctors can
offer used cars backed by
the famous Georeitteed OK
Tog—the nationally recognised symbol et SAPS USED
CAR INVESTMENT.

1934 CHEVROLET COACH—
This motor car is In perfect running condition; upholstery cannot be told from new. Goed
Urea Excellent Dueo finish. A
sacrifice

$325

at

ALL

MAKES • ALL

$300

$265

1939 FORD SEDAN—Its appearance is very smart and attractive. The motor is in perfect
running condition. Good tires.
Priced
at .

$195

1931 FORD COUPE—A serviceable buy in good condition. The
motor is in good condition and
the Urea are not worn. Many
miles at this low bargaln price of

t175

1934 CHEVROLET HALF-TON
TRUCK—In good condition. Motor carefully checked and tuned. Backed by "an 0. K. that
counts." Sale
price
-

$300

1930 CHEVROLET COACH—
Beautiful Disco finish, restful
knee-action Fisher body. Its
brakes have been checked and
the motor tuned for smooth performance.
Only _

1934 CHEVROLET TRUCK—A
truck that you need for any purpose. In excellent condition in
every way.
Sale price

)911 FORD COACH--itody and
For sale
—W,
,
1111018
"with an 0. IL that counts" to
the first beaky buyer at this low
price

1936 CHEVROLET COACH—A
wonderful buy. in excellent
condition In every respect, good
tires, extras. Come In and see
this BARGAIN!

$195

of

$165

MODELS • USED

$350

CARS

AND

TRUCKS

PORTER MOTOR CO.
Murray, K y.

_

TELEPHONE 97

owlum•IMg.OchOlet*_

SUNDAY and MONDAY

BUY WHERE MILLIONS ARE BUYING
1914

"THE CR/Aff
NOBODIrSAir

Raymond Starks, in nortwest
Wadesboro district, has 115 White
Leghorn hens that have laid 13.000
eggs in the past six months. Mr.
SIGMUND
Starks sold these eggs for $215.00.
ROMBERG'S
The hens- ate $125.00 worth of
hastertei
stariall
thit. left Mr. Starks $150.00
otouratv
per
$25.00
or
cost
feed
above
month for his work during the six "DANCING ON THE CEILING'
winter months that he was not in A TABLOID MUSICAL
his crop.
Mr. Starks has a Kentucky type
house that he built with old lumber salvaged from an old house.
It is as comfortable as a new one
and that is one reason his hens did
so good.
Poultry can be made to supplement the farm income if one wilt
make the poultry business as
permanent as other farm interprises.

_

CHEVROLET DEALER

•

Ataier*Ir 2.••• p••••••

West Maple Street

Farmers

with LEW AYRES • RUTH COLEMAN
EUGENE PALLETTE • BENNY BAKER
VIVIENNE OSBORNE•COLIN TAPLEY

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY
Bing, Bob_and.the
singing sweethearts
of"The Big Broadcast" cut loose,in
hulaland!

Listing Sheets
Off for Approval

Listing sheets from Calloway
county were sent to the State office for approval Friday, April 22
These sheets were prepared in the
office of 'the county agent by the
community and county committees,
listing all the farms in the Agricultural Conservation Prlogram.
Farmers will be notified, of their
acreage when approved by the
State and Washingtoen office. Meetings are planned for the county to
explain how each producer can
get his maximum payments.

More Lime Received
Monday
Twenty and two-tenths tons of
phosphate was received in
43
the county Monday, April 26, for
farmers in the A. C. Program.
This fertilizer is being used on
grass and clover crops for pasture or hay. This makes a total
of 46.5 tons received with enough
applications ha the county office
for an,other car of more than 20
tons Order for the car wet made
Wednesday, April 28..
Forty-five tons of triple-superphosphate have been received in
Fleming county for use on demonstratiOn farms.

IT WILL GIVE YOU AN EMOTIONAL ALLOP
YOU'LL NEVER FORGET!
G UNS blazing—sirens- screaming—a man hawed
. :and the woman he loves in his arms! Fighting
by his tide for all they held dear together—braving
nameless dangers for his kisses!

WALTER WANGERMIs44

SIDNEY#xmiifONDA
ONE!
BARTON At•clANII • JEAN DIXON
WILLIAM •AROANt CHAS. ifIt.t. SAL/
M.
C.

wiet

ISE T6PAP
CHESTER MORRIS • LEO CARRILLO
HELEN MACK • THOMAS MITCHELL
FRED ASTAIRE
GINGER ROGERS

WATCH FOR THESE HITS
"CHAMPAGNE WALTZ"

lhom

intsood by MIS,
etwl LASSO
•••••11.

NEXT THURSbAY and FRIDAY

"SHALL WE DANCE"

Robert Taybir
in
"PERSONAL PROPERTV"

Jean Harlow

•
41"

•

---•—•••.•••••••.•.••••

r

:aim-v.44W

•
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Patterson
HAZEL CLASS TO J. E.
of Hazel Will
Retire on May 1
HEAR HUBBARD

•

Who's Who in The Senior Class of
Hazel High School

PRESS AGENT*

Ellis, son of Air. and
Ellie was a inscribe:
of the softball team in '34, '36, '36
"37; French Club, '34; basketbal.
team '34. '35, '36. '37. F. F. A
vicespreerdent of the scalar class
Argomon Society '36; Cheroke,
Society '35.

Mary Frances Whitt, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs.. Otho White was a
Max. Hurt Will Address Graduating
member of the glee club; French
Gess Next Thursday
Club '34; president of the Home Ec
s
• „:„. Evening
Club in '36; play "bey Mother-inLaw" '36; winner of English in
Elaborate plans have been made
'36; secretary of Home Ec Club in
commencement
annual
for the
.34; Argonion Society 34; Cheroweek events at Hazer High school'
kee Society '35; reporter and salutexpected
to
ajel large_crowds are
atorian of senior class.
---eUendeelueeprograninesidnete .hay.g.
L. B. Tucker, son of Mr. and
d Mrs. 'Oben Brander.
been arranged by Principal W. V.
-d
-kie, Vas a member
son. Max. and Buster' Paschall Mrs. W. D. Tti
James.
were Paducah visitors Sunda;' of the basketball team, softball
The week of Inerlivities will get
team. F, F. A., treasurer of senior
afternoon.
way Saturday evening with
Hugh Cooper and Bob Turnbov. class; mixed chorus, boys' quartet
presentation of the annual senior
were
Paducah visitors
Sundas
play in the high school auditorium.
afternoon.
J. M. Platt, son of Mr. and. Mrs.
for
the
Programs
The complete
Mr. and Mrs. D. N. White bad as A. L. Platt, entered Hazel High
follows;
are
as
events
their: guests Saturday night, Mr school in his senior year. He was
The baccalaureate program for
and Mrs. Raymond Herning of a member of the F. F. A., former
2,
.
at
8
Sunday evening. May
member of the basketball and softClinton, Ky.
o'clock. is . as follows:
The Rev. K. G. Dunn and Mrs ball team of Puryear High school.
Processional, Mrs: G. C. Davis.
Virginia Miller. daughter of Dr.
N. G. Hill visited with Mrs. Hille
0 Worshipping the King. chum.sistar and mother Mrs Georg. and Airs. E W Miller, was a
Invocation. Res. K. G. Dunn.
Dunn and Mrs. Mary Stubblefielo member of the Glee Club, CheroLead on.0 King Eternal, choir
kee society '35, Argonion Society
of Concord, Monday afternoon.
Hope Carol. Eva : Stubblefield.
Dr. J. M. Mayer, of Mayfield '34, French Clue '34, president of
Dorothea Miller, Tom Turnbow.
Ky., spent Sunday night in Haze Home Ec Club '37; Plays. "My
Bob Turnbow.
as guest of his parents, Mr. enc. Mother-in-Law," "Deacon Dobbs"
Baccalaureate Sermon, Ren Cerpresident of class in '34-35. ValeMrs. Jake Mayer.
ecel Hubbard, pastor Ideleorial
E. D. Miller was in Murray Sat dictroian of the senior class.
Baptist Church, Murray.
James Ralph Wells, son of Mr. A.
urday on business.
Guide Me 0 Thou Great JehcMrs. Jewell Parham of Mayfield L. Wells; entered Hazel High
vah„ choir.
formerly Miss Jewell White, et school in the latter part of the
FlecessioneleMrs. G. C. Davis.
'Hazel, was admitted to the Mason senior year. He was a member of
Benediction, Rev. Carroll HubHospital last week for an ap- the basketball team arid football
bard.
squad . while attending Murray
pendicitis operation.
• Miss Bessie Thomas of Paris was High school,
Graduation exercises will be
Maya Jewel Clayton, daughter
a guest in the home of Miss Jewell
held 'Thursday•.eyening. May 6. at
of Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Clayton, was
Hill Sunday night.
8 o'clock. The following program
Mr: and Mrs. Grover 0. Drieri a merither of the glee club, trio
will be, given:
and sons of the Crossland section. '36, '37; play, "My Mother-inProcessional, Mrs G. C. Davis.
were in Hazel Monday on bugipess. Law"; treasurer of Home Ec Club
o ...WY Chorus, mixed &ores.
Mrs. Nellie Gaines Lowry re- '37; Cherokee Society '35.
invocation, Rev. Wells Lessee:Is
Eva Stubblefield, daughter of
turned home
last
week after
Salutatory Address. Mary Franspending the winter in Indiana Mr; and Mrs. Calvin Stubblefield.
ces White.
was a member of the Glee Club;
with her daughter and :family.
Request, Dorothea Miller.
Mr; and Mrs. Charlie Smith of secretary- of the Home Ec Club '37;
Valedictory
Address, Virginia
Paris were Hazel visitors Satur- play, "My Mother-in-Law" '36. Trio
\1iller.
day night and Sunday afternoon. '36-'37; winner of poetry reading
Theteelle eAri OM Reed,' TOM
Miss Mildred Singleton, who has '37: secretary of senior class; mixTurnbow.
had work in Madisonville, Ky„ for ed quartet. '37; 'Cherokee Society
Address', -Per. Max Hurt.
the past year. returned home for '35.
,Tbce Soft Air is Blowing. Tom
a short visit with her mother, Mrs. • Bradford Armstrong, son of Mr.
'furnteow. Dallas Mtller, Everard
and Mrs. Charlie Armstrong, was a
Mary Singleton..
- )tictua, Bob
The Rev. R. P. Gregory of Mir- member of' the Enonian Society
Presentation of Diplomas, W
ray. filled his regular monthly ap- '34: Cherokee Society '35. Mixed
V. James,
porotment at the Baptist Church quartet: president of F. F. A. '37:
Benediction, Rev. Wells Losefter.
here Sunday at 11 o'clock a. es debating team '36:.pl•y, "My Mothand -Sunday evening at 8 o'clock. er-in-Law". "Deacon Dubbs"; basThe senior class will, present its
Clifford Brandon of -Paducah ketball team, eiresidere of the
annual play Sidra-dry everime.
was week end guest of his parents. senior class.
May 1. -The Marleneurg Necke
Mr. and. Mrs. Roe Brandon.
lace:', a' =ratty play will be preMr. and Mrs. R. B. Chrisman of
sented with the following cast of
Paris 'were Hazel visitors Sunday
characters:
afternoon. ..
Mrs. Marlenbrirg. owner of the
Mrs. Bob Overcast, who -is-4a the
J. C. Phillips of Detroit -came in
famous Marlenburg Necklace, Mary
e-visit-wilie retire
anertrlentis..—&
—was accompanied
lidreane.Met..Olis_Johnson of
ter,
• Ray M• ae Hare-Marilyn Drake,
Son Wiltion was in Lynn Grove by Thomas Nesbitt who had spent
T. Sheridan. aged 17. son of Mr Murray visited in the home of Mr.
Mrs. Marlenburge niece. Virginia
several week there.
and Mrs. W. B. Scruggs. Sunday. Monday on business.
Miller; Robert Waring. a young and Mrs. Oran Sheridan, a few
Mrs. Nola Whitnell, daughter,
Mr.: and Mrs. Leslie Ellis and
Miss LaVerne Hill of Nashville,
miles
west
of
Hazel.
died
Thurslawyer. Bradford Armstrong,' Maxle
SpendiNg . _this week in Hazel Mrs: Myrtle White and -baby were family. Mr. and Mrs. Shannon Elday
night
at
the
Mesons
_hospital
ine
Mrs. relarlenbuirgei
after a few days illness of measles* -wear her .parents, Mr. and Mrs. N. in Nashville a few days last week lig visited with relatives, Mr. and
stepdaughter. Eva Stubblefield:Mrs. Hafford Paschall and 'family
visiting relatives and friends.
G. Hill.
ant- pneumonia.
Ronald McAdoo, _Maxine's guitore
Mrs. A. H. McLeod was a' bler-' of. Puryear, Tenn_ Sunday. SevHe leaves his yoUng. widow. and' W. C: Scruggs is visiting friends
Tone _Turnbee,, llaWkins. tire butvisitor Monday aftesesoon.
ere -thee lattete family trays,
7retatrves--tri 4dS
titqlhbor=
s patehts. Mr and Mrs. Oran
ler, Joe Paschall; .Marie. the maid.
Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Miller were measles.
hood. near Martin's Chapel, this
Sybil Simmons; Janet Williams. re- Sheridan; together with a number
Ed Paschall, who formerly lived
_ _Paris' _Monday.
week. .
Clayton; of other relatives and friends to
porter.
Maya
Jewel
E. H. Mason made a business in .tbis vicinity' but.. now of near
R. W. Green. general manager of
mourn his going. '
°Ptarmigan. detective tee J. M.
Funeral services were held from the Kentucky-Tennessee Clay Co. trip to Metropolis. Ill.,. lest week. Paris, visited his brother-in-law.
Platt Miss West, representative of
W. o Kelly and daughter, Mrs, Dave Myers .and Mrs. Myers, and
the Oak -- Grove Baptist church. was in'• Hazel Thursday looking
detective agency. -Jessie Alexander.
Burial was in the Lassiter ceme- after the company property here. 'G. E. Freeman and sons, George attended Sunday School here last
5,
evening,
May
On Wednesday
Mr. and Mrs.' Will Jones mei ape Jimmie, visited relatives al Sunday and made a talk expressry in the west part _.01 • the
t
ing delight in being at the sertheir Visitor, Mrs. R. G. Terrell and Paducah over the week end.
county.
present her "Music students in a ,
Miss Velma Ward of Murray, vices.
children of Paducah motored over
recitaL
Funeral services were held SunRa.skjer To Present Travelogue to Nashville Sunday and were was in,. Hazel Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs Morgan Orr of the- day afternoon from Lassiter cemeguests of Mr. and Mrs. Neal Brown
S. A. Ruskjer. business manager and family.
Sinking Spring section. were in tery for W,j. T. Sheridan. Bro, Roy
of .the Mason hospital, will preKelso was in- charge of the serT. S. Herron was in Memphis, Hazel Tuesday, shopping.
-ent a travelogue of beautiful pie- Sunday to visit his father, -f:
Mr. and Mrs. Galen Brandon and vices. Mr. Sheridan passed away
'ores in colors at the high school- Herron. who is a patient in a family of Paris, were in Hazel Saturday after an attack of prreuauditorium on Monday evening Memphis hospital. .
_Sunday to visit Mrs. Brandon's inonia and measles. The deceased
serfuneral
To make a
May 3. at 8 o'clock. Mr. Huskier
J. I. -- York of Murray was . a parents. Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Pat- had spent several months on the
.s an extensive traveler.
vice expressive of digThe Hazel business visitor, Monday.
terson. and family.
farm - with Bro. Kelso and during
Canadian Rockies", which will be
nity in its execution
-hown on the screen are asid to
the most expert trainrse the most beautiful scenes
ing and complete exlie world.
perience are required
Having crossed these mounts::
10 times, Mr. Rsukjer will be we
!r()
the director in
of
able •lio .tell some interesting file
'Charge. That our staff
,bout them.'
exis trained and
Mr. Ruakier is presenting 1:
perienced is your guar•ravel(,euZ2 free to the pub:.
Everybody is invited.
antee of. simple, itch
ejarvey

J. E Patterson, who has been
section foreman at Hazel far a
long period of years. has tendefed
his resignation from this position
effective May 1. By this action
Mr. Patterson terminates a long
and honorable career in the railroad service. He commenced his
railroad duties as laborer on the
--raileuadonaar _Jackman.
January. 1891. After.seven -months
service there, he transferred to the
I. C. Railway, being stationed rn
Mississippi. In 'October 1894. he
moved to Jackson. Tenn. taking
up work with the old P. T. & A.Tenn. Midland System. He was
promoted to position of foreman.
and located at Huron. Tenn.. in
September 1895, and was transferred to Haselesectlon 'be Ward'
1900 where h4 has continuously
served since. secceeding Joe Clifton who is remembered by some
our older citizens. and whe had
served the road from the tirne of
its construction until he was -relieved by Mr. Patterson.
On May 26. 1897, Mr. aPtterson
was married jo Mies Mary Crow
a typical southern woman and no
doubt but this devoted companion
who nas so faithfully kept the
home, and prepared the wholesome
noonday meals for him to take
','out on the road- has been one
Ring Crosby plays the role of a
of the strong factors in enabling
preess agent who's so good that he
him to serve his company so' long &ideally
-for a lot of glamour
and so well.
which be bimselfthare concocted as
This couple reared eight chile part of a plot to keept:Shirley Ros-s
dreti. The eldest. Blanche who happy in "Waikiki Wedding," the
married A. C. Underwood of near gaj romance with music which opHazel. died about two veers ago. ens on Tuesday at the Capitol
John Patterson. a son, is conductor Theatre
'
on the L. & N. at Paris. Tenn.:
Hen is a carpenter it Pairs, Tenn.;
Master James Overcast. 0. B.
Neelle, who married Galen Bran'Turnbow Jr.. and Ted Clanton
den a nemployee of the L. & N.
Brandon spent the week end in
at Pails; Jimmy. who married
Paducah visiting _relatives .and
Fred Pasc-hall of Detroit; Lida
Sue, wife of Leon Hendricks, of friends.
Dr. A. A. Oliver of Paris. Tenn..
Hazel; and 3ese and Mildred who
was in Hazel Thursday transactlive with their parents in Hazel.
ing business and visiting his sisMr. Patterson has worked
ter. Mrs. Kate Rose. •
earnestly for the civic, educational,
C. W. Drinkard of Murray was
and religious uplift of Hazel, serva Hazel visitor Fridae.
ed several years as town trustee,
Miss Jewell nill was in Paduand., is an elder in the Church of
.
cah Thersday.
Christ -atelhis place.'. Under the.
James Parker Miller, of Nashrailway pension system he will be'
'elle, Tenn., spent a few days lest
eligible to compensation. He -leavesweek in Hazel visiting his parents.
Quit service in ,perfect . standing
Mr.' and Mrs. J. R. Miller.
with the company. mi. and Mr:
Mrs. R. R. Hicks Sr. spent the
Patterson are aged 73 and'63 yes
week end in Paris. visiting her
spectively and will celebrate their
sister. Mrs R. B. Clansman .and
golden Wedding on May 26.
Mr. Chrisman,

M. Duncan

or

•

S. Pleasant Grove

-and

DIGNITY ..

I

dignity in the .rites we
at your re-

conduct
quest.

bineetety, •

The
J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home
Telephone 7

his illness spoke of his readiness to her home in Paris Sunday after
meet his Savior. He is survived visiting relatives for several days.
by his yowls widow and parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Olan Sheridan
: also
brother.
Elect New Officers
Mrs. Elzo Gupton, who had been
working in Detroit came in SatHazel Future Farmers held an
urday to join her husband, who
election Thursday of last week' to
had formerly served on the police
WASHINGTON, April 16—
select officers for, the ensuing
department in Detroit, but on acGovernment statistics released
year. The following were elected:
count of ill health returned home
last night showed heart disease
Tom Turnbow, president Frani(
several months ago to his parents,
forging steadily ahead as the
Scarbrough, vice-president; Charles
Mr. and Mrs. Lucian Gupton, to
principal cause of death in the
Lamb, eticretitry; Everard
recuperate.
United States.
treasurer; Duran Edwards, reportQuite a number In Ales cornA total of 312,333 deaths were
er; Harold Brandon, Watch Dog. •
insiaity would be ,glesete_ semi the eittriteeted__te 1ssart,4iess
lore two of our framer-of°
petition for a local ()peon electhe
303,724
1935, compared with
ficers, Bradford Armstrong. form
tion in June.'God bless and help
in
•
286,360
psevious year and
er president, and L. B. TuckerMr,
those who are taking the iniative
former Watch Dog.
in the management for local option
_Trailing way behind but still
We are sorry 'to lose these memfor Calloway and it with a college,
gaining over previous years was
bers who graduate this year, howtoo, and many students without
cancer,. the Public enemy No.
ever they will belong to the chapthe guiding hands of parents near.
2 of the medical world.
ter three years after they gradMr. and Mrs. Bert Moore called
Of the leading causes of death
uate. The following will graduate
Sunday to visit Lube Brown who
in this country only one, tuberthis year: Harvey Ellis, J. M,
has the measles. Mrs. Moore visitculosis—once the scourge of the
Platt. L. B. Tucker, and Bradford
ed with Miss Lillie Lamb who is
universe— showed a steady deArmstrong.—Duran Edwards, rerecuperating from an attack of
three
the
only
cline during
rter.
illness at the hisnsa rd. her 44104
years
Mrs. Lewis Cosby, and Mr. Cosby,
tistics are available.
'Approximately 200 acres of land
near Lassiter's cemetery, and Mr.
were seeded with pasture mixMoore attended funeral servicea
tures last month in Harlan county.
for W. T. Sheridan.
As several successful demonstraThe Cottage prayer meeting next
The Franklin County Sheep &
Saturday evening will be held at tions were made last year. many
the home of- Mr. and Mrs. J. 57 Union county farmers plan to seed Wool Growers' Association has Ir.-,
Smotherman's at 7:30, with Mrs. adapted strains of hybrid corn. stared 2,000 sheep.
Robert Waldrop as leader.
Capitols Deering has returned to
Detroit to seek work.
ECONOMiCAL
Prospects for freit is fine in this
DEPENDABLE
section. According to some experts an extended rainy season!
while trees are 'blooming stops
polonizatien and causes barren
fruit trees the seine as severe cold
weather.
Mrs. Hafford
Orr and little
daughters of Murray, who last
week visited their sister and aunt,
Mrs. Les Jones, Mr. Jones and
family, are this week visiting their
parents .and grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. E. M. Miles.
The Missionary'-societymet last
Thursday. with Mrs. Dennis Boyd.
Fifteen member and one visitor
was present. A good service was
held.
Mrs. Leo Carraway and -`baby
spent several days last week visiting her mother, Mrs. Lou Jackson ,ot Murray.
adiii Estelle. Hayes, who was II
taken to the blinic hospital last
Friday evening with an
.attack of
appendicitis, was able. to return
home Saturday evening but is improving very slowly and not yet
able to be in school.
Eugene Smotherman, who was
admitted as a patient to the Mason
MODEL W-C—AIR-TIRED

Hazel F. F. A.
Notes

fleart Disease Is
U.S. Public Enemy

_An.„„

ALLIS -CHALMERS
TRACTORS

•• •

:Tuesday of this week rail Phillips and Thomas Nesbitt repaired
bridges on Hazel Route 3. eerie 'T.'
W. Nesbitt's. The bride at Baker's
Cross Roads is regarded as dengerobs due- to its narrowness and
the lack of banisters.- Road officials please remember to inspect
this-bridge before someone is -hurt
or probably seriously,iujured.
As grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Grover Charlton and Mr. and Mrs
Everett Adams are rejoicing over
the arrival of a grand -daughter at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Homer
Charlton
last
Thursday.
The
mother and little Miss Jane Adams
are getting along fine.
Mrs. 011ie Nesbitt is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Hub Dunn and is
assisting in caring for her and
Master Holmes Dunn during an attack Of measles,
Stark Etwin has returned" -to
Detroit after a visit with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. Erwin.
Miss Marcie Nance returned to

•
Poster plus speed. The year 'round trainer for every
purpose: field, belt, road, batnyard. 4-speed transmission.
2 1-2 to 9 1-4 miles per hour. 39 to 25 per cent more work per
day at lower cost. Simple In design; equipped with every
modern tractor improvement. Full 2-plow power, drives a 22
ineb thresher.
Powerful differential handbrake -'-one for each rear
wheel—eeables the operator to tarn the "WC" in its tracks.
Pivot it on either wheel. tieing around at headlands Info adjoining rows without injuring plants, saving time, increasing
acreage cultivated per day.
Lossprice—low cost operation—it burns gasoline, kerosene. distillate. On air tires it has greater mobility, more
power at the drawbars, increased usefulness. Use it anywhere
without damaging floors or Yards.

Only $780 (f.o.b. mill) Steel Wheels
Only $960 (f.o.b. mill) Air Tires

J. T. TAYLOR
HAZEL, KENTUCKY

Collice Scruggs. Mr.. and Mr Ralph Edwards anr1 Thomas Chu
icy Scrugg• sPent the week en C:
with their, brother. the Rev. :Se
tereffereigge andefarnitreof- Jeskeen
Tenn.
- Mrs Dave White of north Hazel,!
is slowly improving from a broken,
article.
•
I
Suitt. M. 0. Wrather of Murray
was in HA7P1 On business Thurs•
,
day.

Murray, Ky.

OF HAZEL HIGH SCHOOL
LADIES' SPRING COATS

Cleaned and Pressed

CONGRATULATIONS GRADUATES!
We know all of you! Make this store' a
Ext...(‘‘mng center as hundreds before
you have done.
J. E. LITTLETON & COMPANY

May this graduation be the commencement Congratulations to the Graduates of Haze/
of a successful life. Believe in yourself,
High School!
believe in Hazel, believe in these
-May You Prosper and Be SucCissful!
United States, believe in us!

H. I. NEELY & SON

TURNBOW DRUG COMPANY
•
•

CASH AND CARRY

Remember:

PLATT'S

IT PAYS TO LOOK WELL!

Congratulations to the Graduates of Rigel
High School
May You Prosper and Be Successful

PLATT'S

FARMERS BANK OF HAZEL

CLEANING AND PRESSING
SHOP
:lf

-•

KENTUCkt

AZEI,

Congratulations
HAZEL HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES
Kentucky-Tennessee Light and Power Co.
Murray, Ky.
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THE LEDGER di TIMES MURRAY, KENTUCKY, THURSDAY AFTERNO N
seniors class on an outing at delighted both young and old. The death (that is the girls were) we strangers and those having no
Noble Park, Wednesday. April Ina play, filled with the spirit of ran upon little bugs who smelled chuich home to worship
here
whenever possible. •
Under the direction uf Mr. Cress, youth, was prerft1.-d by the cast like almonds.
,
the F. F. A. boys sponsored a With the spirit that goes with
We also saw many snails and
Sam P Martin, pastor
Father and Son fish banquet, Tues- youth.
other crawling creatures of inThe sophomores feel that the terest.
day
were
night. Preparations
large audience and the evident en- - We ate lunch at the old cave
Full Program at Commencement made for 75, people.
The faculty and student body joyment of all has more than re- entrance and about 1 p. m. we
Week Events for Cu-aduatwishes ,to thank the Ledger & paid them for their long hours of piled back into the bus and went
tug Clata
to the New "Frozen Niagara" enTimes for the courtesy they have rehearsing.
The cast included: Bobby Means, trance. We went through Rote
The following program has been shown in publishing the schocl
announced
for
commencement news each week during the school the "head" of the family, Joe 4. Among the most interesting
year.
Jones; Harold Means, his younger things we saw were, Roosevelt's Commencement Week Opens Satweek at airksey High school:
urday Night With Senior
brother, Richard Mills; Bill Baker, pome, Crystal Lake, where we
Plays
Baccalaureate services Sunday,
Following is a detailed an- a stranger, J. B. Adams; "Windy" went fur a delightful boat ride.
Class Play
May 2, at 8.1)0 p. nu The program
nouncement of oar plays. Tile Williams, a know-it-all, Harry Frozen Niagara, September Moro,
follows:
The senior doss- of
.anci tith_arneie, Douniqc Alabott Ardslea, a media.* Tiger Lilies and many other beau-Ptocessronal.
sion reasonable. 11 you like a mix- cal studept, Rob Gingles; Garrison -BEI-1 formations.
out of !aheorinesents the 3-act comedy
Invocation.
ed
up
mystery, Nee -"SPooky Garwood, a studious person, Ralph the cave about 3:30. We started entitled "The Eighteen Carat Boob"
Crusader's Hymn, Wick, mixed
Tavern". U it is a story of• Moth- MeCallon; Evelyn Pringle, Bobby's on our way home then (stopping in the school auditorium Saturday
chorus.
1. There
er's love you like , then see "An "big moment", Sue Marine; Vivian at every town). We stopped at night, May
will be
Sermon, Rev. A., AT. Havens.
Don't AAaans, Harold's "heart throb", Bowling Green for supper. While plenty of music before the play
Drink To Me Only With Thine Old Fashioned Mother".
fmogene Dulaney; Ruth Meek, who there we visited Western State and between 'acts.
miss them.Eyes, •male quartet.
lives -up to her name, Kathleen Teachers College. At about 6:30 - Elder Dewey H. Jones, pastor
"Spooky
Tavern,"
a
.mystery
•
Announcements, Prin. H. A. Lasfarce in three acts, will be pre- Meyers; Elizabeth Evans, wit, we left there and came home, of the Baptist Church of Benton,
siter.
sented by the junior class on wants to be an actress, Evelyn Pai:- arriving here at 10 p. m. All in Ky., will give the baccalaureate
Recessional.
May 8 in the school auditorium. ehall; Fatah Evans, stief older sla- all it was the, most enniyable trip sermon Siinday afternoon at 2:30
Benediction.
The characters are as follows: ter. Geraldine Hurt; Pansy Pearl, we had ever taken. We all hope o'clock. Music will be furnished
Class Night
Lon Hacker, Pat Rogers; Ghost a young colored maid, Mary Belle to go again next- year. We are by the school octet.
eeeendet. -w—eafet not heae tied-4 Wayinii Rayburn, district supcia
om n,
orsworthy; Pees
ce
p. rn.
better chaperones and a greater visor of Adult Education, of Murthe senior class will present the Lucy Hacker, Maurine Roger;
time.
will, prophecy, history, giftorian, Joyce Wingate, Thelma Dale Maray, will give the commencement
grumbler, etc., in
address Thupday, May 6, at 8 p.
a
drama- rine; Florabel Wingate, Mary San-Scone" at Operetta Practice
tized form. "Fifteen Years Hence ders; Bedelia, Mary E. Johnson,
m.
With the Class of 1937", as follows: Ralph Tanner, Burin Johnson; Wit •
The sophomore class will pre"Days" Currier has a glint of
sent the closing program for the
Mulled Girl, Reva Pearl Fatless, lie Worgle, Nornille Cole; Blackie
"that old green demon" 'in her
school year Saturday night, May
Married' Boy, Novise Copeland. Simms, Taz Ezell; Farone, Vernon
eyes as "Konrad" Williams woos
By Clara Waldrop
8, by giving the 3-act corned)',
First Boy, Cotton Billington.
Wilson.
The four classes of high school charming schonita" Gatlin so real- "Here
President, Elizabeth Lawson.
Comes Charlie."
"An Old fashioned Mother" will
a,
are preparing an athletic meet. istically.
A very large crowd attended the
First Gitl, Dorothy Nell Stark. be presented Saturday night, May
"Stefan" Miller sho puts his
Each elected a mailer-. They are,
musical prograrn given here by
Class Historian, Eldon Tucker, 1, by the senior class. The cast of
freshman. Hal Kingins; sophomore. all in the acting as iaccording to
Robert Lunn and Co. of W.S.M.,
Class Will, Ruth Manley.
characters fellows:
the
script
-}fm-m-m
-m)
he suc- Nashville,
James Boyd
Buchanan; junior,
Last Boy, Jimmie Pierce.
Tenn., last Thursday
Deberah Underhill, a Mother in
Phil Cutchin, and senior, Elmo cumbs to Chonita's charms. Hm-m. night.
They presented a very
Giftorian, Dorothy Nell Stark. • Israel, Elizabeth Lawson; Widder
Don't
worry
"Stub" cause "Chofine program.
Class Intentory, Wilson Marine. Bill Pindle, leader of the 'choir, Williams.
Basketball competition will he nita" with all its splendor; its roClass Grumbler, Cotton Billing-, Ruth Hanley; Lawizy Locing CuSmance,
and its ah-intrigue, will
held
this
week
end,
Wednesday,
ton.
Junior Senior-Banquet
tard, plain sewing and gossip, Reva
Thursday, and Friday.
Softball be over May 7, when the final
Class Poem.
Pearl Farless; Isabel Sisnpscott,
tournament will he held next week curtain is lowered on that colorThe
juniors
entertained - the
Song of the Dark, Grade, Novise the village belle, Gladys Hawks;
end on Wednesday, Thursday, and ful last act.
seniors with a banquet Saturday
Copeland.
Gloriana Perkins, as good as gold, Friday.
As for playing the part of a night, April 24:- The room was
There will also be _track
Dorothy Stark; Sukey Pindle, the
(Omniencement AEA-erases
butler,' my friends, you've never decorated in pink and white.
and tennis events.
Commencensent exercises will widder's mite, Willodean Pace;
seen real, honest to goodness "but. Chests were placed around the
be held Friday, May 7, at 8 p. m. John Underhill, the prodigal son,
On Wednesday afternoon, April lung" until you've seen "Emil" room filled with treasures. Trees
The program follows:
Cotton Billington; Charley Under28, a joint meeting of the Parent- the old goat) Hart "battle" his formed the'background. The placeProcessional,
hill, the elder brother, Wilson
Tegchers' A.ssociation and the way into Dayins "Hart"-inspiti cards were in the' form of minisInvocation.
Marine; Bro. Jonah Quackenbush,
hfothees' .Club of the Training of her "Evil Eye".
hire chests.
Lullaby Cain, girls' trio.
a whited sepulchre, Ned Washer;
School was held. Everyone had
Several very interesting talks,
Annie Laurie, mixed quartet.
Jeremiah Gosling, a merry heart,
Calling All Waltzers
a very nice time.
based on Treasure Island. were
Address, Max B. Hurt.
James Pierce; Enoch Rone, an outWhile practicing for the color- given. Twenty-four were present.
"Necklace of Pearls," Nevin, Sue cast and wanderer. Eldon Tucker;
Up from the bed we arose at
Sophomore girls were waitresses.
ful operetta "Chonita", Mr. Crane
Marine.
Quintus Todd, the county sheriff. 3:30
a. m. on Satarday morning.
The program Was as follows:
found that old-fashioned waltzing
Presentation of Diplomas, Prin. J. C. Breber.
At 4 a. m. we were on our way to
March, Miss Jones.
(1480 vintage) is not to "go"
H. A. Lassiter.
Mammoth Cave. Those included
Invocation, Mr. Story.
these days as most of the dancers
"Blessed Be the Tie That Binds",
On April 24 the sophomores prewere Miss Kathleen' Patterson,
Toastmistress, Margaret Stephenhad an entirely different version
senior class. ,
sented . their play. "Young and Mr. W. B.
son,
Moser, Misses Sylvia and. of it, (if
Benediction.
any).
Healthy", in the high school audiA waltzing - class
Beatrice Packman, Georgia JohnWelcome, Frances Suiter,
was held Wednesday night, April
torium. The antics and philosophy
son, Imogene Colson, Prances ShelResponse, Charles Johnson.
21, for the. dancers of the second
The junior class was host to the of the young people in the play
ton, Geraldine Barnett, Elizabeth
Solo, "The.' ,Three Greodiers",
act.
A large crowd struggled
Askew, Bertha Neil Shroat, Mayme
Leon Beale Jr.
with the "new" step to the tune
Ryan, Frances Sledci, Marjorie
-Shoving
Off for
Treasure
of 1,2-3, 1-2, 3, etc., and even'the
Shroat, Clara Waldrop and James
next day we heard a muttering in Island", Mr. Billington.
Boyd Buchanan.
Trio, Kathleen Brown, Truciile
-James WITson, Car ie B. Puckatn, 44,
Reeves, and Virginia Darnell.
Billy Harrison, Carlyle Phillips,
a", Mr. Wells.
Slane Sykes, Rob Buie, Solon
"Land Ho!", Mr. Story.
Hale, Garnett Jones, Heron West.
Poems and gifts to Seniors, HalFIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Gene Patterson, Dan Hutson, Ed
line Lassiter and Virginia Darnell.
Wilson Farmer, Charles Mason
The menu consisted of cheese
Preaching by the pastor mornBaker, Roy Beaman, Hal Kingins. ing and evenieg. Morning sub- craeaers, boiled ham, potatoes,
James Thurmond, Louis Charles ject: "BREAKING THE ALABAS- peas,' tea biscuits,, tomato cocktail,
Ryan, Joe" Tom ,Parker, Billy TER BOX."
Evening subject: tomatoes, calves, salad (butterfly),
-Jones, Rue Overby. . Gerbis Smith. "TI-IE
Wig-SAGE
OF
REFICis Iced tea;- banana Split and angel
We arrived at the cave at 9:30. BOTH."
food 5
,
ake.
•
'First we went to the lifStoric- bilr- -Siiiida'T-B"Ch•
_
o-Ol—e
-Ceiy Sunday
entrance. After resting a while morning at 9:30, with classes for
Our softball team Journeyed
we went on a hike of the sur- all ages taught , by competent -Over to Concord last -Friday for
rounding country. It was very teachers in separate class rooms. game and was victorious by
beautiful. We noticed especially Dr. Hugh McElrath, superintend- scorp of 6-3.
the pink
and white
The highlight of the game was
dogwood ent.
TAZ JONES, Proprietor
trees, which were in bloom. We
Baptist Training Union, meets the very effective pitching of
also found 30 different kinds of every Sunday evening at 6:40, with Beale, who didn't allow a run unGULF GAS AND MOTOR OILS
wild flowers. Almost scared to each Union having a very fine til the sixth Ming.
Concord is to return the game
program of instruction, inspiration,
and fellowship. Each Union meets the latter part of this' week.
in a separate room. R. W. ChurchJenny Linda Grave
ill. director.
Jenny Lind, the Swedish nightinMid-week meeting every Wednesday evening at 7:15. This is the gale, is buried in Malvern, England.
half way station for refueling for
the work to be done until next
Chiropractic: The science that
makes people well and
Lord's Day; the members and
happy.
friends are earnestly invited to attend. The Workers' Council meetDR. W. C. OAKLEY
ing follows this meeting immediChiropractor
ately.
Murray
•
609 West Main
The church extends a very Murray: Mon.. Wed. & Fri. P. PAL
hearty arid cordial invitation to all
Benton: Tues.. Thurs. * Sat.
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PAGE THREE

BROACH TO SPEAK
TO CONCORD CLASS

Larkins, Sada's father, Woodrow
Racy; Zeke Stebbins. a rural "detective", Lester Wilson.
•

OPTOMETRIS STUDY GROUP
MEETS HERE TUESDAY

Junior Clam 'to Give Play SatThe Jackson Parchase Opt
.
omeurday Night, Opening
tric Study group met in Murray.
Coroniencement
Tuesday, - April 27, for dinner &id
The commencement exercises -for
discussion at the National Hotel.
the senior class 'of '36-'37 will
begin Sunday afternoon, May 2, at Dr. M. J. Steinfield, Paducah, was
3 o'clock with the baccalaureate _the principal speaker at the meetsermon. The Program will be as ing.
follows:
taetrin$
,
-$
Wells, Murray; C. C. Brown, Maya
esslonaI.
Crusader's Hymn, mixed ehorua. _field; A. L. Lindsey, Mayfield; W.
Invocation.
N. Warren, Paducah; Esther J.
Solo, "Your Task", Mrs. J. R. Harmon, Paducah, and Dr. T. R.
Williams.
Palmer, Muaray, group chairman.
Sermon, Bro. J. Mack Jenkins
pastor First Methodist C.hureb.
Murray.
Song, girls' quartet.
Benediction.
The
commencement
program
will be Thursday night, May 6, at
8 o'clock. The program is as rollows:
Processional.
Song, "Sea Maidens", Girls' Glee
Club.
Invocation.
Sing, "Annie
Laurie", mixed
quartet.
Address, R. E. Broach.
Song, "Lullaby", girls' trio.
Presentation of diplomas.
Recessional.

Were Prince Alberts
In the "nifty nineties.' most
United States senators wore Prince
Alberts. The frock coat was a symbol of statesmanship and a beard
was the mark of a man of maturity,
and substance.
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"George: In a Jam"

Serail stops In

months the wear Is negD•rinf the colder
1 tri neroal
only Ito,
ligible, averaging
U.S.
east:string +Mk ooso
summer wear.9y
gaiety el
now—you'll get the extra
Royals
C.orniseel
ejean-cmt edges at
the sharp,
new
have practically
Tread — ond still
tires in springs.

bulich.

The junior class of New Concord 'High school will present
"George In a Jam" Saturday night,
May 1, at 8 o'clock.
Here is an entertainment rich
in comical surprises. Outstanding
comedy roles include: A boastful
hick "detective", a happy go lucky
youth masquerading as a German
maid; a loyal, "clarkle" cook; a
domineering country housewife,
and her henpecked huthand.
The cast includes:
'
Jim Gray, a youthful guardian.
Creston Bucy; Missy Brown, his
mutinous ward, Bobbie Farley:
George Forbes, another ward of
his. Randall Patterson; Odessa, the
colored cook, Mai-y A. Coleman;
Jack Carson, George's b o no m
friend, Solon Bucy; Nellie Mcir-row, a school teacher, Nina Rose;
Sara Jane Larkins, a rustic 'heiress,
Mary Dean Collie; Ma Larkins, her
mother. Marie Shoemaker; Pa

114444OS4r,

U. S. Safety Tabs
costs no more

U. S. ROYALS'
4.757.19
$10-80
$11.40
5.611ali
altie
525x111
'•
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proy•nts

trapped

air" igovieves.

, U. .5. TIRES
Guard TYPe

$6.05

PORTER MOTOR COMPANY
West MapleStreet

Murray, Ky.

_ Phone 97

=BIM=

I Have Taken Over the Management of
-the-WEST END GULF STATIONand LUNCH STAND

NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS
Sandwiches -. Cold Drinks
-A Hearty Welcome to All"

GULF INN

WING

,40

BAILEY'S

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Make Your Choice Now
From This Versatile Collection of Smartly Modern Gift Ideas!
Every day; all
day it servos supremely well, for
Sheaffer has
All Seven Wanted
Features". Equip
yourself hr &nods.
er for•lifetime of
Wilting cornfrort
_WA",-As • Shop4fer
&Mame t

•Diamonds
• CompactS'
• Bracelets
• Tie Sets

01,*,,Aeit..§ets

11!

• Bill Folds
•Gents' Seth
/TATwA
sLs
Yellow

Soo out Selection

•Luggage

Also
ELGIN and HAMILTON
WATCHES

•

We Wrap Gifts

OM, Skeaffer
Sh
na
112.23
and up

flat
All %wan ol I oAny
'
ll
Pen Features

Wanted

H. B. BAILEY
The Jeweler

Summer modernization begins with refrigeration .., and you'll

110 acres, 2 miles north 'of Murray on hard
surface road, large stock barn, poultry house—
$5,000, part cash, rest 9 years.

most efficient models of Modern Electrical Refrigerators.

Nice 5 room huse, all, modern conveniences,
on West Main street-4850 cash, balance 20 yrs.
at $20 month.

needs refrigeration for ice

Nice 6 room house on North 9th street, practically new house—$2,300.—All modern conveniences—$850 cash, balance $25 a month.

•Rings

laze/

Modern Electrical
Refrigerators

i

find reliable dealers here and elsewhere displaying the latest and

WE'RE READY with
the most complete assortment of gifts you
have ever laid eyes on:
Mere are hundreds of
clever ideas in the way
of gift selections . . .
for every grad, from
the grades up to college
students.

Co.

Una

by Kent
do c SOIS iei

cream

and every business that

or soft drinks. There's a size and

style for every need.„,
..
In our showrooms you will find the GENERAL

ELECTRIC,

which possesses many superior advantaggs..We will be glad to show

Nice new 5 room house on South 9th street—
$11700; $500 cash, balatuye as rent.
• _

them to you and tell you abdut the convenient-payment plan.

Nice lots. on S. Sixth street, 300 to 450 ft. in
each—part cash; Building up fast.

BUILDING A NEW HOME? -- Many are. Be sure you
have plenty of electrical outlets. They are more
eantcco;r2t1y and cheaply installed while building
than added later on. We'll be glad to have you consult
TREE OF CHARGE about your electrical outfits.

Nice lets in pear orchard from $225 to $450
each. Real location. Part- cash.
Nice lots on NOrth Tenth streer-70x175. Part
cash,:rest on terms.
Three nice lots right on concrete highway,
close to Five Points, 60x2.001 _,part cash, balance
on time.
•
If Yutt want to buy or sell real estate of any
kind, see us. Many pieces of property not mentioned here.

FARMER & RHODES
(Your Name and Address)

There are•-models for•ey
.
07 _home

Office Court House -Square

Phone 249

KENTUCKY-TENNESSEE LIGHT & POWER Ct
•

•

Murray, Kentucky

„

A Public Service for Community,'Home and .Individual
•
.
_
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LYNN GROVE HAS
FULL PROGRAM

her daughter. Tertnie Wilson Rale
ers: William Smitti..a young farmer, Talmadge Jones; Hector, a bit
of rural romance, James Kelso;
Jesse. janitor at Miss Prim's school,
_Quinton Sims.

farms were fed to rats at the ExMurray High School Reduction in Rates Are Proposed by the
periment
Station
in
varying
Honor Roll
amounts. Very small amounts apKentucky-Tennessee Light and Power Co. parently did not affect the ani-

Fifth Six Weeks
Pupils making a grade of 90 per
Information
obtained
at the affect about 63 Kentucky towns.
ErV.
J. Mack Jenkins Opens
cent or above and have been peenMurray office of the Kentucky.
They .include Frankfort Bowling
'Cheerio. My Derio-, farce in ent every period are as follows:
Commencement Sunday
Tennessee Light and Power com- Green. Hopkinsville, G ra agow,
three acte will be presented on
Second grade: Crystalline CunWith Sermon
Fednesday evening under the .de- ningham. Virginia Kathryn Hayes. pany disclosed that local officials Mayfield, Smith's Grove, Murray,
--had received no • communications Taylorsville and Scottsville.
The Otho Cook Jr.. Billie Rudolph.
Commence program for Lynn rection of - Huron Jeffrey.
from their head office about the
The commission ,in stating that
grade:
Colson,
Third
Birdie
Grove High School as announced play is based oil the experiences
proposed rate reductions submitted an agreement had been reached
by Prin. T. C Arnett, is as fol- of two girls who -attempt to .man- Claire Doran, Betty Gene Outland.
to the Public Service commission with the utility company, said the
age a summer resort hotel. II Clevie Mason. jamee Smith.
•
.._ •
leeet.
•
-- Friday.
tchedules would be offered for apyou wish to spend an evening of
Fourth grade: William Mason
Baccalaureate Sermon, Sunday
There was little chance of any proval on May 11 or as soon afterhilarious fun be sure to see this
Johnson. Suzanne Miller. Ann rate reductions in Murray -before ward as, peresitile. They will beevening, May 2, 8 o'cfock—Rev. J.
comedy. The cast includere
Brown. Mary Elizabeth_lludolph June billing, in any event, officials come effective not later than the
Mack Jenkins, pastor nt M. E.,
_ Melchizedek porter at the Moun- Freeda Mae Dunn.
_Church Murray
-Murrell. said. The rate reductions are made July 1 billings.
tain View hotel. Erwin Houten; Eddie Shorat.
as e
one is passed by both the
Tuesday evening;May 4. OperetThe company also agreed to InDesdernuna, maid at the hotel
Fifth grade: Martha Sue Cun- comnirsion and by the light com- crease the wages of Kentucky emta. "My Tomboy Girl".
Edith Cochrum:•..Sue
Grahame, ningham, Sarah
Ruth
Rhodes. pany. If Murray is passed early, ployes. -principally in the low in.
Wednesday- evening. May 5. Play, Cherry Holt, joint owners of
the reductions will take place at ume brackets,.approximately $41.Jeanne Doran, Alecia Farmer.
-Cheerio My Deario".
Mountain View Inn, Thelma Smith,
000 annually. ,The increases are to
Sixth ,grade: Bobby Garrisor. that time
_Thursday evenieg. • May 6. Class Jessie Dee . Trees; Dick Giedia_ me.
--The major possibility In evidence become effeethe by the middle of
Address. Joe T. Lovett.
Sue's husband.. Hilton Williams; -Marion Siboroitigh, James Lout, Wednesday was
that a notice of May .the commission announceFriday, May 7, School Picnic.
Sophronia Spatchett. Cuthbert's Johnsoe, Fay Nell Anderson. WanSatutdav evening.- May 8. Senior fiancee. Maurine Henley: Fiji. her da Fuzzell, Virginia Nell Wilford. reductions would arrive about May ment said'.
a
11. Reductions will affect KenThe commission, on April 10, orPlay, "College Hobo",
Seventh grade:. Chariyn HartsFrench maid. Martha Nelle Stark
tucky to the extent of about $125,- dered the company to show cause
.
Tommy Tarrant. in love
with field.
000 annually. The. will amount why its rates should not be lowThe complete program follows. Cherry. W. D. Kelly: Mrs. 1'. jetEighth grade: George Ed Jones.
to about a 10 per cent, and will ered.'
eunctaj evetflrig a 8iftheK., tersest Johns. in search of a title
MeEiret14,
Baccalaureate sermen.
Sylvesta Wilson; Gwennetti Johne, Ward. Solon Hale. Henry Jones.
Processional.
her daughter. Evelyn Lou Lock- Helen Eaker
. Invocation. Rev. E R. Roach.
Junior: -Mack Coleman. Martha
hart: Lord Cuthbert Twillingham,
. Cherus. "Guide Me Oh Thou in .search of an heiress, James Kel- Lou Barbet.
Great Jehovah-. and "List to the so; Snodsbury. his valet. Gerald
Senior: Rudolph Colson, Thomas
Voice".
Earl Martin.
Bryan Wheeler.
Baccalaureate Sermon. Rev. J.
Honorable Mention
FRANKFORT, Ky., April 24— office- employees, traveling exMack Jenkins.
The following students made
Thursday
evening.
5.. at
.8
Chore.. "Master the Tempest Is
an average of 90 per cent or, more By virtue of conservative opera- penses, office equipment, worko'clock.
Commencement night. '
Raging". and "Awakening Chor•
but were absent or tardi one or tion in the administration of the men's compensation and incidental
Processional.
Kural Highway Department, each items.
•..,
more periods:
Recessional.
Invocation. Rev. E. D. Farris.
When.-•_the Department's Fiscal
Eighth grade: Martha Churchill. county in Kentucky will have adOration. Talmadge
Benediction. Rev. C. W LawFreshmen:
McDougal, ditional funds for rine' highway year ended March 31, the adNoblework this year. Less than one- ministration division had used but
Vocal solo. Odine Swann.
rence.
_
_•._ .
Frances Siedd.
di..enniencement Address, Joe T.
Sophomores: Louise Cable, Eliza- half of the amount allotted the De- $66.833.44. Mr. Williams immedipartment for administration pur- ately. began the refund adjustment.
- "My. Tomboy-'Girl". a musical Lovett. beth Upchurch.
comedy in three acts . will be preAt the end of the year the Rural
Girls' trio. Tennie Wilson Rogers.
Juniors: John L. Roach7Sue Up- poses was withdrawn from the
budget during the last Fiscal year. HighWays Department had actually
sented on Tuesday evening. The Jessie Dee Treas. Odine Swann.
church.
The unexpended fund, amounting expended in cash for road work
cast is as follows:
Senior: Mary Marrs.,
Presentation of diplomas. Prin.
to 1113,164.56. has been apportion- $1,117.759.38,
Geraldine.. Ames. "'My Tomboy
constructing
more
T. C. Arnett..
ed among the 120 counties in the than 3.000 miles of „grade and
Girl". Odine Swann, Mrs Whit• Benediction.
'
State. Cecil Williams, Rural High- drain. 2.000 miles of surfacing
- nay Ames. her mother. Rebecca
way Commissioner, announced to- 'along with the erection and repair
--.72124Mirreeeke EtheL Dracula. VirIn memory of Grady Reeder, day.
of a large number of bridges.
, ginia. Jikstine. • college girls. Reba .
who was drowned in the TennesCalloway county's apportionment
Kee Miller. Syleesta Wilson, Thee
Nearly $800,000.00 allotted . and
see River on April 19, 1937. He of the refund adjusttnent was • obligated to the county but unilta Smith: -IUThertne • Diinnaway.
was. 13 years and. a few week in $861.48. which with the $4927.75 expended due to the fact that the
•
-Miss Prim. who conducts a school
age.
unex nded balance from the 1936- ' 1936-1937 program was late- startfor young girls, Jessie Dee Treks:
He leaves a sorrowing mother 1937 allotment added to the $15 - ing will be available for road con•
Minnie Dildock. houeekeeper,_,Marand father. one 61-other. Glen 205
tha Belle'Harris,, Tilli
set- up from (Tie 1937-1938 struction this year. Of the 51.800.ptidack ,
Reeder of Detroit. one sister, Mrs.
ram gives the county a total 000.00 set aside . for actual road
Oriom Rowlett of Webster, Fla.,
ailable allotment of $21,094.50. work, $682.445.28 was not used.
and a hest of relatives to mourn
When the Rural Highway De- This with the $113164.46 unex^
his untimely passing.
partmeet
.was inepeurated April 1, pended funds in the adminietratten
1936. after the General, Assembly budget gave an actual refund of
-We-are grieved,— - -to had made available $2,000.000,00 • 5195.609 85.
Yet after all it may be
for use on secondary and feeder
Mr. Williams said that the policy
our roads, 10“, of the fund or $200,- of the Department would be to
Just in the happiest, sunni
•og
of all the voyage.
000.00 was set up for administra- surface the 3,000 miles of grade
While eager winds are kissing tion purposes, only • 4.6% was and drain roads before additional
every sail,
.
used. Administration costs includ- grade and drain work would be
To dash against the unseen rock, ed salaries of Central and District undertaken.
Knd- in an instant hear the-billows
'tali- above a sunken ship.
For whether in mid-ocean
pastor will speak.
tures and their effect on livestock
Or among the breakers of the
Etillhang Worship at 6:30 o'clock. indicates that heavy feeding of
fartherest shore.
• Please note this change in time. minerals rosy be harmful to atkir
A wreck at last must mark the We are having our evening service male.
end of, each and all. one hour early next Sunday in
The, study of mineral mixtures
And ,every life, no Matter if its ...order that the pastor may be able followed continued reports to the
every hour is rich with love
to preach • the baccalaureate. ser- Experiment Station of stock on
.And every moment jewelled with mon for the Hazel High school- at farms over the state dying with8 o'clock.
by.
out symptoms of diseases or
Will, at- its close. become.a tragedy.
Prayer meeting each Wednesday troubles commonly fatal to aniSo many dear have died and left evening at 7:30 o'clock.
mals. It was observed that .n
forlorn. •
many instances ot, such losses the
We
would
call
especial
attention
Their helpless ones to fight life's
to our regular business meeting on stock had free access to mineral
bitter fight;
Wednesday night. May 5. At that mixtures. such mixtures being
I hear them toiling in the bitter
time our building committee will placed in pastures, feed lots and
•Even the kids themselves con hide their dirty work
morn,
bring before the phurch certain barns.
whisk away finger smudges, dirt, grease spots, ink splashes
I hear them weeping in the weary
Samples of, mixtures used on
recommendations that have to do
night..
with soap and water. Ws easy when your walls are pointed
with the finishing of our house of
with this amazingly washable wall finish.
May the God of love strengthen
worship. Every member of the
his mother.".
Perfect for kitchens, bathrooms,stairways, nurseries, recreachurch who reads this announce-Written by an Aunt.
rnent is expected to be present.
- tion rooms, woodwork. radiators_ Twelve CIUART
Stella Henry
The pastor is speaking next Sunbeautiful tints_ Ask for our book of decoraday morning on -THE QUALIFI:
ting ideas, the HOME DECORATOR tts free.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
CATIONS AND DUTIES OF DEA.
.
CONS." Of course every deacon
"Carroll Hubbard, -Pastor
school .
of the church is expected to be in
opens
The Sunday
the service. There will be much
promptly at 9:30 a. ne G. A. Murin the message of interest and
superintendent.
phey.
.We
had
Norlh.Fourth Street
Phone 323
.
profit to all God's people, and not
almost a record atendance on lee
to deacons only.
Only Gelve Paint and Wallpaper Store in Murray
Sunday morning. Let us do even
The evening_ service will be'
better next Sunday.
evangelistic'.
Come
end bring
The morning Worship service your
lost friends.
PAINT
HEADQUARTERS
•e be held at 10:45 o'clock. The
All of our services are simple.
Come
'=fiZZEZIZIZEZ2ZIr Scriptural, and spiritual.
and see!

Calloway to Get $21,094.50 for Rural
Roads from State, Including Refund

In Memory

Not Ev.erybody
in
•
county sub•
scribes to the Ledger
fir Times.
•mes but nearly
everybody reads itl

5‘5,
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ARE
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Unconscious 21 Days
With Encepphalitis
Following Measles

mals, but where the ration was 3
per cent minerals the animals were
James Everett Hughes. 13
clearly affected, and as the amount
year old son of Mr.- and Mrs.
of mineral mixture was increased
John Hughes, who live about
the trouble became increasingly seone mile southeast of Murray, is
vere. Post-morteum eisaminations
fast recoving from enchepalitis
of the rats revealed serious ina complication of measles.
testinal disturbances.
James Everett developed
re•
A chemical analysis Of mixtures
measles on March 12 and en.
showed them to contain large
chepalitis complicating the disamounts of salt, ground limestone
ease on March 15 --or 18. 'He
and finely ground rock phosphate
ran a temperature of 106` deRock phosphate -contains calcium
grees for sevefal hours, before
fluoride, a substance which the in- ,medicines would take effect. He
vestigators at the Experiment Stabecame unconscious with the
tion say hAs a harmful effect on
development of encephalitis and
animals. The mixture also conremained so for 21 days. The
tained sand and silica, copperas,
child's neck was stiff, his jaws
bluestone and other substances of
locked and his arms and legs
deobilta value when fed to liverigid. He could not talk, move
stock.
any part of his body or seemOther than salt, it is probable
ingly recognize or recall anythat livestock in -Mentucky need
thing during the.
.21 day coma.
little or no mineral supplied to
He was fed by means of a nasal
them, says the Experiment Statical
: tube every three hours during
Limestone, which is one of the
the entire period of he unconpi Mx.riasgt snip I,r,..,1111
Scrsottar..,
,
nrarrry- nnxtures, is abundant in much of the
By some remarkable force he
state. Grass and other feeds ordinfought the death call and ralarily supply animals with most of
lied. After consciousnes began
the minerals that they require.
to return, and his physician
thought best, he was brought to
Salt should be given So stock,
the Keys-Houston Clinic Hosbut care is necessary -in placing it
pital for physiotherapy treatbefore animals in large amounts,
ments to aid in the return of
especially if they have not been
function to the muscles of' the
receiving salt regularly.
arms, legs and trunk. He left
the Clinic on April 19 for his
Used Cave for Glass Work
home and apparently- has comThe first glass maker in Scotland
pletely regained his health.
was George Hay (1588-1825). H.
took advantage of • peculiarly
formed cave at Wemyss, on the Fife
coast, and set up his furnace therein_

•

ARDUI
FOR
WOMEN

DRESSED FRYERS
•
Early Spring Milk Fed
Chickens
•
Call
Cheslie Adams
5303
•
Deliveries every day

The funeral directors of Calloway county are in Paducah today
attending the 12th annual meeting of the West Kentucky District Funeral Directors Association.
Interest centers here in the fact
that R. W. Churchill, Murray, is
and has been the secretary-treasurer of the organization while
B. Gilbert, -hfprray, is h director
and last year served as president
of the body.
E. J. Beale, Murray hUmorist
and entertainer, was billed to make
the principal- speech at the banquet this evening at the Hotel
Irvin Cobb but was obliged to
cancel the engagement on account
of his duties with the State Welfare board.
Besides Mcsars, Churchill and
Gilbert. of Murray, W. W. Kelly.
Hazel. and Whitt Imes. Almo, are
also attending the meeting.

The
•
Murray Laundry
is equipped to handle even tae
most delicate work, blankets,
quilts, featherbeds, pillows and
ticks, and to return thew beautifully laundered and finished.
•

For Free Call and
Delivery

PHONE 303

THE Na. IL FAMILY Favorite.
It's More Healthful!

DO

e--

Funeral Directors
To Meet Thursday

It's More Sanitary!

"OMIT

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

Seffe"
The amazingly washable Wall Finish

•

$1.15
MURRAY-PAINT & WALL- PAPER COMPANY

Announcing-7_

for your
MOTHER

Heavy Mineral Feeding
Proves Harmful to Animals

What woutd Mother's Day be withCounty Agent J. T. Cochran has out flowers? For flowers are the
received the following information perfect way of expressirig your
from the College- of Agriculture, feelings on this special occasion.
University of Kentucky.'Lexington,
t An official report of the Agricultural Experiment Station of the.
UniVersity at Kentucky covering
the composition of mineral mix-

MRS. A.0. WOODS
FLORIST
North Fourth St,
Murray, Ky.

AUNT
BETTY'S
BREAD
White Bread
Whole Wheat
Rye Bread
Raisin Bread

and PULLMAN LOAF
Ask for it by name at
your grocery

'PIES
PASTRIES
CAKES

Real "Old Fashioned"
Pit Barbecue

WE BAKE
SPECIALTIES FOR
YOUR PARTIES

•
"It's Truly Good"
•
Worzwii( -soon bave a complete stock of good used cars on the
vacant lot on Weise Mein fkreett*IoteigPint.4tis Station). If interested
in any kind of used car we ask that you look over our stock before
buying and compare the conditien and prices of our cars. Be convinced that our prices are the biggest .dollar values in used cars to be
found anywhere.
We also BUY good used cars and will pay the highest prices.

Murray Used Car Exchange

;4.

TOASTED SANDWICHES
of all kinds
ci
Cold Drinks
Ice Cream
Home Made Pies
•
'STOP IN AND EAT..WITH US

'A Modern Si‘%:-,C.,!_rtti_iKist Modern People

1 Murray. Baking Co.
Formerly Parker Brothers Bakery

COZY INN

JACKFARMER, Manager

L

4."

By the poOd or sandwich

a

Mr and Mrs. jalmage Robinson

JEFF FARRIS'

-

C. C. SALMON
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